
Law Office ofBabak Naficy 
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November 25, 2019 

Honorable Herb Wesson 
President 
Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

Re: File 13-1513-S1 Animal Sterilization I Pet Sterilization I Substitute Term I Los Angeles 
Administrative Code (LAAC) I Section 5.199 I Amendment I Citywide Cat Program Draft 
Environmental Impact Report (Scheduled for November 26~ 20 19) 

Dear President Wesson and Council Members: 

The above-referenced motion would direct the City Attorney to prepare revisions to the Los 
Angeles Administrative Code to allow for use of the Animal Sterilization Fund for unowned 
animals instead of for pets. This proposed action is a part of the Citywide Cat Program which is 
being reviewed currently under the California Environmental Quality Act. A Draft 
Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) has been prepared and circulated for comment. 

The City' s proposed adoption of the proposed revisions to the regulation that govern use of the 
Animal Sterilization fund is premature and unlawful as it amounts to a pre-decisional approval of '-
an action that is an integral part of a larger program for which the environmental review is 
necessary but has not been completed. According to the Citywide Cat Program EIR's Executive 
Summary, 

The proposed Project would enable the following actions and policies to be administered 
under the Citywide Cat Program: 

b. As part of changing the Los Angeles Administrative Code (LAAC) (Section 5 .199), 
broaden the permitted use of Animal Sterilization Fund monies from "pet sterilization" 
(current language) to "animal sterilization." Currently, Section 5.199 of the LAAC limits 
the use of funds for sterilization of "pets." The proposed amendment would allow use of 
funds to sterilize pet, stray, or feral cats. The proposed Project would allow the LAAC's 
Animal Sterilization Fund to also be used to spay or neuter free-roaming cats in the City. 
However, no monies intended to spay or neuter pet cats in the City would be reduced. 

The Draft EIR therefore clearly admits that the proposed revisions of the LAAC are part of a 
' larger program that is currently wider review by the City. Devotion of resource to the preparation 

ofthe proposed revisions, as well as the proposed consideration and approval of the very 



revisions to the LAAC that is currently subject to environmental review amounts to 
impermissible piecemealing of the Citywide Cat Program which is the subject of the DEIR. 

The proposed project consisting of the proposed revisions to the LAAC is an integral part of the 
City's proposed Citywide Cat Program, whose stated purpose of implementing a Trap-Neuter
Return (TNR) would not be feasible without securing funding for sterilization of stray and feral 
cats. Moreover, the Department of Animal Services is the proponent of both the Citywide Cat 
Program and the proposed revisions to the LAAC and both projects essentially serve the same 
function. See, Banning Ranch Conservancy v. City o(Newport Beach (2012) 211 Cal. App. 4th 
1209, 1226. As such, there is no doubt that the proposed revisions is part and parcel of the bigger 
Cat Program and must therefore be analyzed and considered for approval as a part of that 
program. 

In any event, the proposed revisions to the LAAC to. expand the use of animal sterilization funds 
to include stray and feral cats is itself a "discretionary project" within meaning of CEQA in that 
it is capable of causing impacts on the environment for reasons tha~ UWG has explained in detail 
in its extensive comments on the DEIR. As such, even if the proposed revisions did not amount 
to impermissible piecemealing of the larger Project, it would still be impermissible at this time 
because the City has not undertaken any meaningful or adequate review of its potential 
environmental impacts. 

As explained in detail in UWG's comments, the problems with the DEIR for the Citywide Cat 
program are numerous and profound (see attached letter and accompanying report). It is 
therefore imperative for the City Council to hold off on consideration and any potential vote on 
any components of the Citywide Cat Program until the CEQA review is complete and a legally 
adequate Final EIR is presented for deliberation. Any further action to approve project elements 
amounts to an impermissible expenditure of resources and pre-commitment to the project and :. 
would evidence bias toward a specific outcome of tht environmental review. The current EIR 
process cannot be a post hoc rationalization for a set of actions to which the City has already 

. d I committe : 

A fundamental purpose of an EIR is to provide decisionmakers with information 
they can use in deciding whether to approve a proposed project, not to inform 
them of the environmental effects of projects that they have already approved. If 
post-approval environmental review were allowed, EIRs would likely become 
nothing more than post hoc rationalizations to support action already taken. We 
have expressly condemned this use of EIRs. Laurel Heights Improvement 
Association v. Regions of the Univ. of Cal. (1988) 47 Cal.3d. 376, reh 'g denied, 
citing No Oil, Inc vs. City of Los Angeles (1975) 13 Cal.3d. 68, 79. 

The City Council has an obligation to be a neutral arbiter of fact with respect to the 
environmental impacts of the proposed Citywide Cat Program and all of its constituent elements. 
A Lead Agency must be neutral and not certify an environmental review as an afterthought. 
County of Inyo v. City of Los Angeles (1984) 160 Cal. App.3d 1178, 1185, 207 Cal. Rptr. 425. "If 
post approval environmental review were allowed, EIRs would likely become nothing more than 



post hoc rationalizations to support action already taken" Laurel Heights Improvement 
Association v. Regents ofthe Univ. ofCal. (1988) 47 Cal. 3d 376, 394. Even though the current 
motion is to direct preparation of changes to the Administrative Code and not the final vote on 
those code changes, the City risks erecting an insurmountable bulwark of incremental and 
piecemealed decisions that preclude neutral consideration of the EIR and indicate to any outside 
observer that an approval of the EIR will be, in fact, an afterthought. 

The City is stepping over the line from a predisposition toward its own project to an 
impermissible pre-commitment to a particular outcome. The City is especially vulnerable to this 
perception because it did not undertake environmental review at the earliest feasible time in 
project conceptualization and planning (as requested by my clients in 2005), but rather had to be 
forced to stop implementing its project unless it actually completed the environmental review 
that it agreed to in 2006. In light of this history of not only pre-commitment, but illegal and 
surreptitious implementation of the preferred project," we request that the City Council cease 
further actions in furtherance of the Citywide Cat Program unless and until an adequate 
environmental review document is prepared and considered fairly ~y the Council. 

Sincerely, 

q~w1; 
Babak Naficy 
Attorney for The Urban Wildlands Group et al. 

Attachments (electronic only) 
UWG comments RE Citywide Cat Program EIR 
Comments ofBabak Naficy re Citywide Cat Program 
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Law Office of Babak Naficy 

1540 Marsh Street, Suite 110 

San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 

(805)593-0926 

babaknaficy@sbcglobal.net 

 

October 28, 2019 

 

Dr. Jan Green Rebstock 

City of Los Angeles 

Public Works, Bureau of Engineering 

Environmental Management Group 

1149 S. Broadway, 6th Floor, Mail Stop 939 

Los Angeles, CA 90015-2213 

 jan.green.rebstock@lacity.org 

RE: Citywide Cat Program (E1907610) Draft Environmental Impact Report  

Dear Green Rebstock 

I submit these comments on behalf of the Urban Wildlands Group, Endangered Habitats 

League, Los Angeles Audubon Society, Palos Verdes/South Bay Audubon Society, Santa 

Monica Bay Audubon Society, and American Bird Conservancy (UWG, et al.) in response to 

the the Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the proposal by the City of Los Angles 

to adopt a “Citywide Cat Program” (“Cat Program” or “program”). According to the EIR, the 

City intends to to implement a “trap-neuter-return” (TNR) for program for free-roaming cats. 

This program would fundamentally change to the way the City manages cats and would likely 

increase the number of “owned” and free-roaming cats. The program fails to adequately 

document the existing population of free-roaming cats and the ecological damage and the 

public health hazard posed by free-roaming cats. The program tacitly supports and endorses 

the activities of cat groups in Los Angeles, including but not limited to their unlimited feeding 

of cats in outdoor colonies and in anything, proposes to allow these groups to grow the 

existing colonies by acquiring unowned cats from City animal shelters and release them 

outdoors in colonies these group maintain and feed.  

The City’s program is equally notable for what it does not propose to do, namely prohibiting  the 

feeding or maintenance of cats in colonies located in ecologically sensitive areas, providing 

subsidized or free sterilization services for low income households, requiring vaccination of cats 

mailto:babaknaficy@sbcglobal.net
mailto:jan.green.rebstock@lacity.org
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under care of cat groups, or consideration of project alternatives that would effectively reduce 

the number of free-roaming cats. 

The DEIR suffers from multiple fatal CEQA errors. As set forth in the accompanying report and 

the separate comments of UWG, the technical modeling approach used by the EIR to support the 

conclusion that project implementation would in the long run result in a net decrease in the 

number of free-roaming cats in the City is deeply flawed and is in part based on a mathematical 

error. Because of the fatal flaws in the model, the EIR’s conclusion that the program will result 

in a long-term decline in the number of free-roaming cats and will consequently not result in any 

significant environmental impacts is unsupported by substantial evidence and must be rejected.  

The inquiry should really stop there. However, should the City unreasonably insist on proceeding 

with its environmental review despite the fatal flaws in the model, it should do so mindful of the 

following additional fundamental flaws in the EIR: 

 The EIR’s discussion of project objectives is confusing and flawed because the 

EIR confuses and fails to distinguish between project objectives and project 

components. The EIR, moreover, fails to recognize that some of the project 

components/objectives are contradictory and may effectively thwart the 

achievement of other important objectives. 

 The EIR’s analysis of Project Alternatives violates CEQA. 

 The EIR does not include an adequate and discussion of the Project’s 

environmental baseline, including the number and location of free-roaming cats in 

the City and the current available cat management practices available to the 

public. The EIR does not provide any meaningful explanation as to why the City 

could not do more to map the spatial distribution of free-roaming cats in Los 

Angeles, or to provide an accurate estimate of the population of free-roaming cats 

in the City.  

 Because the EIR assumes the overall population of cats will decline overtime as a 

result of the implementation of the project, the EIR fails to recognize that the 

program will likely change the spatial distribution of cats in the City because the 

program proposes the City to surrender unowned cats at City animal shelters to 

TNR groups, which the EIR admits would place the vast majority of such cats in 
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existing colonies that they care for. Accordingly, even if the population of free-

roaming cats were to decline because of sterilization, the evidence shows the 

number of such cats would increase at certain location within the City. As such, 

the localized impact of free-roaming cats could potentially increase. 

 The EIR characterizes many aspects of the program as project component when in 

fact, these features are better understood as mitigation measures as the concept is 

understood under CEQA. As a consequence of describing mitigation measures as 

project features, the EIR fails to ensure these measures are enforceable, and fails 

to include any analysis of the extent to which these measures can be feasibly 

implemented or how effective they may turn out to be.  

 Owing to these fundamental flaws, the EIR fails as an informational document. 

In the addition, the City should evaluate the extent to which the Project could potentially expose 

the City to lawsuits and liability from people infected by toxoplasmosis, rabies and other 

diseases, or from homeowners who may incur additional expense dealing with free-roaming cats. 

The City may also incur additional cleanup costs if cat population increases degrade water 

quality. 

 

My comments incorporate by this reference additional comments submitted by the Urban 

Wildlands Group, et al, including Cat Population Modeling to Inform Environmental Impact 

Analysis A Review of Methods and Results Presented in the City of Los Angeles Citywide Cat 

Program Draft Environmental Impact Report (2019, Evans, B, et. al.) 

 

1. The EIR’s discussion of Project Objectives is confusing and fails to distinguish 

between project components and true project objectives 

“[A]an EIR must “describe a range of reasonable alternatives to the project ... which would 

feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the project but would avoid or substantially lessen 

any of the significant effects of the project....” In re Bay-Delta etc. (2008) 43 Cal.4th 1143, 1163.  

The process of selecting the alternatives to be included in the EIR begins with the 

establishment of project objectives by the lead agency. “A clearly written statement 

of objectives will help the lead agency develop a reasonable range of alternatives to 
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evaluate in the EIR and will aid the decision makers in preparing findings.... The 

statement of objectives should include the underlying purpose of the project.” 

Id. 

The lead agency “may not give a project’s purpose an artificially narrow definition.”  Id. at p. 

1166. The EIR’s description of project alternatives must be supported by substantial evidence 

and must “illuminate the underlying purpose of the project.” Habitat & Watershed Caretakers 

v. City of Santa Cruz (2013) 213 Cal.App.4th 1277, 1300 

As set forth above, the EIR’s description of Project objectives is confusing, flawed and 

problematic because the EIR’s discussion fails to “illuminate the underlying purpose of the 

project.” For example, The EIR does not make it clear whether the primary purpose of the 

Project is to promote TNR, reduce free-roaming cats
1
, increase the number of cats owned or 

cared for per household, or reducing the rate of cat euthanasia.  

As a result of these issues, the EIR’s discussion of Project objectives is also fundamentally 

flawed because at least some of these objectives are mutually exclusive. Increasing the number 

of owned cats per residence, for example, would likely increase the total number of cats in the 

City and therefore eventually result in more free-roaming cats and more cat euthanasia. 

Likewise, promoting TNR and encouraging the transfer of unowned cats from shelters to cat 

groups would likely increase the number of free-roaming cats. The EIR must be revised to 

address these inconsistencies. 

Moreover, some of the Project objectives are vague making it unclear or confusing as to why 

they are included in this project. For example, the EIR states that one of the Project objectives is 

training City animal services staff “on cat management programs and engage in collaborative 

efforts with local rescues groups to help respond to and address free-roaming cat issues.” (EIR 5-

1) On its face, it is not clear why this is a stated objective of the Project because the City may 

train animal services staff on “cat management programs” and engage “collaborative efforts with 

local rescue groups” without the need for an EIR. If, on the other hand, the City intends to train 

animal services staff only to implement TNR and to collaborate only with TNR groups to 

address “free-roaming cat issues ” through TNR, then the EIR should be revised to make this 

                                                           
1
/ The EIR refers to reducing the “relative” number of free-roaming cats. It is not clear What is meant by the phrase 

“relative” in this context. Relative to what? 
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point more clearly because the EIR must “illuminate the underlying purpose of the project.” 

Habitat & Watershed Caretakers v. City of Santa Cruz (2013) 213 Cal.App.4th 1277, 1300. As 

is, the generic-sounding list of objectives does not make it clear to the leader that the City intends 

to train staff only on TNR, and to collaborate only with groups that implement TNR.   

Some of the stated Project objectives are mutually exclusive and/or would work at cross 

purposes. The goal of reducing the number free-roaming cats and the number of cat euthanasia, 

for example, is potentially at odds with the proposed increase in the number of owned cats from 

3 to 5, and the proposal to surrender feral and otherwise unowned cats to cat groups that would 

turn them loose in cat colonies. This practice would clearly increase the number of free-roaming 

cats and likely, number of euthanized cats. The EIR must be revised either to address this issue. 

2. The EIR’s analysis of Project Alternatives is flawed  

The EIR’s discussion of the “no project” alternative is flawed because the EIR assumes under 

this scenario, the City would be not fund sterilization of cats in the City. To reduce the number of 

cats, the City can increase the number of vouchers that may be available for sterilization of 

owned cats without the further requirement that the spayed/neutered cats be returned to cat 

colonies. This would represent a “no project” in that the City would not be implementing TNR, 

but would still reduce the overall number of cats and therefore contribute to a reduction of free-

roaming cats and euthanasia.  

The alternatives considered in the EIR are unlawful because they are not intended to reduce one 

or more potentially significant impact of the Project. Under CEQA, the EIR must consider 

alternatives that reduce one or more significant impacts of the Project. Because the EIR fails to 

recognize that the implementation of the program would result in significant impacts, none of the 

alternatives considered by the EIR attempt to reduce Project impacts, particularly those on 

biological resources and public health.  

Instead, the EIR only considers alternatives means of achieving some of the City’s stated 

objectives that do not involve TNR or returning feral or free-roaming cats to the environment. 

These alternatives should be seriously considered, but not in the context of Alternatives analysis 

under CEQA. Rather, these Alternatives should be considered as project components that could 
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more effectively accomplish some of the Project’s legitimate objectives, such as reducing the 

number of free-roaming cats.  

For example, enacting a “no-roaming” ordinance for owned cats (Alternative 3) could clearly 

reduce the number of free-roaming cats, which in turn would likely reduce the number of 

euthanized cats.  

Alternative 4, i.e., enactment of a city ban on outdoor feeding of owned or free-roaming cats 

would be a great approach to reducing the number of free-roaming cats and reducing the number 

of  cat euthanasia. Such an approach would be consistent with LAMC 53.06.05 and the Fish and 

Game Code, which ban feeding of non-domesticated carnivores . The EIR claims this ban does 

not apply to free-roaming cats because cats are domesticated. (AR ES-9). This claim ignores the 

intent of this ban, however, which is clearly to reduce the harm to free-roaming carnivores. 

Because some of the food left for cats will be consumed by other carnivores, leaving food for 

cats should be considered illegal.  

Increasing enforcement of the rule requiring spay/neuter of owned cats (Alt. 5) should not be 

considered an alternative to the Project. Increased enforcement, if it is shown to promote the 

achievement of Project objectives, should be implemented as a component of the Project. 

Alternative 6, trapping and not returning free-roaming cats to the environment promotes many of 

the core objectives of the Project, including reducing the number of free-roaming cats. This idea 

should be considered as a Project component.  

3. The Project’s analysis of environmental baseline is woefully in adequate and does 

not pass legal muster because it does not include a reasonable estimate of free-

roaming cat populations or their spatial distribution. 

An EIR must describe the physical environment for the project, viewed from both ‘a local and 

regional perspective.” CEQA Guideline §15125(a) and (c). It is important for the EIR to describe 

the environmental setting in sufficient detail and comprehensively to allow an understanding of 

the Project’s potentially significant impacts in context. Id. The EIR’s discussion must place 

special emphasis on delineating environmental resources that are rare or unique in the region and 

that would be affected by the project. Id. “Special emphasis should be placed on environmental 
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resources that are rare or unique to that region and would be affected by the project.” Galante 

Vineyards v. Monterey Peninsula Water Mgmt. Dist. (1997) 60 Cal. App. 4th 1109, 1122. 

 

Case law has consistently confirmed the importance of an accurate and comprehensive 

discussion of the environmental baseline. “Before the impacts of a project can be assessed and 

mitigation measures considered, an EIR must describe the existing environment. It is only 

against this baseline that any significant environmental effects can be determined.” [citation 

omitted.]” San Joaquin Raptor Rescue Ctr. v. Cty. of Merced (2007) 149 Cal. App. 4th 645, 657–

58. 

 The EIR’s discussion of baseline conditions is unlawful because it is exceedingly general and 

does not include any site specific information. While the EIR does include a general description 

of many of the City’s Environmentally Sensitive Areas (ESAs) that could be affected by free-

roaming cats, it does not include any data concerning the presence or absence of free-roaming 

cats in ESAs or any of the other environmentally sensitive resource areas. Likewise, the EIR 

does not even generally discuss the spatial distribution of free-roaming and owned cats in the 

City. This information is crucial to developing a robust understanding of the existing conditions 

which in turn, informs a discussion of the Project’s potential impacts. 

In addition to the density and spatial distribution of cats across the City, the EIR’s analysis of 

baseline environmental conditions must also describe and take into account existing and ongoing 

practices that affect cat populations and their impact on the environment. As described in more 

detail in the comment letter of the UWG, individuals, agencies and business throughout the City 

are taking steps to eliminate or reduce the number of free-roaming cats by trapping and removing 

the cats from the environment. Likewise, City residents attempt to control the number of cats in 

their immediate surroundings by actively removing cat food left for the cats, and by opposing 

groups and individuals who provide food to stray and otherwise free-roaming cats.  

 

UWG has conducted a study of cat trap applications and has determined that agencies and 

business that have actively removed cats from the environment through trapping and eliminating 

food sources include the Los Angeles Unified School District, , Los Angeles Department of 

Water and Power (DWP), the City’s General Services Administration, the California Department 

of Fish and Wildlife and businesses such as coffee roasters and food warehouses , cosmetics 
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factories , tow yards  and individuals who are fed up with stray and feral cats roaming the streets. 

The practice of trapping and removing nuisance and other problematic free-roaming cats from 

the environment is thus part of the dynamics that shapes existing environmental baseline as this 

practice undoubtedly keeps the overall number of cats in check and more importantly affects 

their spatial distribution throughout the City. The EIR’s discussion of baseline conditions must 

therefore must into account the significance of these practices on the overall density and 

distribution of cats in Los Angeles.  

 

The proposed Program would change these practices because it proposes that trapped cats are to 

be relinquished to TNR groups who are then encouraged to return them to the location wherethey  

captured. Likewise, City staff will be trained to direct individuals and businesses to cooperate 

directly with TNR groups who will be encouraged to feed and maintain cats, including those that 

are trapped and returned. Thus, the proposed Program could potentially result in significant 

adverse impacts on the environment by returning cats to the exact location(s) where their 

presence caused enough of a negative impact to force residents to take affirmative steps to trap 

and remove them from the environment.  The EIR is deficient to the extent that it does not 

include any meaningful analysis of the potential environmental impacts of this radical alteration 

of the public’s ability to trap and remove nuisance cats from their immediate environment.  

 

More generally, it is important for the EIR to discuss the extent to which availability of 

management tools affects the distribution of cats because the proposed Program proposes to take 

away management tools such as trapping and relinquishment . 

 

The EIR claims that it provides a discussion of “existing effects” of an “established free-roaming 

cat population” in order to enable the reader to consider the potential impacts of the proposed 

Project ‘within the context of preexisting environmental conditions” (EIR 4.25-51). The 

discussion provided in the EIR, however, is so general and speculative as to be essentially 

meaningless. The EIR fails to provide any meaningful estimate of the actual number of free-

roaming cats or their spatial distribution in Los Angeles. In fact, the EIR fails to provide ANY 

information concerning the spatial distribution of cats, and its estimate of the overall number of 

free-roaming cats in the City amounts to sheer speculation as it is based on generalized studies of 
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other cities and areas. The relevance and applicability of these studies to the conditions of a large 

City like Los Angeles has not been established and thus their relevance to the City of Los 

Angeles is purely speculative.  

As it is, this EIR is wholly inadequate to serve as an analytical tool for understanding the 

significance of the environmental changes that would result from the implementation of the 

proposed Project. As our Supreme Court has explained, “[i]f the description of 

the environmental setting “ ‘is inaccurate, incomplete or misleading, the EIR does not comply 

with CEQA. [Citation.] “Without accurate and complete information pertaining to the setting of 

the project and surrounding uses, it cannot be found that the [EIR] adequately investigated and 

discussed the environmental impacts of the development project.” Cleveland Nat'l Forest Found. 

v. San Diego Assn. of Governments (2017) 17 Cal. App. 5th 413, 439–40. 

To be adequate, the EIR must include a robust estimate of the overall free-roaming cat 

population based on relevant studies or surveys, and a discussion of the spatial distribution of 

these cats, with an emphasis on the cat populations that are located in or near existing 

environmentally sensitive. It is simply not enough for the EIR to generally discuss the impacts of 

cat populations on unidentified environmentally sensitive areas. 

Identification of the location of existing cat colonies in or in the vicinity of sensitive habitat is 

especially important because these areas are (1) most likely to include habitat for sensitive 

species, including state and federal listed species, and (2) are likely to see a rise in cat numbers if 

the proposed Project is implemented. If the City begins to surrender a large number of feral or 

unwanted cats to TNR groups to release in the environment, at least some of these cats are likely 

to end up in the very colonies that are in or in the vicinity of environmentally sensitive areas. As 

such, it would be impossible to adequately analyze the localized impact of the proposed Project 

without identifying existing cat colonies in areas that are environmentally sensitive. As discussed 

below, the City’s proposed “guidelines” recommending that TNR groups not release cats in the 

vicinity of ecologically sensitive areas is not a feasible or adequate mitigation. 

The EIR attempts to excuse the absence of baseline data by claiming that “due to limitations in 

data availability and inherent levels of uncertainty…, it is not feasible to identify and quantify 

species-specific and habitat-specific impacts including loss of individuals, …” (4.2-83). The EIR 

also claims that this data was not available from the TNR groups that have continued to work 
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closely with the City because the data is not “systematically collected or publicly available” but 

anecdotal information was shared with the City. EIR 4.2-80 to 81. These arguments are 

unpersuasive and are not based on substantial evidence. The EIR fails to explain why data 

availability is limited, why data concerning the location of cat colonies and feeding stations 

could not be obtained from the City’s nonprofit cat rescue allies and partners, or at the very least, 

why the City could not commission its own surveys and canvassing to supplement the available 

data.  

The EIR does not adequately explain why obtaining baseline information about location and size 

of existing colonies was truly infeasible. CEQA defines as “capable of being accomplished in a 

successful manner within a reasonable period of time, taking into account economic, 

environmental, legal, social, and technological factors.” Guideline § 15364. Feasible does not 

mean “easily accomplished”.  The fact that the TNR groups may not collect the data 

“systematically” does not make obtaining this information “infeasible” and does not prevent the 

City from using this data to at least test the EIR’s assumptions concerning the total number and 

spatial distribution of free-roaming cats.  

Likewise, it is not clear what is meant by the EIR’s claim that this information is not “publicly 

available,” when in fact the City could have obtained this information to aid the analysis in the 

EIR without necessarily disclosing the details to the public. The EIR explains that TNR groups 

were contacted to gain a better understanding of their methods and practices. However, it is not 

clear whether the City sought any information regarding the location and size of colonies these 

groups currently maintain in Los Angeles. This information, which presumably exists and could 

be made available to the City, could be used to establish an environmental baseline, and to assess 

the current impact of free-roaming cats.  

The City, moreover, could have conducted its own survey and investigation of at least some of 

the known ESA and other environmentally sensitive areas known to be inhabited by sensitive 

and protected species to ascertain the presence or absence of cats. As such, the EIR’s analysis of 

biological impacts of the proposed Project is almost worthless because it is conducted at a very 

general level without any analysis of potential impacts on actual locations and actual species. 
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The EIR must be revised and recirculated after the City has obtained additional information to 

more accurately and completely describe the existing environmental setting as it relates to free-

roaming cats in Los Angeles.  

4. The EIR’s analysis of recommended guidelines violates CEQA 

The Project as described in the EIR contains a number of guidelines and recommendations which 

are intended to reduce the Project’s environmental impacts on water quality and biological 

impacts. The EIR describes these measures as “program guidelines and ecological conservation 

measures” which, without any adequate explanation, the EIR assumes members of the public 

who participate in the TNR program will adhere to.   

According to the EIR, the Program also includes “implementation guidelines and ecological 

conservation measures that, according to the EIR, are to serve as “conservation measures and 

best practices as part of the proposed project. EIR 2-15. As the EIR concluded the Project 

implementation would not result in any significant impacts, these measures are purportedly 

intended to “address existing impacts from the free-roaming cat population and protecting health, 

safety, welfare of wildlife and people.” Ibid. The EIR states that the LAAS will distribute a copy 

of these guidelines to any one who receives vouchers under the Project, publish them on its 

website, and include a maps of ESAs mentioned in the EIR to “educate the public and facilitate 

implementation” of the guidelines. Ibid. The EIR goes on to explain that it is expected that these 

guidelines would “facilitate and communicate recommendations” on ways to implement TNR 

without adversely affecting biological resources and public health. Finally, the EIR claims it 

expects recipients of sterilization vouchers would “commit to the guidelines by signing an 

affidavit.”  Ibid 

The proposed Guidelines include the following: 

2.5.2.1. Free-Roaming TNR Guidelines (2-15) 

These guidelines merely recommends that free-roaming cats not be released within 1 mile of 

ESA. This “recommendation” is meaningless. In order to minimize the potential biological 

impacts of the Project, the City must ban release of free-roaming cats within a one mile radius of 

any ESAs or any other locations where cats can cause a significant biological impact. If the City 
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disagrees with this demand, please explain why this recommendation is infeasible or otherwise 

not needed.  

2.5.2.2. 

The EIR states “fecal matter … should be monitored and removed.” Is this feasible and 

enforceable, especially with the use of the word “should” in this context. The Program should be 

revised to require cat colony caretaker to daily remove all cat feces.  

Chapter 4.2 Biological Resources 

4.2.3.1 

The EIR also ignores the fact that the Project would permanently alter the way in which trapped 

nuisance free-roaming cats are redistributed in the City of Los Angeles. The proposed Project 

includes surrendering trapped free-roaming cats to TNR groups, which will then add them to 

existing colonies. The EIR fails to make any effort to forecast the locations where these cats 

would be released, and the extent and significance of the impact that can reasonably result as a 

consequence.  

There are multiple problems with the EIR’s analysis of the proposed recommendations and 

guidelines. The EIR improperly describes these guidelines as project components, when more 

appropriately, they should be considered mitigation measures. Moreover, the EIR fails to analyze 

the adequacy, effectiveness and feasibility of these guidelines in reducing impacts on wildlife 

and public health, taking into account relevant factors including the fact that (1) the EIR does not 

propose any enforcement mechanisms, (2) the EIR does not propose any adverse consequences if 

any individuals fail to adhere to these guidelines, and (3) the EIR does not propose any follow 

through or other monitoring of the public’s compliance with these guidelines.  

“A mitigation measure, …, involves “feasible changes in any or all activities involved in the 

project in order to substantially lessen or avoid significant effects on the environment....” (CEQA 

Guidelines, § 15041, subd. (a).)” Mission Bay All. v. Office of Cmty. Inv. & Infrastructure 

(2016) 6 Cal. App. 5th 160, 184. While the distinction between a mitigation measure and a 

project feature may not always be crystal clear (Lotus v. Dep't of Transportation (2014) 223 Cal. 

App. 4th 645, 656, fn 8 ), the general rule is that measures whose only function is to “reduce or 
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eliminate” one or more potentially significant impact on the environment are properly 

characterized as mitigation measures and are not properly considered as project feature. Id. 

Thus, ordinarily, measures that are not intended to directly facilitate the achievement of project 

objectives, and instead, are proposed to reduce or eliminate the project’s environmental impacts 

are properly considered mitigation measures and not project components. As also explained in 

the comments of the UWG, the proposed recommendation and guidelines that encourage the 

beneficiaries of the City’s sterilization vouchers not to release cats near environmentally 

sensitive areas are more properly understood to be mitigation measures because they are 

intended to reduce or mitigate the Project’s impacts on sensitive biological resources public 

health. These measures are not proposed to achieve any of the Project’s core objectives, such as 

reducing the number of free-roaming cats or euthanasia.  

Accordingly, pursuant to CEQA, the EIR should be revised to (1) describe these guidelines and 

recommendations as mitigation measures, (2) make compliance with these measures mandatory 

and a condition of receiving sterilization vouchers and the group’s ability to participate in the 

City’s cat program, (3) analyze the feasibility and adequacy of these measures, and (4) revise the 

proposed mitigation monitoring plan to require regular monitoring and reporting to ensure these 

measures are adhered to. The EIR must also be revised to include an analysis of the likely 

feasibility and effectiveness of these measures, and consider whether other mitigation measures 

could be more or equally effective in addressing the Project’s impacts. 

 

The Project description also includes Subsection (d) which proposes to increase the number of 

cats per household from 3 to 5. This proposal includes restrictions that are entirely unenforceable 

and impossible to monitor such as the proposal that the owner of multicat households must keep 

the cats indoors. This proposed restriction meets the definition of a mitigation measure because it 

does not promote Project objectives. The EIR must be revised to include a discussion of the 

feasibility and adequacy of this proposal because it is not at all clear how the City could enforce 

the requirement that all cats be kept indoor at all times. This proposal will invariably result in a 

larger population of cats in the City, which in turn will likely result in more free-roaming cats, 

more feral cats, greater impacts on biological resources, public health and water quality and 

ironically, euthanasia. 
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5. The EIR fails as an informational document 

In December of 2018, the California Supreme Court’s decided Sierra Club v. Cty. of Fresno 

(2018) 6 Cal. 5th 502, (“Sierra Club”), wherein the Court delineated three basic principles that 

govern judicial review of the adequacy of an EIR’s analysis of project impacts on the 

environment:   

Three basic principles emerge from our decisions and those of the Court of 

Appeal: (1) An agency has considerable discretion to decide the manner of the 

discussion of potentially significant effects in an EIR. (2) However, a reviewing 

court must determine whether the discussion of a potentially *516 significant 

effect is sufficient or insufficient, i.e., whether the EIR comports with its intended 

function of including “ ‘ “detail sufficient to enable those who did not participate 

in its preparation to understand and to consider meaningfully the issues raised by 

the proposed project.” ’ ” (Bakersfield Citizens for Local Control v. City of 

Bakersfield (2004) 124 Cal.App.4th 1184, 1197, 22 Cal.Rptr.3d 203 

(Bakersfield ).) (3) The determination whether a discussion is sufficient is not 

solely a matter of discerning whether there is substantial evidence to support the 

agency's factual conclusions. 

 

Sierra Club v. Cty. of Fresno(2018) 6 Cal. 5th 502, 515–16. 

 

The Supreme Court has thus clarified that a reviewing court must decide whether the EIR 

contains sufficient information, detail and analysis to adequately serve its informational 

purposes.  Sierra Club further explained that this inquiry is not merely concerned about 

whether the EIR and the agency’s conclusions are supported by substantial evidence. Rather, 

drawing on previous Appellate decisions, the Court explained that to comply with CEQA, the 

EIR must include a discussion of environmental impacts that reasonably sets forth sufficient 

information “to foster informed public participation and to enable the decision makers to 

consider the environmental factors necessary to make a reasoned decision.” Id., citing 

Guidelines § 15151. 

The DEIR fails this test, because even setting aside the fatal flaws of the model that is the 

underlying foundation of the EIR’s analytical framework, the EIR does not include an 

adequate description of project baseline, including a meaningful discussion of the size and 
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spatial distribution of free-roaming cats in Los Angeles. The absence of an adequate baseline 

data, couple with the unreliability of the model, render the EIR essentially useless as an 

informational document.  

CONCLUSION 

 As set forth above, and discussed in detail in the comments of the UWG, the Draft EIR 

is deeply flawed and does not pass legal muster. The City may not approve the Program in 

reliance on this EIR because it fundamentally fails as an informational document.  

      Sincerely, 

 

      Babak Naficy 
Babak Naficy, Counsel for The Urban Wildlands 

Group, Endangered Habitats League, Los 

Angeles Audubon Society, Palos Verdes/South 

Bay Audubon Society, Santa Monica Bay 

Audubon Society, and American Bird 

Conservancy 
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1 Introduction 

The City of Los Angeles (City) is proposing to adopt a “Citywide Cat Program” (“Cat Program,” 
“program,” or “project”) that includes fundamental and structural changes to the way the City 
handles both owned and unowned (stray and feral) cats.  The environmental analysis of this 
program is presented in a Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR), which is the subject of 
this report.  The program involves the full endorsement of feeding stray and feral cats throughout 
the City, the return to the environment of stray and feral cats that come in to City shelters, the 
relocation of stray and feral cats to enclosed areas for their asserted benefits in controlling 
rodents, and the unenforceable promise of transferring roughly $2,000,000 per year for 30 years 
to a small group of nonprofits that would use those funds to sterilize stray and feral cats.  The 
City concludes, erroneously, that this program would have no significant impacts on the 
environment based on a demonstrably false prediction of future cat numbers and a set of 
unenforceable recommendations and guidelines about how feeding, trapping, and relocating stray 
and feral cats would be undertaken by the City’s nonprofit beneficiaries.   

The Urban Wildlands Group is one of six nonprofit conservation organizations that together sued 
the City in June 2008 to ensure that proper environmental review of a program to implement the 
City’s 2005 TNR policy would be done.  The DEIR and its new version of the Citywide Cat 
Program follow a proposed program released for public scoping in 2010 but not pursued further, 
and a Mitigated Negative Declaration (MND) and associated program released for comment in 
2013 but never presented for approval.  The MND was not put forward for approval apparently 
at least in part as a result of comments on the adequacy of the review, as evidenced by statements 
by Brenda Barnette, the General Manager of the Department of Animal Services, in 2014:  

The self-proclaimed experts on both sides have — and of course we know those of us 
who are right, but [ha ha] — there are experts on both sides of this issue who have kicked 
so much sand up that there’s a concern that we would never prevail in court with this 
CEQA, even though it’s a Mitigated Negative Declaration (transcript edited lightly for 
readability; Los Angeles Animal Services Commission meeting, March 25, 2014, Item 5, 
3:21:21 timestamp). 

The current DEIR is unusual in that even though it more fully recognizes the environmental and 
public health impacts of free-roaming cats, it asserts that the program would have no significant 
impacts.  Therefore, it would be better described as a glorified Negative Declaration.  We have 
reviewed the document and its appendices and solicited external review of the technical 
modeling approach used to assert that the program would result in a decrease in the number of 
free-roaming cats in the City over the course of 30 years and the associated assumption that the 
relative distribution of those cats would not change during that period.  This report provides 
expert comment on the DEIR, integrating that external review.   

2 Cross-Cutting Issues 

2.1 Project Elements Are Confused with Project Objectives  

Pursuant to CEQA, the project description must include the following: 
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A statement of objectives sought by the proposed project. A clearly written statement of 
objectives will help the lead agency develop a reasonable range of alternatives to evaluate 
in the EIR and will aid the decision makers in preparing findings or a statement of 
overriding considerations, if necessary. The statement of objectives should include the 
underlying purpose of the project (CEQA Guidelines § 15124(b)).   

The adequacy of an EIR’s alternatives analysis is dependent on a robust description of project 
objectives: “an EIR must “describe a range of reasonable alternatives to the project ... which 
would feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the project but would avoid or substantially 
lessen any of the significant effects of the project....” (In re Bay-Delta etc. (2008) 43 Cal.4th 
1143, 1163).  The lead agency “may not give a project’s purpose an artificially narrow 
definition” (Id. at p. 1166).  The EIR’s description of project alternatives must be supported by 
substantial evidence and must “illuminate the underlying purpose of the project” (Habitat & 
Watershed Caretakers v. City of Santa Cruz (2013) 213 Cal.App.4th 1277, 1300).  The DEIR’s 
description of project objective is unlawful because it fails to adequately “illuminate the 
underlying purpose of the project.”  The DEIR does not adequately distinguish between project 
components, project objectives, and programs that would help achieve project objectives. 

The DEIR contains a project description and objectives with the following purpose: 

Broadly stated, the purpose of the Project is to assist in achieving the City of Los 
Angeles’ (City’s) no-kill goal and support the City’s adoption of TNR as the preferred 
method of dealing with free-roaming cat populations and as the City’s official policy 
(DEIR, p. 2-1). 

This stated purpose is insufficient to inform the CEQA analysis because it does not describe 
what is meant by “dealing with.”  The next sentence suggests that the purpose is to “reduce the 
relative population of free-roaming cats in the City” but the inclusion of the word “relative” is 
confusing.  Is the overall purpose of the project to reduce the number of free-roaming cats? 

The project objectives are defined as follows: 

• Facilitate spaying and neutering of cats in the City; 
• Reduce the relative number of free-roaming cats in the City over time; 
• Facilitate more public and community education on animal-related topics, including free-

roaming cats; 
• Train staff members on cat management programs and engage in collaborative efforts 

with local rescue groups to help respond to and address free-roaming cat issues; 
• Further implement the City’s no-kill policy by reducing the rate of euthanasia of cats in 

City shelters; and  
• Adopt TNR as the preferred policy to humanely address free-roaming cats.  

Several of these are not program-level objectives.  Objectives need to specifically address the 
overall project goal.  For example, adopting TNR as a policy is not a proper objective because 
TNR has been the City’s policy since 2005.  The statement about engaging in collaborative 
efforts with rescue groups to “respond to and address free-roaming cat issues” does not define 
what is meant by “respond to and address.”  This is a project element, not an objective of the 
project.  Moreover, this is not a proper project objective, rather it may be a means to achieve the 
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objective of reducing the rate of cat euthanasia or the number of free-roaming cats.  This is an 
important distinction to recognize, because it underscores the fact that the EIR must examine the 
adequacy of the proposed collaboration with rescue groups as a means to achieve the project’s 
true objectives. 

The only objectives that are measurable and aligned with the broad purpose of the project are:  

• Increase the number of cats sterilized per year; 
• Reduce the number of free-roaming cats; 
• Reduce the number of calls for service about stray cats; and 
• Reduce the euthanasia rate of cats in shelters to 10% (as defined in the City’s no-kill 

policy; see Council File 17-0710). 

The EIR’s discussion of project objectives must be revised so that alternatives can be adequately 
analyzed.  

The DEIR fails to include reducing the number of calls for service about stray (and feral) cats 
and the number of applications for permits to remove unowned cats for relinquishment 
(permanent removal) as a goal of the project.  The number of complaints received by the City 
about free-roaming cats and the number of applications for permits to trap free-roaming cats is 
large.  These are two different datasets: calls for service, approximately 20,000 for the 10 years 
for which we have records, and cat trapping permit requests, approximately 2,500 over 14 years 
for which we have records (see Appendix 2 for copies of cat trapping permit applications, 
redacted for privacy).  Without any adequate explanation, the scope and nature of the free-
roaming cat problem is not adequately conveyed in the DEIR.  The DEIR should be revised 
either to include such a discussion, or to include an explanation as to why this information and 
analysis is not important to a full understanding of the environmental and human health impacts 
of free-roaming cats. 

Fourteen years of permit applications show that most people suffering from adverse impacts of 
free-roaming cats in their home and business environments do not want them returned after 
trapping.  This program, even though it claims to allow removal of nuisance cats, would provide 
for those cats to be returned to the point of capture.  Sterilization does not address the myriad 
adverse impacts associated with stray and feral cats (fleas, feces, urine, wildlife destruction, 
property damage, attraction of coyotes and other wildlife, and attraction of middle-of-the-night 
cat feeders).  For example, of 2,408 applications from individuals to trap unowned cats between 
2008 and 2019, only 183 (7.5%) were to do TNR.  The rest of the permit applications, and the 
written rationales for wanting to trap, indicate that the applicants almost universally wanted the 
cats to be permanently removed (see Section 0).  The DEIR is deficient to the extent that it does 
not include this information. 

2.2 Baseline Conditions and Analysis Approach Ignores Effects of Ongoing Cat 
Management 

The analytical framework of the DEIR is based on the assumption that impacts from free-
roaming cats at any given location are correlated with the overall number of free-roaming cats in 
the City and that, if that number increases or decreases in the future, then the impacts will 
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increase or decrease accordingly.  No matter how appealing this framework may seem, it is 
wrong. 

Impacts from free-roaming cats under existing conditions vary across the City according to 
management currently being undertaken.  This management, represented by cat trapping and 
relinquishment to shelters, is not factored into the baseline scenario of the DEIR.  We have 
obtained all of the cat trapping permits issued by the City of Los Angeles from 2005–2019 both 
as part of our original lawsuit and through subsequent Public Records Act requests (see 
Appendix 2) and have reviewed and mapped them.  Individuals and institutions across the City 
are managing the number of free-roaming cats in an ongoing basis through removal of cats 
directly and through controlling food sources.  This is how schools in the Los Angeles Unified 
School District are kept safe for children.  The Los Angeles Department of Water and Power 
(DWP) traps and removes cats from its properties.  The City’s General Services Administration 
had done the same.  The California Department of Fish and Wildlife has trapped and removed 
cats to protect rare bird species.  Coffee roasters and food warehouses remove cats to meet Food 
and Drug Administration rules.  Cosmetics factories apply for permits and remove cats as 
required by law.  LAPD tow yards remove cats to protect the integrity of evidence that is 
impounded.  Individuals protect their own health and the health of their loved ones by obtaining 
trapping permits and relinquishing cats to City shelters.  Hospitals and detention centers trap and 
remove cats.  Controlling cats requires ongoing management over time, but these efforts result in 
a minimal presence of free-roaming cats at such locations.  This is the baseline condition and it is 
not correlated with the overall number of free-roaming cats but with the available management 
tools.  Ongoing management and resulting cat distributions are integral to the baseline condition. 

The Citywide Cat Program proposes to take away management tools.  The tool of trapping and 
relinquishment to the Department of Animal Services will be replaced by a system whereby 
trapped cats are primarily returned to the location of capture.  Feeding, which attracts and 
concentrates cats, will be promoted by the City, further undermining attempts to maintain a 
healthy environment.  By removing management tools, the Cat Program will result in significant 
adverse impacts that are decoupled from the overall number of free-roaming cats.  If a location (a 
nursery school, for example) has been keeping its location free of free-roaming cats through 
trapping and relinquishing cats to shelters (and many such examples are found in the cat trapping 
permits), it will be a negative impact if those cats are then returned to the site of capture by the 
City’s nonprofit partners.  The City’s blanket promotion of feeding will further undermine 
management efforts.  The baseline condition is that cats at individual sites can currently be 
managed; the proposed program removes management options and as a consequence will have 
significant adverse impacts.  

As elaborated below, the City’s projections of future cat numbers are wholly unreliable, but this 
fact is incidental to, and separate from, the fundamental failure of the analysis approach to 
consider how existing trapping with permanent removal shapes the landscape of exposure to 
free-roaming cats such that any analysis of citywide cat numbers does not provide insights on 
impacts to sensitive receptors.  For any site that is currently managing, or could manage, cats 
through permanent removal, the Citywide Cat Program will have a significant adverse impact by 
returning those cats. 
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The DEIR’s analysis of baseline conditions is also woefully defective in that the DEIR has failed 
to make any real effort to describe where free-roaming cats are currently located in the City.   

2.3 DEIR Relies Entirely on Population Model That Is Fatally Flawed  

The entire weight of the impact analysis is placed on the City’s set of calculations (a “model”) 
that is used to predict the number of cats in the City in the future based on estimates of many 
different rates and numbers.  Every single conclusion of no significant impact depends on the 
technique used for prediction being appropriate for the questions being asked, the technique 
being implemented properly, and every one of over 40 values estimated to make the prediction 
being exactly correct.   

We commissioned an external review of the model by researchers with extensive experience in 
population analysis of this type, including authors from the Smithsonian Center for Conservation 
Biology, Auburn University, and Georgetown University.  They attempted to use the information 
provided in the DEIR, along with the paper that developed the prediction technique on which the 
City based its work (Flockhart and Coe 2018), to replicate the analysis.  They also reviewed the 
appropriateness of the approach for the purpose to which it has been put in the DEIR.  Their full 
report is attached (Appendix 1) and the major points from it follow. 

Before presenting the flaws in the implementation, some background is necessary for readers 
who are not experts in using mathematical population models in environmental decisionmaking.  
A mathematical population model is that it is a series of equations that can be used to predict the 
future number of individuals of a species.  Predictions like this can work when the birth and 
death rates of the species are known with a high degree of certainty.  For the DEIR, the City 
developed a model that predicts the number of cats in four different categories: owned, stray, 
shelter, and feral.  The model assumes different reproduction and survival rates for juvenile and 
adult cats and different rates for each of the subpopulations.  The equations then predict the 
number of cats in each of these categories each year, based on estimates of births and deaths.  
Then, the City’s implementation also accounts for the movement of cats from one category to 
another: owned to stray, stray to shelter, feral to owned, feral to shelter, etc.  For the type of 
model that the City tried to develop, it is supposed to describe the existing conditions first, and 
have reasonable values for the numbers in each of the categories and for the transitions between 
the categories.  Two approaches are available for a model in this situation.  One approach is to 
allow all of the subpopulations to increase over time.  The other is to assume that the 
subpopulations are limited by food and shelter and therefore that their numbers are stable or “at 
equilibrium” within their limits, which is what the model authors did for free-roaming cats.  
(Oddly, the model authors do not limit the owned cat or shelter subpopulations by number of 
households or shelter space, which makes their results highly unrealistic).  Because the City has 
chosen an “equilibrium” model, the numbers in this mathematical simulation should be stable at 
the outset under the existing conditions (No Project), although the authors seem to think that the 
model is in equilibrium if the ratio of juvenile to adult cats predicted each year is stable.  If the 
model does not have realistic values for any of the different categories (owned, stray, shelter, 
feral) or the number of cats estimated to be in those categories if the current conditions (No 
Project) were to continue, then it is an indication that the model itself cannot reliably describe the 
existing conditions.  That in turn means that it will not be reliable for predicting the future under 
some changed condition. 
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Over 40 different variables go into the different equations that make up the model.  Most of these 
variables are defined through best guesses and not by data from Los Angeles.  As elaborated 
below, the model does not work to even describe the existing conditions.  First, it contains two 
key errors in the formulas used that influence the population growth potential of cats.  Second, 
when those errors are corrected, it produces nonsensical results such as a prediction that only 62 
free-roaming cats will enter the shelter system in year 1 and that the owned, stray, and shelter cat 
populations will decline to zero within 50 years.  These results are so obviously wrong that it is 
not necessary to go further in considering the model results or comparing the different scenarios 
because the model is not describing the real world well enough to be considered useful.  Because 
the central set of assumptions produced by this model are wholly unreliable, the EIR’s analysis 
and predictions concerning the impacts of the implementation of the cat program is unreliable in 
its entirety.   

2.3.1 Prediction of Future Cat Numbers Contains Mistakes Rendering the Model Invalid 

The equations used to predict future cat numbers, as reported in Appendix J of the DEIR, contain 
two mathematical errors.  Our reviewers confirmed that these errors were present in the 
computer code used to produce the prediction.  Put most simply, the error consists of applying 
the annual rate for sterilization that is assumed for adult cats to juvenile cats instead.  The 
incorrect variable is the annual rate of sterilization, not the total percent sterilized at any given 
time.  This error is found in two equations and has the largest effect on the predictions for the 
owned cat population.  In setting up the model, the model authors assume that the annual 
sterilization rate for adult, owned cats is low, because most owned cats are sterilized when they 
are juveniles.  The model authors then mistakenly apply the low owned adult annual sterilization 
rate to the owned juvenile cats.  The result of this error is that model incorrectly predicts that a 
large proportion of the juvenile cats born into the owned population will not be sterilized.   The 
equations then predict that the owned cat population will increase rapidly over the course of the 
30-year project period so that the initial owned cat population of 685,000 in 2020 will increase to 
over 2.5 million by 2050.  This is not a realistic prediction and shows that the predictions as a 
whole are not accurate. 

 
Figure 1. Subpopulation sizes of free-roaming (stray and feral), shelter, and owned cats across 
the 30-year horizon of the project, as predicted using the unaltered code provided by the authors 
of the DEIR (figure from Appendix 1). 
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The same error affects the population growth of stray and feral populations, but because these 
two subpopulations are assumed to have low sterilization rates as juveniles and adults, the results 
of the error are less dramatically wrong as for owned cats.  Nevertheless, this coding mistake 
affects all parts of the model and one cannot separate the results from one subpopulation (owned 
cats) from other subpopulations (stray and feral cats) because all of the subpopulations are 
connected.  If one is wrong, then they are all wrong.  

 
Figure 2. Derivation of number of free-roaming cats that come into shelters each year, 
according to the predictions presented in the DEIR (without corrections). It is obvious that the 
assumptions are wrong. 

The problems in the equations used to predict future cat numbers become more obvious when 
looking at the number of free-roaming cats that are predicted to enter the shelter each year  
(Figure 2).  Data from the Department of Animal Services used to develop the predictions show 
that 17,137 free-roaming (stray and feral) cats come into the shelter each year.  The authors then 
calculate the “stray” capture rate by dividing that number by the assumed total number of free-
roaming cats (226,970, which is also based on another incorrect series of assumptions, discussed 
below) to get 7.6% as the number of strays that are captured each year.  This is problematic, 
because some portion of the 17,137 cats are actually feral but the City does not keep records on 
the proportion of cats that are feral entering the shelter so the consultants must have assumed that 
they were all stray.  Stray cats are defined as cats that were previously pets and were lost.  Next 
the number of free-roaming cats was divided into stray cats (1,021) and feral cats (225,949) 
based on the assumed free-roaming sterilization proportion, which was the average of seven 
different cities and counties (not Los Angeles).  For year 1 of the predictions, the stray cat 
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capture rate was multiplied by the remaining number of stray cats (after deaths) to get 38.8 stray 
cats transitioning from stray to shelter populations.  The number of feral cats was multiplied by 
an assumed 0.01% capture rate for feral cats to get 22.7 feral cats transitioning into the shelter 
during year 1.  The model therefore predicts in year 1 that 61.5 free-roaming cats enter City 
shelters.  This is obviously incorrect, and the model does not account for the 17,075 additional 
free-roaming cats that enter the shelter under the actual current conditions. 

With results like these, it is incontrovertible that the predictions do not usefully capture the 
dynamics and interactions between owned, stray, shelter, and feral subpopulations in Los 
Angeles and the results are, frankly, worse than no information at all.  

 
Figure 3. Subpopulation sizes of owned, stray, shelter, and feral cats, by scenario, across the 30-
year horizon of the project, as predicted using the code of the authors of the DEIR after fixing 
the errors (figure from Appendix 1). 

Our expert consultants tried to fix the City’s predictions by correcting the mistaken formula.  But 
when this mathematical error in the model was corrected, the numbers were still nowhere close 
to describing even the current conditions.  Instead, using the City’s assumptions and equations 
results in a prediction that the owned, stray, and shelter populations would decrease to zero 
within 50 years (Figure 3).  This too is wrong and the reasons for this failure to capture realistic 
population dynamics is discussed in the expert report.  As the authors of the external review 
elaborate, the model does not accurately incorporate the dynamics between the subpopulations 
that are so important to understanding the situation in Los Angeles or any other city.  For 
example, the model does not account for abandonment of owned cats; it assumes too high a 
sterilization rate for owned cats; it assumes too low a rate of lost cats; and it assumes too low a 
rate of transition from feral to shelter subpopulations.  As a result, the model, even under the 
existing conditions scenario, has three of the four subpopulations on a trajectory to decrease to 
zero (once the formula errors are fixed).  Because the authors of the model assume that the 
environment cannot support any more cats than are currently present, they chose an equilibrium 
model.  An equilibrium model is supposed to produce a stable number for all subpopulations 
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under the existing conditions: the owned, stray, shelter, and feral subpopulations should be 
stable, or “at equilibrium.”  Because the model is not at, or even close to, equilibrium in each of 
the subpopulations, the current configuration is not useful to compare different project 
alternatives.  It very obviously does not represent real-world conditions.  

2.3.2 Future Cat Number Prediction Is Based on Premise That Number of Free-roaming 
Cats in City Cannot Increase 

The model uses mathematical formulas to estimate the future number of cats that are in the 
owned, stray, shelter, and feral subpopulations in Los Angeles.  Although a model like this could 
be used in environmental analysis, it would need to be used differently than the way the City has 
used it in the DEIR.   

First, the City assumes that the environment contains as many free-roaming cats as it could 
possibly support and if more cats were released outside that they would die quickly because of 
competition with the cats already there.  In ecological terms, this is called “carrying capacity.”  It 
is not impossible that there would be limits on the number of cats associated with limitations on 
food and shelter, but it is highly unlikely the population is currently at carrying capacity.  If it 
were at carrying capacity, there could not be an increasing number of cats as is asserted by the 
City in its press releases regarding a large increase in the number of kittens.  For example, 
General Manager Brenda Barnette recently stated, “Intake has been averaging 22% higher for 
kittens and 14% higher for cats this year, which translates to more than 3,000 additional kittens 
and cats coming to our centers than we saw in 2018.”  If the population were stable, then the 
number of cats coming in to shelters would not have increased by 14–22%.  It is not likely that 
the population is at carrying capacity and if more cats are released from shelters they will find 
food and shelter without competing with other cats.  In any event, the DEIR fails to offer a 
description, based on substantial evidence, why it would be appropriate to assume Los Angeles is 
at its carrying capacity for free-roaming cats contradicting these statements from the General 
Manager. 

Second, the City assumes that feeding of free-roaming cats has no effect on the number of cats or 
their survival.  This is an odd and indefensible assumption to make, because the City also 
promotes feeding of stray cats.  In reality, the food currently provided for stray and feral cats 
increases capacity of the environment to support cats.  The group L.A. Feeders claims to feed 
10,000 stray cats per day (see https://www.facebook.com/pg/LAfeeders/).  This is just one 
organized group; untold numbers of individuals also feed without affiliation with any group.  
Some individuals self-report feeding up to 40 colonies comprising hundreds of cats each night, 
according to their own posts on social media.  It is ludicrous to imagine that feeding does not 
affect the carrying capacity of the environment.  It is equally indefensible to assume neither 
increasing feeding nor decreasing feeding would have any effect on the predictions of the model.  
Nevertheless, this is exactly what the City has put forth in the DEIR and expects stakeholders 
and regulatory agencies to believe.  The DEIR must point to substantial evidence, including 
scientific studies or other scholarly work, to support the conclusion that feeding free-roaming 
cats has no effect on the number and/or survival of free-roaming cats. 
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Figure 4. Claim by L.A. Feeders to feed 10,000 stray cats per day 
(https://www.facebook.com/LAfeeders/ accessed October 26, 2019). 

2.3.3 Approach to Prediction Is Deterministic and Does Not Include Uncertainty Analysis 
or Sensitivity Analysis 

The City has reported the results of one set of calculations for the model and presented as the 
only result.  Presenting a single answer is not how predictions like this work in environmental 
policymaking.  The sets of equations to make predictions like these contain many inputs, most of 
which have to be estimated based on studies done in other locations, climates, and times.  
Because any biologist would have a large degree of uncertainty about the accuracy of these 
estimates, the equations are calculated many times with a range of possible values to understand 
a range of possible outcomes.  Any prediction giving just one answer after estimating 41 input 
variables, as the City has done, is wrong.  The model also is “deterministic,” which means that it 
gives just one answer.  In environmental modeling it is necessary to add random fluctuations into 
the variables in a model to account for random factors such as variation in the weather and its 
influence on factors in the model.  In this way, a decisionmaker can gain confidence about the 
probable range of outcomes of any given scenario.  The City’s consultants did not incorporate 
any random factors, which renders the model an untrustworthy tool to understand the real world.  

Another way to think about this issue is to ask what the margin of error is for the City’s 
predictions.  Are their estimates within 15% of the real numbers?  Within 30%?  If they are not 
within 13% of the actual numbers for all of the predicted future cat subpopulations, then the 
alleged decrease in stray and feral cats from the proposal project does not even fall outside the 
margin of error of the underlying estimates.  Based on the expert review, it is impossible that the 
population predictions are accurate to within 13%, let alone 50%, so there is effectively no 
difference between the Project, No Project, or any of the alternatives that can be discerned from 
City’s model. 

2.3.4 Assumed Number of Existing Free-roaming Cats Is Not Reasonable 

The City’s predictions are based on the idea that the current number of cats in the City is the 
maximum number that the environment in the City can support.  That number is set at 226,970 
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by assuming different densities of cats for the major land uses in the City.  The largest land use is 
an undifferentiated “urban/suburban” category that covers most of the City, for which the DEIR 
preparers assume there are 0.98 cats per acre.  Our expert reviewers evaluated the basis for that 
assumption and produced an alternative estimate using density estimates only from other cities 
that do not have an average temperature below freezing any month of the year.  Unsurprisingly, 
cities with more mild climates have higher densities of domestic cats outdoors.  Our experts’ 
estimate for the City of Los Angeles was 488,579 free-roaming cats, with a 95% confidence 
interval of 342,388 to 701,177.  This initial estimate of the number of free-roaming cats is 
critically important because it is the basis for many of the rates that are calculated in the model.  
For example, the DEIR assumes that 7.6% of stray cats are captured and brought to shelters each 
year.  With the updated population estimate, that number would be 3.5%. 

At the public meeting for the Citywide Cat Program on October 7, 2019, even members of the 
public who trap and feed cats and support the program testified that the 226,970 number was far 
too low.  Kara Odenbaugh, who oversees the Best Friends Pet Adoption Center kitten nursery, 
stated that anyone who knows cats in Los Angeles knows that 1 cat per acre is too low and that 
the number is “ridiculous.”  It should be noted that Best Friends has been accepted as an 
authority on cats and TNR in the DEIR and statements by Best Friends representatives are 
treated as facts (see Section 2.9). 

2.3.5 Inputs to the Equations Used to Predict Future Cat Numbers Are Unreasonable and 
Unreliable 

By virtue of the failure of the model to reach equilibrium, it is a matter of fact that the parameters 
are unreasonable and unreliable.  If they were correct, implementing the calculations would not 
result in a prediction that the owned, stray, and shelter populations will decrease to zero in 50 
years.  Our expert review highlights a range of the more glaring errors:  

• Survival of adult stray and feral cats is assumed to be 70% per year (2–3 years average 
lifespan), based on a single study of 39 cats in Berlin and the recall of 101 cat feeders in 
Florida about cats dying or disappearing; 

• Survival of stray and feral kittens is assumed to be very low, 21%, when a whole range of 
studies show rates of 40–70% kitten survival in feral contexts; 

• The proportion of owned cats sterilized currently is assumed to be 93% based on a 
nationwide study by the pet food industry.  Based on the income profile of Los Angeles 
and published scientific research on cat sterilization and income, our experts estimate that 
80% of owned cats in the City are sterilized; and 

• The model assumes that only 0.14% of cats abandoned or lost each year and become 
strays.  This is wrong.  Published research indicates a 0.47% risk of loss alone (Weiss et 
al. 2012) and the model the DEIR relies on assumes a 5% abandonment rate (Flockhart 
and Coe 2018).   
 

The longevity estimates are particularly problematic and conflict with information reported for 
Los Angeles by members of online cat trapping email lists and forums.  Occasional messages 
from these venues have been forwarded to us over the years that contradict the survival rates 
used in the City’s model.  Here are a few examples: 
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• 7 of 9 feral cats were surviving a year after relocation, which implies a 97% survival 
probability for each cat (message January 16, 2011); 

• 7 of 12 feral cats surviving after 6 years, which implies a  96% survival probability each 
year for each cat (message January 10, 2011); 

• Cats surviving for 5 years at a colony site, which would have a 4% chance of happening 
if survival was only 70% per year (message January 2, 2010). 
 

The Feral Cat Caretakers’ Coalition, one of the City’s nonprofit partners, states on their website 
that feral cats may live 10–12 years (see Mission Statement and Introduction at 
http://feralcatcaretakers.org/).  Using the City’s estimate of 70% annual survival, a cat only has a 
2% chance of living this long.  California’s mild climate and the promise of regular feeding 
argue that any prediction of the long-term numbers of free-roaming cats under the proposed 
program should be based on a far higher survival rate than 70% per year for adult stray and feral 
cats.  

2.3.6 Approach to Predicting Outcomes of Project and Alternatives Is Deeply Flawed 

The external critique identified major flaws in the way the model relied upon in the DEIR 
compared the different project alternatives: 

• The assessment of the proposed TNR program should increase carrying capacity by 15–
20% to account for additional feeding associated with the City encouraging feeding and 
declaring feeding to be legal as part of  the preferred approach for “dealing” with free-
roaming cats; 

• The fecundity of unaltered feral and stray cats should be increased under the proposed 
project to account for additional feeding, which increases fecundity; 

• The juvenile survival rate for stray and feral cats should be higher overall, and increased 
under models for the proposed project to account for feeding; 

• Sterilized feral and stray cats should be assumed to live longer, consistent with published 
literature; 

• The owned population should be constrained in the baseline model and the project model 
should incorporate the increase of owned cat limits from 3 to 5; and 

• When analyzing the no-feeding project alternative, the carrying capacity of the model 
should be decreased by 15–20% to account for a reduction in the number of cats that 
would be fed by cat enthusiasts in Los Angeles. 

To these observations we can add the following model changes that should be implemented to 
provide an unbiased and fair evaluation of the different alternatives to the preferred project.  

The alternatives to the proposed project should not be analyzed separately, but should be 
combined into a single, multi-part alternative, just at the project itself has several parts.  This 
alternative would include, in the same model: 

• Use of spay/neuter funds for owned cats and enforce mandatory spay/neuter of owned 
cats with the model result of increased owned cat sterilization applied to the 80% 
sterilization rate based on demographics.  This would be modeled by adding 20,000 
sterilizations plus increasing the annual rate by a reasonable percentage through 
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enforcement.  This will also increase the transition of cats from shelter to owned (Lord et 
al. 2007); 

• Enact a no-roaming ordinance for owned cats and require free licensing for owned cats, 
which would be implemented in the model by reducing the rate of lost and abandoned 
cats from something reasonable for loss (0.48% to 0.25%) and abandonment (5% to 
2.5%).  The model currently (incorrectly) assumes that loss and abandonment together 
are only 0.14% of owned cats per year; 

• Enforce existing ban on feeding (State law, discussed above), thereby reducing the 
survival and fecundity of feral and stray cats in the model; and 

• Provide free trap loans and streamlined permitting to surrender feral and stray cats to 
shelters without returning to field.  This would increase the feral and stray cat transition 
to shelter rate.  

2.4 Failure to Incorporate Future Conditions 

The approach of the analysis in the DEIR is to compare the assumed future conditions with the 
program with the assumed future conditions without the program.  This approach does not, 
however, incorporate the changed environment that would occur during the project period.  As 
just one example, the modeling approach does not account for the additional households and 
their cats that would be created over the 30-year analysis period.  Part of the increase in 
households added will be through by-right accessory dwelling units, and all of the additional 
households that would be added during this project period under current plans.  Since part of the 
program is to increase the allowable number of pet cats from 3 to 5, not incorporating the 
number of additional households is a significant oversight.   

2.5 Purported Benefits of Program Guidelines Cannot Be Relied upon in Analysis 

The pervasive feature of the DEIR is that it relies on “program guidelines and ecological 
conservation measures” as project elements that are assumed to affect the behavior of those 
participating in the City’s TNR program.  It deserves mention at the outset that these “design 
features” of the DEIR are not enforceable and do not legally bind project participants.  The DEIR 
aggressively asserts that these program guidelines are not mitigation measures (DEIR, p. 2-5), 
although they are clearly offered to mitigate impacts of the program.  As proposed in the DEIR, 
the program guidelines therefore do not have to be monitored and there is no recourse should 
they not be followed.  

The City makes no attempt to hide the unenforceability of these guidelines:   

Individuals and organizations wishing to participate in the LAAS free-roaming cat 
spay/neuter program must register with LAAS as an authorized participant. This will 
entail signing an agreement stating that each cat the participant submits for a free 
spay/neuter voucher had been trapped and released within the City of Los Angeles limits 
(DEIR, p. 2-14). 

Recipients who receive vouchers from the City for free-roaming cat medical and spay 
and neuter services will be expected to commit to the guidelines by signing an affidavit 
declaring their intent (DEIR, p. 2-15). 
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Declaring intent is not the same thing as agreeing to comply.  The language of the guidelines is 
designed to avoid accountability.  The provisions are written with voluntary language: traps 
“should” be monitored, the guidelines “recommend” against release in some subset of the City’s 
environmentally sensitive areas, feeding “should” not occur around vulnerable human 
populations, feeding “should” be supervised and limited, feeding “should” only take place during 
the day, vaccines “should” be administered, and cats “should” be sterilized and ear tipped.  None 
of these guidelines compels compliance. 

The DEIR then argues that these unenforceable and unverifiable recommendations will decrease 
the impacts of the program.  These measures bear the hallmarks of mitigation measures because 
they do not promote any of the project’s stated objectives. As such, they should be treated as 
mitigation measures.  For example:  

The proposed Program Implementation Guidelines and Ecological Conservation 
Measures aim to protect ESAs, special-status species, and public health (DEIR, p. 2-15). 

The guidelines and recommendations are used to support the analysis for land use: 

Several measures are included in the CCP program implementation guidelines and 
ecological conservation measures to protect environmentally sensitive areas (ESAs) from 
the release of spayed/neutered cats (DEIR, p. 3-25) 

The guidelines and recommendations are used to support the conclusion that the program will be 
consistent with the General Plan Conservation Element and General Plan policies to protect, 
enhance, and restore significant habitat areas: 

Additionally, several measures are included in the CCP program implementation 
guidelines and ecological conservation measures to protect ESAs from the release of 
spayed/neutered cats (DEIR, p. 3-27). 

The guidelines and recommendations are used to support the conclusion that the project will be 
consistent with the Westchester-Playa Del Rey Plan policy to protect and restore the Ballona 
Wetlands and Del Rey Lagoon: 

Consistent. The proposed Project includes program implementation guidelines and 
ecological conservation measures to protect ESAs by recommending no release of 
free-roaming cats within 1 mile of ESAs as well relocating cats found in or near ESAs. 
This would include restricting the release of free-roaming cats in or near the Ballona 
Wetlands (emphasis added; DEIR; p. 3-29).  

The guidelines and recommendations are used to support the conclusion that the program would 
protect significant environmental resources from environmental hazards in a range of 
Community Plans: 

Consistent. While the modified TNR program would result in the release of cats 
throughout the City, the program includes program implementation guidelines and 
ecological conservation measures to protect ESAs by recommending no release of 
free-roaming cats within 1 mile of ESAs as well relocating cats found in or near ESAs 
[sic]. In addition, the Project includes the creation of a City of LA WCP [Working Cat 
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Program] that would prioritize admission of cats found in or near ESAs (emphasis added; 
DEIR, p. 3-30). 

While return of free-roaming cats within the City has the potential to result in impacts on 
sensitive species residing or migrating within the City, the proposed Project is 
consistent with the General Plan Conservation Element goals and policies pertaining 
to sensitive species and habitat protection because 1) a key objective of the Project is 
to reduce the relative number of free-roaming cats in the City over time and 2) several 
measures are included in the CCP program implementation guidelines and 
ecological conservation measures to protect ESAs from existing impacts of free-
roaming cats (emphasis added; DEIR, p. 3-31). 

The guidelines and recommendations are relied upon to reduce cats in ESAs: 

The City will also provide program implementation guidelines and ecological 
conservation measures for the proposed Project to include recommendations not to 
release trapped cats within a 1.0-mile buffer surrounding ESAs in the City. The program 
implementation guidelines and ecological conservation measures also provide guidance 
on responsible TNR including feeding and medical treatments for free-roaming cats. All 
recipients of free vouchers will be required to commit to adhering to these guidelines 
through a signed affidavit. Over time, this would help reduce the presence of free-
roaming cats in and near such areas (emphasis added; DEIR, p. 4.2-85).  

The guidelines and recommendations are relied upon to reduce impacts on humans:  

The proposed Project also includes program implementation guidelines and ecological 
conservation measures for TNR, responsible feeding, and medical treatments for free-
roaming cats. All recipients of vouchers for free-roaming cat sterilization would be 
required to commit to adhering to these guidelines through a signed affidavit. Over time, 
this would further help manage the potential exposure risk to diseases associated 
with the presence of free-roaming cats in the City (emphasis added; DEIR, p. 4.4-13). 

The cumulative impacts analysis also relies on these measures explicitly: 

In addition, as stated above, the proposed Project includes program implementation 
guidelines and ecological conservation measures to reduce impacts from the existing 
population of free-roaming cats and the creation of a City WCP. Ecological 
conservation measures include recommendations to relocate cats found in or near ESAs 
and avoid release of cats within 1 mile of an ESA (emphasis added; DEIR, p. 4.5-8). 

In conclusion, the proposed Project would not make a cumulatively considerable 
contribution to significant cumulative impacts on sensitive biological resources because 
Project impacts have been identified as less than significant due to the estimated 
reduction in the free-roaming cat population over time (see Section 4.2); the proposed 
Project would be consistent with the related plans and programs; and the proposed 
Project includes program implementation guidelines and ecological conservation 
measures that are intended to reduce the environmental impacts of the existing 
population of free-roaming cats, including guidelines that include restricting release 
of free-roaming cats into ESAs in the City, as feasible. Therefore, impacts on 
biological resources from the proposed Project are considered less than cumulatively 
considerable (emphasis added; DEIR, p. 4.5-9). 
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The voluntary guidelines also undergird the analysis of water quality impacts: 

In conclusion, the proposed Project would not make a cumulatively considerable 
contribution to significant cumulative impacts on water resources because Project 
impacts have been identified as less than significant due to the estimated reduction in the 
free-roaming cat population over time (see Section 4.3); the proposed Project would be 
consistent with the related plans and programs; the program implementation guidelines 
and ecological conservation measures would help reduce the water quality impacts 
of the existing population of free-roaming cats; and existing regulations would further 
protect water quality, including the Clean Water Act, NPDES regulations of nonpoint-
source pollution, the City/County MS4 permits that include best management practices to 
reduce discharge of pollutants, and the Regional Water Quality Control Board LA Basin 
Plan to protect beneficial uses and achieve water quality objectives. Therefore, impacts 
on water resources from the proposed Project are considered less than cumulatively 
considerable (emphasis added; DEIR, p. 4.5-10).  

These excerpts demonstrate that the DEIR relies pervasively on unenforceable and unverifiable 
program features to support major conclusions about screening of topic areas for review and in 
the conclusions in the major areas reviewed.   

The program guidelines and ecological conservation measures should properly be understood as 
mitigation measures because their sole purpose is to reduce the project’s impacts on biological 
resources and human health hazards.  Although the DEIR goes to great lengths to claim that the 
project has no impacts and the program guidelines and ecological conservation features are not 
mitigation measures, the manner in which they are used in the EIR’s analysis makes it clear that 
they are intended to mitigate the project’s potentially significant impacts.  The purpose of these 
guidelines and measures is not to achieve any of the project’s core objectives.  As such, the EIR 
must be revised to make clear these guidelines and conservation measures are mitigation 
measures. 

The EIR must be revised also to include measures to ensure make these guidelines and 
recommendations enforceable, and propose a monitoring plan designed to monitor the public’s 
adherence to these measures.  The EIR may rely on these mitigation measures in its analysis of 
the significance of the project’s impacts if the design features are made to be binding and 
enforceable and if they are analyzed properly as mitigation measures in the EIR, including 
discussion of the basis for selecting each measure, and comparing it against other possible 
mitigation measures (CEQA Guidelines § 15126.4(a)(1)(B)). 

This is not merely an academic point.  It is a real problem for many reasons, none the least of 
which is that the limited group of TNR practitioners that the City interviewed in a closed meeting 
in development of the DEIR have already asserted that the program guidelines and ecological 
conservation features would not be followed.  FixNation representative Karn Myers said that 
“animal advocacy orgs would disagree with relocating cats out of environmentally sensitive 
areas” (City’s notes from March 12, 2019 meeting).  The responses of the larger group to the 
question of relocating stray and feral cats out of environmentally sensitive areas elicited 
responses indicating unwillingness to comply, including: “Not possible to relocate all cats in 
sensitive areas”; “What about all the cats that are currently within the 1-mile buffer? Not fair to 
the other cats, who could move in”; “How do we know that cats are doing any harm? Connection 
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to harming endangered species?”; “No scientific basis for 1-mile buffer”; and “No legal basis as 
to where to tell people where they can keep their cat.  [It is a] free-range cat City” (City’s notes 
from March 6, 2019 meeting).   

These responses, from the very people that the City is relying upon to implement the program, 
show why any conservation measures would need to be compulsory and enforceable if they are 
to be relied upon to have any effect.  

2.6 Analysis Cannot Depend on Unfunded Actions  

The long time frame of the project implementation requires additional scrutiny of whether the 
proposed outcomes will indeed occur.  When CEQA review is undertaken for a building project 
and the funding is not available, the project waits until funding becomes available, or the project 
is not done.  The situation is much different with the proposed Citywide Cat Program.  Portions 
of the project will occur without funding, such as releasing stray and feral cats from shelters to 
nonprofit volunteers who will then dump them outside where they were originally trapped or 
elsewhere, and feeding stray and feral cats by City partners and others.  Other portions of the 
project require funding, and for such funding to occur as predicted for the next 30 years.  The 
DEIR relies specifically the provision of 20,000 free spay/neuter vouchers by the City at an 
approximate cost of $2 million per year.  The analysis of impacts assumes that this funding will 
be available and that the 20,000 sterilizations will occur each year as predicted with no 
consideration of future changes in political priorities or budgets.   

The DEIR fully acknowledges the uncertainty in funding and whether the core element of the 
project will even be carried out: 

Historically, up to fiscal year 2012, the City allocated $1.1 million to the Animal 
Sterilization Fund as well as $2 from every license sold for an altered dog. The funds 
were used to pay service partners who accept City-issued vouchers to spay/neuter cats. 
The accumulation of funds in the Animal Sterilization Fund prompted the City to reduce 
the annual allocation. Because the City has a mandatory spay/neuter ordinance and a 
significant population of community members who are at the poverty level or below, it is 
logical to assume that the City would return to the original allocation or even 
increase it because of the rising cost of spay/neuter surgeries. This money would be 
distributed in the form of vouchers through City vendors who operate spay/neuter clinics 
at the six LAAS centers, mobile spay/neuter vans that target low- income communities, 
or the City’s service partners who accept these vouchers as a form of payment. At the end 
of each year, these vouchers would be redeemed by the vendors, clinics, and service 
partners by submission to LAAS. The payment of these vouchers would come from the 
Animal Sterilization Fund. Most of the vendors who operate spay/neuter clinics do not 
use their annual allotment. After this Project is fully implemented, it is anticipated that 
20,000 of the altered cats would be free roaming (emphasis added: DEIR, p. 2-2). 

Upon selection of service providers, LAAS will issue a notice to proceed with funding 
authorization for at least 20,000 free-roaming cat sterilizations and related medical 
treatments (based on availability of additional funding) annually (emphasis added; 
DEIR, p. 2-14). 
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The DEIR and the model analysis of the future number of free-roaming cats is therefore based on 
an assumption about future allocations from the City’s budget, and that project partners will use 
those funds to undertake “as many as 20,000 additional annual trapping sterilization events” 
(DEIR, p. 4.4-12).  Even the DEIR hedges here, with “as many as” language when the model 
projects assume 20,000 per year without question. 

Furthermore, the City is not committing to fund the public and veterinary health portion of the 
project (which itself is incomplete, more below): 

If additional City funding is available, the rabies and feline viral rhinotracheitis, 
calicivirus, and panleukopenia virus (FVRCP) vaccine should be administered, along 
with flea treatment, at the time of sterilization. If City funds are not available to cover 
these additional services, participants in the modified TNR Program will be encouraged 
to cover these services (emphasis added; DEIR, p. 2-14). 

The analysis in the DEIR, however, assumes both that City funding will be available as 
prognosticated by the Department of Animal Services and that project partners or the City will 
fund (without being required or responsible to do so) vaccinations and flea treatment for cats that 
are dumped from shelters or trapped and returned as part of the program.  This assumption is 
unreasonable given that every politician in the City will be out of office from term limits in 12 
years, let alone 30 years, and it is impossible to rely on political priorities remaining the same 
over such a long time frame.   

The DEIR analysis acknowledges the importance of these unfunded project elements: 

TNR cats that have not received all-inclusive and regular vaccinations and parasite 
treatments may increase disease reservoirs (see the Diseases subsection of Section 
4.2.2.8) and the spread of diseases and parasites to and from other cats and wildlife 
(DEIR, p. 4.2-90). 

Even though the City claims these measures are important, a careful reader of the DEIR will 
realize that not only are the measures to protect human, veterinary, and wildlife health unfunded, 
they are completely voluntary as well.   

2.7 Limits on Owned Cats Outdoors Should Be Considered a Mitigation Under CEQA 

The DEIR fails to describe any meaningful explanation as to the purpose of the proposal to 
require people with 4 or 5 cats to keep them all indoors.  This requirement does not seem to 
advance any of the legitimate project objectives such as reducing the number of free-roaming 
cats or to reduce the rate of cat euthanasia.  Rather, the requirement households with additional 
cats permitted under this project element be kept indoors is obviously intended to serve as a 
mitigation measure to reduce the biological and other impacts of owned cats roaming outside.  
The DEIR proposes that households with more than 3 cats would also have to microchip all cats 
and would be required to registered with the City.  These are mitigation measures masquerading 
as project design features for allowing additional owned cats.  Recognizing this legal reality has 
two consequences.  
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The DEIR does not adequately analyze the potential impacts of the proposed increase in the 
number of household cats.  First, based on the analytical framework set up in the DEIR, more 
cats roaming outside would likely have a potentially significant adverse impact on the 
environment.  Increasing the number of owned cats would result in a corresponding increase in 
the number of cats throughout the City, which would cause a significant adverse impact on the 
environment, regardless of the proposed prohibition against allowing these cats to roam.  Second, 
the DEIR must be revised to explain that the provision that households with more than 3 cats 
keep all cats indoors and be registered with the City is a mitigation measure, and third, the DEIR 
must contain a discussion of the feasibility, enforceability, and effectiveness of these provisions.  
Without a realistic plan to fund enforcement, the program cannot be expected to be feasible or its 
limitations enforced.  Free-roaming owned cats also cause nuisance conditions.  Nuisance cat 
complaints already receive low priority for response by the Department of Animal Services.  It is 
entirely foreseeable that the Department would not prioritize response to complaints requesting 
compliance with this program element and that the purported mitigations (that all cats be 
enclosed) would not be enforced.  Moreover, free-roaming cats in underpopulated or 
unpopulated areas such as some of the identified and unidentified ESAs may not elicit any 
complaints, and therefore be entirely ignored by the City, thereby allowing uninterrupted impact 
on sensitive biological resources.  

CEQA requires the lead agency to devise and implement adequate and feasible mitigation 
measures to the address a project’s significant impacts.  To satisfy CEQA, proposed mitigation 
measures must be shown to be both effective and enforceable (Pub. Res. Code 21081.6(b)).  The 
EIR must analyze the extent to which the proposed prohibition against allowing cats to roam is 
realistic and would be effective in reducing the impacts associated with free-roaming cats (see 
Cleveland National Forest Foundation v. San Diego Ass’n of Governments (2017) 17 Cal.5th 
413, 433 [mitigation measures that are unrealistic and unlikely to be implemented create an 
illusory analysis and should not be included in an EIR]).  Requiring people with 4 or 5 cats to 
keep all cats indoors is obviously intended to be a mitigation for the impacts of additional cats 
being allowed in the City, so the EIR must demonstrate this measure’s feasibility and the City’s 
ability and willingness to enforce its implementation.  Moreover, the City must propose a 
monitoring plan to track general compliance with this requirement.  This analysis is particularly 
critical because based on the City’s track record and current resources, it would appear that any 
proposal that specifies that some but not all cats be kept indoors will fail as a mitigation measure 
in that it would not be effective or enforceable. 

It is worth noting that limiting the number of cats allowed per residence is itself an identified 
mitigation measure to reduce the adverse impacts of pet cats on the environment (Calver et al. 
2011).  The City’s proposal to increase the number of cats will therefore increase environmental 
impacts unless it has effective and enforceable mitigation measures, which the proposed scheme 
does not. 

Moreover, in the long run, the proposal to increase the number of owned cats may well 
undermine achievement of the City’s stated objective of reducing the overall number of free-
roaming cats.  Accordingly, to the extent that any meaningful discussion of the effectiveness of 
the ban on allowing certain cats to roam would demonstrate that this requirement will be 
ineffective, the EIR must also discuss the extent to which increasing the number of allowable 
owned cats would undermine the City’s stated objective of reducing the number of free-roaming 
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cats.  As elaborated in the expert review, the current model does not include a realistic rate of 
transition from owned to stray cat subpopulations. 

2.8 Analysis Cannot Depend on Actions of Third-Party Organizations and Volunteers 

The implementation of the Citywide Cat Program depends on third parties taking actions as 
expected over a 30-year time horizon.  The City has proposed no means to monitor or compel the 
third parties who might participate in the TNR program to implement it as imagined in the DEIR.  
It even acknowledges that the number of sterilizations of free-roaming cats would be “as many 
as” 20,000 but does not discuss whether this a realistic target or an upper limit.  The DEIR 
should have analyzed a range of possible and foreseeable outcomes from the City’s actions.  
What is certain is that the City would attempt to dump stray and feral cats from shelters by 
giving them to nonprofit partners and might make available $2,000,000 per year in spay/neuter 
surgery coupons.  Although CEQA does not require analysis of worst-case scenarios, the City 
has presented only its best-case scenario, going so far as to assume that third parties will comply 
with unenforceable recommendations (to which they object) for the next 30 years.  There is 
furthermore no way to get cat feeders who do not trap to follow any guidelines at all because 
they would not be seeking City funds. 

Some of the organizations that the City has consulted and is relying upon to implement the 
program are far less than 30 years old (Heaven on Earth, 19 years; Kitty Bungalow Charm 
School for Wayward Cats, 10 years; Stray Cat Alliance, 19 years) and the one that is older than 
30 (Best Friends) was a church 30 years ago.  It is unreasonable for the City to expect that these 
organizations will have the same ideologies, priorities, and followers 30 years from now unless 
long-term, binding agreements are in place, similar to the in-perpetuity land management 
commitments that are commonplace for land trusts.  

2.9 DEIR Built on Assumptions Derived from Private Meetings with Financially Interested 
Nonprofits 

In March of 2019, the City held two invitation-only private meetings with a selected nonprofits 
that it perceived to be the future project partners to implement the TNR Program (DEIR, p. 4.2-
79–80).  The small group of nonprofits that attended would stand to benefit from the payments 
associated with the roughly $2,000,000 per year that the City anticipates spending on the 
program (assuming that each sterilization is reimbursed at $100).  The meetings with these 
financially interested partners were not announced to the public, nor were other interest groups, 
including other prominent animal welfare groups, that might have valuable information 
pertaining to the development of the DEIR, invited to participate.  The results of the 
conversations with this small group of people are relied upon to establish many assertions as 
“fact” in the DEIR, as elaborated below.  For the sake of transparency and accountability, the 
EIR should disclose these facts and explain why the scoping meetings were not open to all 
members of the public and why only certain groups were invited. 

The DEIR heavily relies on information supplied by its preferred partners.  For example, the 
DEIR relies on the select nonprofits to define the spatial distribution of TNR activities (including 
feeding) relative to biological impacts, as illustrated by the excerpts that follow:   
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These data and information indicate that free-roaming cat distribution and TNR activities 
occur primarily within urban, residential, light industrial, and other developed areas 
within the City, with TNR organizations stating that lower socioeconomic areas are most 
represented and with south Los Angeles having a very high free-roaming cat population 
and limited sterilization services (City of Los Angeles 2019a, 2019b). Local TNR 
organizations indicated some locations where targeted and ongoing TNR efforts have and 
do occur include areas such as Echo Park, Silver Lake, Los Feliz, San Fernando Valley, 
and Elysian Valley. In addition, information provided by TNR organizations working in 
the City indicated that free-roaming cats most commonly occur in groups of three to five 
cats but can include many more (DEIR, p. 4.2-81). 

Although the existing level and distribution of TNR activities within the study area are 
not exactly known, information provided by local TNR organizations during the City’s 
TNR Workshop (City of Los Angeles 2019a) indicated that the vast majority of TNR 
activities occur within highly developed and residential areas and not within habitat 
areas, although TNR activities do occur in areas adjacent to ESAs (e.g., Los Feliz, which 
is near Griffith Park). They also report that it is rare to trap wildlife during TNR 
operations, although if wildlife were trapped they would most likely include urban-
adapted species such as opossum, raccoon, and skunk (DEIR, p. 4.2-82). 

Trapping of individuals from special-status species would be unlikely within residential 
and urbanized settings, where most TNR activities across the City occur (City of Los 
Angeles 2019a, 2019b) (DEIR, p. 4.2-89). 

Based on the information shared in the City’s TNR Workshop and follow-up interview 
(City of Los Angeles 2019a, 2019b), citywide TNR activities are primarily occurring in 
existing developed, residential areas and not within ESAs (DEIR, p 4.2-89). 

Although the existing level and distribution of TNR activities within the study area are 
not exactly known, information provided by local TNR organizations during the City’s 
TNR Workshop (City of Los Angeles 2019a, 2019b) indicated that the vast majority of 
TNR activities occur within highly developed and residential areas and not within habitat 
areas, although TNR activities do occur in areas adjacent to ESAs (e.g., Los Feliz, which 
is near Griffith Park). They also report that it is rare to trap wildlife during TNR 
operations, as traps are typically monitored and not left unattended, although if wildlife is 
inadvertently trapped it would most likely be an urban-adapted species such as opossum, 
raccoon, and skunk (DEIR, p. 4.2-89). 

Every element in the DEIR that is cited to “City of Los Angeles 2019a” or “City of Los Angeles 
2019b” relies on the subjective recall of a small group of nonprofits that both hold the position 
that dumping cats from shelters is humane and appropriate and have a financial interest in the 
outcome of the DEIR.  Moreover, it would be reasonable to assume that members of these 
groups may be tempted to understate the environmental impacts of the proposed Cat Program by 
underreporting the number of cats that are maintained in areas that they might think are 
environmentally sensitive.   

The DEIR relies on these assertions for important conclusions in the analysis, including about 
wildlife corridors, where cats are returned after sterilization, whether impacts on human health 
hazards.  Specifically, the City relies on this small interview sample to establish whether the 
program would have any impacts on wildlife corridors: 
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Based on the information shared in the City’s TNR Workshop (City of Los Angeles 
2019a, 2019b), citywide TNR activities are primarily occurring in existing developed and 
residential areas (DEIR, p. 4.2-94). 

It relies on this small sample and uncorroborated recall to establish the spatial distribution of 
locations where cats are returned after sterilization: 

Although the existing level and distribution of TNR activities within the study area are 
not exactly known, the vast majority of TNR activities occur within highly developed and 
residential areas and not within habitat areas (City of Los Angeles 2019a, 2019b), 
although TNR activities do occur in areas adjacent to ESAs (e.g., Los Feliz, which is near 
Griffith Park). Considering existing TNR activities are primarily occurring within 
existing developed, residential areas, impacts caused by return activities in ESA habitat 
areas important for movement and connectivity are expected to be very infrequent. 
Impacts could occur on migratory birds, which are known to utilize residential and 
developed areas for movement, foraging, and nesting and may be at higher risk of being 
adversely impacted by free-roaming cats due to their closer proximity to higher cat 
density areas (DEIR, p. 4.2-95). 

Health hazard impacts are also evaluated based on the qualitative and unsubstantiated assertions 
of financially interested nonprofit representatives: 

Existing TNR activities, veterinary care services, and free-roaming cat care activities are 
largely conducted within developed and residential areas of the City (City of Los Angeles 
2019) (DEIR, p. 4.4-12). 

These “facts” are not the best available scientific information; they are anecdotes told by self-
interested groups.  Furthermore, the City has to imagine what could happen if other groups were 
operating under the scheme that they set up, rather than the existing groups.  Because there are 
no mitigations, mitigation monitoring, or binding conditions, someone could set up a colony in 
an environmentally sensitive area and the City would not know and could do nothing about it if it 
did.   

Also, these groups do not represent the feeders, who are often different people from those 
trapping.  The distribution of feeders would expand under the DEIR, because it would take away 
any disincentives and the City fails to incorporate this information, and this is not information 
that the self-interested TNR groups would tell the City. 

Finally, we note that while the DEIR relies on these groups for vague and general information 
about spatial distribution of cats in the City of Los Angeles, for unknown reasons the City has 
not obtained specific information about the location of at least some of the largest cat colonies in 
the City, including the location and size of such colonies in and around those areas that it has 
identified as being environmentally sensitive.  The DEIR does not explain why it was infeasible 
to obtain more specific information from these groups. 

2.10 Entire Analysis Incorrectly Assumes that Spatial Distribution of Cats Will Remain Static 

The DEIR goes to great lengths to argue that the number of free-roaming cats will go down with 
the program and that the spatial distribution of free-roaming cats will remain the same.   
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Under the proposed Project, the spatial distribution of TNR activities, veterinary care 
services, and free-roaming cat care activities throughout the City is not expected to differ 
relative to baseline conditions because the proposed Project is not proposing any direct 
elements that would change the distribution of such activities (DEIR, p. 4.4-12). 

On its face, this statement is false because the project contains guidelines that specifically are 
intended to change the spatial distribution of TNR activities and that the City relies on being 
followed as a project feature designed to reduce impacts on biological resources, water quality, 
and human health.  The City insists that the spatial distribution will not change, because if it 
were not, even a decreasing overall population of free-roaming cats could have increased impacts 
if they became concentrated in places where they impacted water quality, vulnerable human 
populations, or sensitive biological resources.  Under that scenario fewer cats would actually 
have greater impacts.  This is why the DEIR, in an apparent effort to avoid finding any 
significant impacts that would then require mitigation, has put forth the logically inconsistent and 
indefensible position that the program will not result in any change in the relative distribution of 
free-roaming cats.  

The City’s position on the spatial distribution of TNR activities throws the logical consistency of 
the DEIR into disarray.  In the biological resources section, it argues that the program guidelines 
include a recommendation that cats be relocated out of environmentally sensitive areas and 
makes a special point that participants will be required to “commit to adhering” to these 
guidelines.  It provides this as part of an argument that the number of free-roaming cats in 
designated environmentally sensitive areas will decrease (DEIR, p. 4.2-85).  If the DEIR is going 
to assert that the program guidelines will result in cats being moved out of environmentally 
sensitive areas, the only place that they can be relocated to will be areas with more people.  The 
guidelines also include recommendations that cats not be fed around sensitive human 
populations, which would then influence the spatial distribution of feeding and put pressure to 
relocate those cats away from locations with sensitive human populations.  The DEIR 
simultaneously maintains that cats will be moved away from environmentally sensitive areas, not 
be fed around sensitive human populations, and that their spatial distribution will remain exactly 
the same and decline equally in all areas.  Not all of these things can be true at the same time.  

The City also ignores the power and potential ramifications of its proclamation that feeding free-
roaming cats is 100% legal under City law.  This statement will embolden feeders to increase 
their efforts and make them less afraid to be visible, especially in places where they were 
perceived to be unwanted in the past, such as parks and in alleys around people’s homes.  A 
foreseeable outcome of this blanket statement, which is in conflict with State law, will be 
additional feeding and elevated cat numbers within environmentally sensitive areas and around 
people in neighborhoods.  This program element has the likelihood of increasing feeding (and cat 
numbers) in areas where it was seen as off-limits before.  For example, at Cabrillo Beach, signs 
were posted in the 2000s that informed visitors that feeding cats was illegal under City law and 
that feeding specifically violated the Municipal Code section that the City is now declaring does 
not ban feeding of free-roaming cats.  The sign was affixed to a fence around a wetland that was 
constructed as mitigation for development at the Port of Los Angeles (Figure 5).  Under the 
reinterpretation of Municipal Code in the DEIR, feeding would be legal at this and every site in 
the City, which could change the spatial distribution of cats.  The DEIR contains no enforceable 
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standards, so anyone desiring to feed stray and feral cats could do so anywhere, even in areas 
where it was discouraged before with reference to enforceable code sections. 

 
Figure 5. City of Los Angeles sign at Cabrillo Beach on City property in 2007 declaring that it is 
illegal to leave food for cats because it violates LAMC 53.06.5, which bans feeding of non-
domesticated mammalian predators. The DEIR claims the exact opposite. 

The City of Los Angeles could look to the experience of Orange County Animal Care in 
predicting what will happen with the spatial distribution of cats under a return to field policy as 
is proposed in the DEIR.  Records of the locations of release of unadoptable cats from Orange 
County shelters were obtained researchers and these records show that the cats are dumped in 
poor neighborhoods with high-density human populations and into parks (public presentation by 
Danielle Martinez, February 20, 2019.  Presumably this is the case because residents in these 
neighborhoods have limited social capital to complain (they are too busy working) and lower 
income neighborhoods already have higher stray cat numbers because of the lower pet 
sterilization rates associated with the cost of sterilization.   

2.11 Accepting Analysis Requires Leap of Faith with No Monitoring  

Environmental review under CEQA is possible and effective in part because mitigation measures 
are monitored by the Lead Agency in the course of project implementation and beyond.  Even 
project design features that are intended to reduce the impacts of a project must be binding and 
monitored by the Lead Agency because the agency’s analysis and conclusions concerning the 
project’s impacts assumes on the ongoing implementation of these project features and 
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components.  For the Citywide Cat Program, the DEIR does not contain any mechanism to 
monitor the implementation of these measures or to ensure that the project is implemented as 
described, that it will have the outcomes that are predicted, that the measures intended to reduce 
impacts will be implemented, or that they will be effective.  The City appears to see the DEIR as 
a get-out-of-jail-free card, where once the EIR is approved, the City will never again be subject 
to oversight or need to monitor the implementation of the project and its elements.   

The City expects regulatory and wildlife agencies and the general public to trust that a flawed 
population prediction is exactly correct and reliable (e.g., that there are 0.983 cats per acre in all 
urban/suburban areas of the City, despite evidence in the City’s possession to the contrary, 
including many cat trapping permit applications describing more than 20 cats at a premises), that 
the number of free-roaming cats will decline overall, that the spatial distribution of free-roaming 
cats will not change, that no greater impacts to sensitive species will occur, that both 
environmentally sensitive areas and areas with sensitive human populations will be avoided by 
feeders, that third-party partners will behave exactly as expected, and that the project objectives 
will be met, all without proposing any monitoring and reporting scheme, or any concrete plans to 
take corrective action should any of the analyses and predictions turn out to be false.  

A stated objective of the program is to reduce the number of free-roaming cats.  The entire 
argument that the project will not have impacts on the environment is based on a flawed 
prediction that asserts the number of free-roaming cats will decline slightly over a very long 
period.  The DEIR does not, however, include any monitoring or reporting program to track the 
number of free-roaming cats.  The City can track the number of cats euthanized, and has devised 
the Citywide Cat Program to reduce that number, which the Department of Animal Services and 
its political patrons obviously care about above all other concerns.  But the program, which is to 
be implemented over 30 years, does not contain a single action that would provide data to track 
whether or not the free-roaming cat population and its distribution changes.  Nor does the DEIR 
propose any actions if it turns out that the program would result in an increase in the number of 
free-roaming cats, or changes to their spatial distribution in a manner that would create 
significant environmental impacts on public health or biological resources. 

When a program is proposed without monitoring, or even basic verification and reporting 
progress toward program goals, it becomes impossible to ensure compliance with the terms of 
the program and recourse should the program outcomes be different.  Because the project will be 
implemented over 30 years and the environmental analysis is speculative at best, the project must 
include a monitoring plan connected with the program objectives and triggers for remediation in 
the event significant environmental impacts are occurring.   

2.12 City Has Changed Its Position on Whether Feeding Feral Cats Is Permissible 

The City has provided no explanation for its reinterpretation of Section 53.06.5 of the Los 
Angeles Municipal Code, reversing its previous position that this section prohibits the feeding 
unowned cats.  In the 2013 Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration for Citywide Cat 
Program (W.O. E1907610) (MND), the City included the following program element:  

Exempt, “any person who provides food or water to any stray or feral cats living in a 
colony provided the cat is sterilized” from the existing prohibition against feeding of non-
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domesticated mammalian predators. Section 53.06.5 (b) of the Los Angeles Municipal 
Code currently prohibits any person from feeding or in any manner providing food for 
any non-domesticated mammalian predator, which may include feral cats. The proposed 
amendment would allow any person to provide food or water to any stray or feral cat 
living in a colony provided the cat is sterilized (MND, p. 9).  

In further support of this interpretation, the City has at least one sign posted that invoking 
Section 53.06.5, stating that, “It is illegal to leave food for cats” (see Figure 5).  This position, 
that feeding feral/stray cats is not permitted, is consistent with State law as well.  The California 
Department of Fish and Wildlife wrote in its comments on the Notice of Preparation for the 
DEIR:  

The feeding of free-roaming cats is considered harassment of wildlife and is prohibited in 
California because wild animals have access to this artificial food source as well (14 CCR 
§ 251.1). Subsidizing free-roaming cats, in or near natural areas with food from well-
intentioned residents, enables cat populations to persist in greater numbers in localized 
areas that could results in increased predation on native wildlife (letter to City of Los 
Angeles, November 1, 2017).   

The DEIR did not incorporate this guidance from a Trustee Agency and in the DEIR states, 
“Cats are domestic animals and not considered to be non-domesticated mammalian predators, 
and thus feeding cats is not currently banned in the City” (DEIR, p. ES-9, 2-12).  This statement 
has three major problems: 1) it contradicts the City’s own previous interpretation of its own 
ordinance; 2) elsewhere in the DEIR the City declares, in a self-serving argument that food will 
not end up in waterways, that food left out under the program “is anticipated to be consumed by 
free-roaming cats or by other wildlife” (emphasis added; DEIR, p. 4.3-13); and 3) it 
irresponsibly fails to acknowledge that feeding animals is also governed under State law and that 
the relevant agency has been clear that feeding free-roaming cats is prohibited under State law 
because it amounts to harassment of wildlife (not because cats are wildlife, but because wildlife 
is nearly always co-fed with free-roaming cats).  Nowhere in the DEIR does the City provide any 
rationale for its own change of interpretation or its failure to recommend that State law be 
followed.  And apparently for the purposes of complying with wildlife protections, cat food will 
never be eaten by wildlife, but for purposes of water quality analysis, cat food will be gobbled up 
by wildlife before it gets into waterways.   

3 DEIR Omits Topics Where Significant Impacts Could Occur 

The DEIR is unusual in that it contains both screening of topics and analysis of those topics 
where significant adverse impacts are possible.  This is necessary because the City did not 
prepare an initial study with the notice of preparation for the EIR that would have screened 
topics and informed the public on which topic areas would be included in the EIR.  The 
screening section only identifies three topics with a possibility of significant adverse impacts:  
biological resources, water resources, and human health hazards.  The topics that are 
inappropriately screened out, however, include land use and greenhouse gases, for which the 
thresholds for analysis have been met.  
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3.1 Land Use 

The screening criteria for land use analysis includes the following standard: 

Is the proposed Project inconsistent with the General Plan or its elements, or an 
applicable specific plan, local coastal plan, redevelopment plan, interim control 
ordinance, or adopted environmental goals or policies? (DEIR, p. 3-24). 

The DEIR concludes that the answer to this question in all instances is no.  This conclusion is 
incorrect, or premature, because the DEIR relies entirely on the unenforceable project guidelines 
and ecological conservation measures to assert compatibility with plans that require protection of 
the environment (DEIR, p. 3-25).   

For example, the General Plan Conservation Element includes language and objectives that 
provided for the protection of sensitive species and their habitats.  The screening analysis 
depends on the program guidelines and ecological conservation measures to assert that cats will 
not be returned to locations where they might harm sensitive species or their habitats.  The DEIR 
states:  

[T]he proposed Project is consistent with the General Plan Conservation Element goals 
and policies pertaining to sensitive species and habitat protection because 1) a key 
objective of the Project is to reduce the relative number of free-roaming cats in the City 
over time, 2) several measures are included in the CCP program implementation 
guidelines and ecological conservation measures to protect environmentally sensitive 
areas (ESAs) from the release of spayed/neutered cats (see Chapter 2), and 3) the 
Project includes the creation of a City of LA WCP that would prioritize admission of cats 
found in or near ESAs (emphasis added; DEIR, p. 3-25). 

It should be obvious that voluntary recommendations that are not enforceable and will not be 
monitored cannot be uncritically relied upon to screen out potential impacts or to support a 
conclusion of consistency with the General Plan.  As discussed above in Section 2.5, the 
guidelines and conservation measures are full of “weasel” words like “as feasible”(no way to 
know what is feasible) and aspirational phrases like “should” (which are not mandatory), instead 
of quantifiable measures and prescriptive and compulsory language like “shall.”  Furthermore, 
the commitment on behalf of project participants is insufficient to ensure compliance since that 
commitment comes with no mechanism to track or compel adherence to any standard.  In 
addition, the DEIR presents no mechanism by which persons wishing to feed and release cats in 
areas with sensitive species would even need to agree to the program guidelines if they did not 
want to obtain vouchers from the City for free sterilization surgeries.  The program would 
encourage TNR, including the capture and return or relocation of cats, and would explicitly 
legalize feeding of unowned cats, but does not include any process by which people receiving 
that message from the City would be asked to follow the program guidelines unless they were 
going to obtain vouchers for surgeries.  It is therefore entirely foreseeable that implementation of 
the proposed Cat Program would result in more cats being fed and relocated in the City by 
people who are not compelled and likely do not feel any need to follow the program guidelines.   

Also, as discussed in the expert report, data are not available to support reliance by the City on 
the objective of the program being the reduction in free-roaming cats.  As a matter of screening, 
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if the possibility of increased cat numbers as a result of program-associated feeding in areas with 
sensitive species can be made as a fair argument, then answer to the screening question has to be 
“yes.”   

The proposed “Working Cat Program” (cats placed in enclosed areas putatively to control 
rodents) likewise cannot be relied upon to resolve this conflict.  Only the most rudimentary 
details about the program have been disclosed, and the compatibility of the program with public 
health has not been demonstrated.  Furthermore, it is being used in this instance as a mitigation 
measure, without the necessary elements of a mitigation measure, as discussed above in Section 
2.5.  Finally, cats are notoriously ineffective at reducing rat populations (Anonymous 1914, 
Forbush 1916, Jackson 1951, Childs 1986, Glass et al. 2009).  

3.1.1 General Plan Conservation Element 

The General Plan Endangered Species Policy requires protection of sensitive animal and plant 
species and their habitats.  The DEIR argues that the project is consistent with that policy, by 
relying on the flawed population model to predict fewer future free-roaming cats.  The model 
does not contain reliable information about future cat numbers (see Appendix 1).  The DEIR then 
relies on the voluntary guidance for feeders and trappers to avoid activities in certain defined 
environmentally sensitive areas.  As discussed at length below, the list of environmentally 
sensitive areas is not comprehensive, and these guidelines and conservation measures cannot be 
relied upon because there is no mechanism to ensure reliance and not all people encouraged by 
TNR education would even be asked to commit to following them.  The TNR program, on its 
face, by allowing the release of feral and stray cats back outside for return to the location of 
trapping or elsewhere, conflicts with the City’s General Plan. 

The same conclusion applies to the City’s habitats/ecological areas policies.  The inherent 
conflict between the Cat Program and the City’s conservation policies require full analysis and 
not a conclusion that the Cat Program is “consistent” with the General Plan. 

3.1.2 Community Plans 

Each one of the consistency analyses for the Community Plan policies relies on the program 
guidelines and conservation measures in its conclusion that the Cat Program is consistent with 
natural resource protection policies.  Again, this conclusion is wrong.  Voluntary guidelines that 
are clearly intended to be mitigations cannot be relied upon in an EIR to play a role as 
mitigations without meeting the statutory requirements of being mitigations.  The Cat Program is 
inconsistent with each of these plans.  To the extent these conclusions also rely on the assertion 
that the number of free-roaming cats will decline over time, they are flawed because the 
underlying population model has been shown to be incorrect and unreliable.   

The summary analysis for the Community Plan section of the DEIR states that cats will be 
released back into the environment “where they currently reside.”  This is simply not true.  Once 
the City allows release of cats from shelters to nonprofit groups or individuals representing 
nonprofit groups, they can be released anywhere in the City by the groups or individuals without 
fear of adverse consequence.  Furthermore, by encouraging and promoting TNR as the preferred 
approach to “dealing” with free-roaming cats, individuals will be able to relocate cats where they 
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prefer, so long as they have obtained a permit for trapping.  To reiterate, the only measures that 
could be considered to reduce the impacts of the project are those that are “fully enforceable 
through permit conditions, agreements, or other legally-binding instruments.”  Throughout this 
analysis of land use issues, the DEIR relies on guidelines and features that do not meet this 
standard in its analysis to conclude the program is consistent with land use policies.   

3.1.3 Land Use Restrictions on Trapping and Feeding Activities 

The DEIR should consider the inconsistency between the encouragement of trapping and feeding 
activity, which one has to conclude will increase under the proposed project, and the City’s own 
regulations on where trapping and feeding can occur.   

First, Los Angeles Municipal Code only allows cat trapping permits to be issued for people to 
trap cats on their own property (or to obtain permits on behalf of the property owner): 

Per Los Angeles Municipal Code Section 53.69, the City is authorized to issue a cat trap 
permit for domestic cats that are trapped on private property. The City may also rent traps 
to a permittee for a daily fee. Permittees must surrender trapped nuisance cats to Los 
Angeles Animal Services (LAAS). The trapping permit requires that the trapping be 
conducted on the permittee’s private property, that the permittee distribute a 
Declaration of Notice of Cat Trapping to all neighbors within 300 feet of the trapping 
location, and that the trapped cats are turned into LAAS. Additionally, the permit requires 
that the permittee release all non-target cats on site, the presence of a responsible adult, 
regular trap monitoring, provision of fresh water within the trap, that the trap be protected 
from the elements, and that any trapped cat is taken to LAAS within 1 hour of 
discovering the cat in the trap (emphasis added; DEIR, p. 4.2-80). 

The City, by declaring that TNR is the preferred approach to deal with feral and stray cats and 
not explicitly limiting trapping as specified under LAMC 53.69, is implicitly endorsing trapping 
on public property, parks, rights-of-way, alleys, streets, and drainage channels.  The DEIR must 
resolve the conflict between the limits on where cats can be trapped under LAMC 53.69 and the 
areas that the City imagines cats will be trapped under the TNR program.  Is the City going to 
amend LAMC 53.69 to allow trapping in alleys?  On public streets?  On County-owned and 
maintained flood control facilities?  Will permission be required to trap and return immediately 
adjacent to private property?  Such Municipal Code changes must be spelled out in the DEIR and 
considered for their consistency in the land use section.  The DEIR should be clear that feeding 
or trapping cats on property not owned by the feeder or trapper is not permissible.  Unless the 
City changes its program and focuses the 20,000 annual additional sterilizations on owned cats in 
low-income neighborhood where nonprofits can go door-to-door to get permission to trap and 
sterilize owned cats, the goal of the project to do 20,000 additional free-roaming cat sterilizations 
will force participants into violating the cat trapping code.  

In addition to the Municipal Code restricting areas for trapping, California law prohibits littering 
on private or public property.  Those leaving food out for feral cats under the proposed program, 
either to bait for trapping or just to feed, would be undertaking behavior that is indistinguishable 
from the action of littering, which is defined as: 
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… discarding, dropping, or scattering of small quantities of waste matter ordinarily 
carried on or about the person, including, but not limited to, beverage containers and 
closures, packaging, wrappers, wastepaper, newspapers, and magazines, in a place other 
than a place or container for the proper disposal thereof, and including waste matter that 
escapes or is allowed to escape from a container, receptacle, or package (California 
Penal Code § 374.4). 

Cat food, when left on the ground, as is often the practice by feral cat feeders (see Figure 6), 
certainly meets the definition of litter.  Paper plates and plastic containers that might be used to 
feed cats also constitute litter under the law.  The DEIR does not resolve the obvious 
contradiction between the actions to be encouraged under the proposed program — feeding feral 
cats outdoors — and the need to comply with State law regarding littering. 

 
Figure 6. Feral cats eating at food dumped outside. This picture is from the home page of the 
former website for L.A. Feeders (www.lafeeders.org), a group that claims on its current 
Facebook page to feed 10,000 feral cats every day in southern California. It illustrates that food 
is left on the ground for feral cats where it will be easily accessible to wildlife. 

Here again, the City cannot rely on the voluntary project design features or conservation 
measures to ensure compliance.  The DEIR must state categorically that leaving food on public 
or private property without permission of the landowner is littering and is prohibited by State 
law.  It is not legal for the City to promote activities that are illegal under State law, so the 
feeding part of the program must be removed unless permission is sought and granted from each 
property where participants in the program are going to feed and trap cats.  

3.2 Greenhouse Gas Analysis 

The analysis of greenhouse gas impacts only considers vehicle miles traveled for the project.  
The program description recommends feeding of cats in TNR situations and proposes to provide 
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20,000 spay/neuter vouchers for cats annually.  The DEIR should consider the greenhouse gas 
emissions associated with 20,000 daily feedings in terms of the production of pet food (a 
minimum of 7.3 million cat food servings per year to account for one feeding per day).  
Following Okin (2017), calculations of the greenhouse gas emissions associated with 7.3 million 
cat food servings in year 1 and escalating thereafter should be undertaken and considered within 
the greenhouse gas analysis for the DEIR.  This level of consumption of pet food also has 
biological consequences on oceans and from industrial production of meat 

4 Biological Resources 

As with the other sections of the DEIR, the analysis of biological resources depends almost 
exclusively on the reliability of the population model developed and presented in Appendix J.  
As illustrated in the external review and summarized in Section 2.3, the population model is not 
accurate and does not provide useful information about the probabilities of future potential 
conditions.  The biological resources section contains a description of existing laws and 
regulations and existing conditions, followed by its analysis framework and analysis.  

4.1 Existing Regulations 

In the review of applicable regulations, the DEIR mentions the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, which 
lists and protects nearly all native bird species from intentional harm. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service also produces a list of “Birds of Management Concern” that are either a) in decline, b) 
have small or restricted populations, c) depend on restricted or vulnerable habitats, or d) are 
overabundant and so cause ecological and economic damage.  The DEIR should identify the 
presence and distribution of those birds falling in the first three categories, which also encompass 
the 2002 Birds of Conservation Concern list (see 
https://www.fws.gov/birds/management/managed-species/birds-of-management-concern.php).   

The Los Angeles CEQA thresholds guide includes “locally designated or recognized species” 
within the definition of sensitive biological resources.  We suggested in our comment on the 
Notice of Preparation that the birds listed in the Sensitive Bird Species for Los Angeles County 
be recognized as sensitive (Allen et al. 2009), including the watchlist.  The DEIR does not 
include this list.  The County of Los Angeles has already required that this list be used in the 
assessment of impacts from development in the County, so it has been recognized as an 
authoritative source of information to identify locally important species.  It should be included in 
further assessment of the impacts of the proposed Cat Program. 

The establishment of the framework for analysis of biological resources also does not include the 
designated and mapped “Important Bird Areas” that are recognized by BirdLife International, 
which include the flood control basins in the northern San Fernando Valley, the Ballona Valley, 
and the Lower Los Angeles River (although this portion does not run through the City of Los 
Angeles and its 1-mile buffer only intersects a small area within city limits).  
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Figure 7. Extent of recognized Important Bird Areas within the City of Los Angeles 
(https://www.audubon.org/important-bird-areas). Additional areas are located within 1 mile of 
the City and along its shoreline.  

4.1.1 Definition of Environmentally Sensitive Areas 

The DEIR presents a new ad hoc category of lands for the purpose of analysis in the DEIR.  In at 
least one location, it refers to “certified environmentally sensitive lands” (DEIR, p. 4.2-8).  
Nowhere does the DEIR describe the process of certifying these environmentally sensitive lands.  
This may be a typographical error, but to our knowledge there is no formal process to certify 
environmentally sensitive lands, nor is such definition provided anywhere in City Code that 
applies to this context.  

Although we agree that environmentally sensitive areas are “areas in which plant or animal life 
or their habitats are either rare or especially valuable because of their special nature or role in an 
ecosystem and easily disturbed or degraded by human activities and developments,” it should be 
noted that this language was developed to apply to the Coastal Zone.  Environmentally Sensitive 
Areas as a general construct are not defined in LAMC 64.70.01A as asserted in the DEIR.  That 
code section by its explicit language is intended to define the term “for the purposes of this 
article.”  The applicable article is “Stormwater and Urban Runoff Control.”  We concur with the 
use of the Coastal Act definition, but the DEIR should not be constrained by the definition in 
LAMC 64.70.01A.  

4.1.2 Map of Environmentally Sensitive Areas 

The map and buffer for the compiled environmentally sensitive areas needs refinement and 
correction.  First, all qualifying environmentally sensitive areas that are within 1 mile of the edge 
of the City should be mapped so that areas within their 1-mile buffer can be mapped accurately.  
The City has an obligation to protect sensitive resources that are not within City limits if a 
project within the City could impact them, as is the case here.  For example, areas of San Pedro 
lie within the 1-mile buffer of the Palos Verdes Peninsula Significant Ecological Area (SEA), 
which is designated by the County of Los Angeles.  
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Figure 8. Comparison of Significant Ecological Areas and State Parks with their 1-mile buffers 
in San Pedro from the DEIR, compared with the same area mapped and buffered using all SEAs 
from the official maps from the County of Los Angeles.  

The construction of Figure 4.2.2a and b is confusing in the DEIR.  Part (a) provides a 1-mile 
buffer in a yellow dotted line around the County SEAs and State Parks and maybe some other 
sensitive natural habitat locations.  The legend for the pink areas includes reference to the Rim of 
the Valley territory but it is not shown in pink.  Instead, Rim of the Valley is only depicted in 
part (b) of the figure, and without a 1-mile buffer.  It is therefore not clear if the Rim of the 
Valley zone is considered to be an environmentally sensitive area for purposes of the DEIR.  It 
appears to be, but for clarity a single map with all of the identified environmentally sensitive 
areas and their merged 1-mile buffers should be provided for the reader.  The easiest approach 
would probably be to provide one map that depicts the all environmentally sensitive areas 
merged with a 1-mile buffer, then a series of subsequent maps that detail the components of the 
City’s described environmentally sensitive areas.   

The map of environmentally sensitive areas misses key resources.  The DEIR should explain 
why the many areas that are indicated as “biological resource areas” in the L.A. CEQA 
Thresholds Guide are not included as environmentally sensitive areas.  For example, the CEQA 
Thresholds Guide map the Sepulveda Dam Basin as a biological resource area (Figure 9).  This 
area also contains vegetation that is recognized as being sensitive by the California Department 
of Fish and Wildlife.  Sepulveda Dam Basin also includes areas that have been set up and 
designated explicitly for wildlife conservation and habitat restoration (in addition to the main 
channel of the Los Angeles River itself).  The land use plan for the basin by the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers identifies two areas as “environmentally sensitive,” the wildlife area 
associated with Haskell Creek and the restoration area on Bull Creek.  It has confirmed records 
of use by endangered species (Least Bell’s Vireo) and other sensitive species.   
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Figure 9. Detail from L.A. CEQA Thresholds Guide (City of Los Angeles 2006), showing much 
of the Sepulveda Dam Basin as a biological resource area. 

 
Figure 10. Map of vegetation in the Sepulveda Dam Basin (2010).  

Despite the presence of all of these resources, the Sepulveda Dam Basin is not designated in the 
DEIR as an environmentally sensitive area.  This is a glaring error that reveals other difficulties 
with the methodology.  The maps of sensitive natural communities appear to be based on the 
CalVeg mapping effort done by the U.S. Forest Service.  Having worked extensively with these 
data, the authors of this report can confirm that because this dataset is weak in urban areas and 
often misses sensitive native vegetation, and it cannot be relied upon in this DEIR.  This is to be 
expected, because the minimum mapping unit for CalVeg is 2.5 acres.  This means that any 
sensitive natural communities that are less than 2.5 acres in extent will not have been mapped.  
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State laws protecting sensitive natural vegetation and requiring consideration of its presence in 
CEQA analysis require consideration of patches less than 2.5 acres.  Protocols to survey 
vegetation for the purpose of CEQA analysis have been established by the State (Department of 
Fish and Wildlife 2018).  These protocols require field surveys when natural vegetation is 
present in an area that might be affected by a project and it is unknown whether sensitive natural 
communities or sensitive species are present.  They further require that a map be prepared that 
follows the Survey of California Vegetation Classification and Mapping Standards “at a thematic 
and spatial scale that allows the display of all sensitive natural communities” (Department of 
Fish and Wildlife 2018).  The CalVeg dataset does not meet this standard.  Accordingly, to 
establish the current environmental baseline as required by CEQA, the DEIR must contain plant 
and animal surveys based on appropriate protocols. 

We recognize that developing a detailed vegetation map of the City of Los Angeles is a 
significant undertaking.  A result of not doing so is that City- and State-recognized biological 
resources have been omitted from the DEIR.  In addition to the obviously important natural 
resources in the Sepulveda Dam Basin and elsewhere, the DEIR also omits the Salinas de San 
Pedro Salt Marsh at Cabrillo Beach.  This wetland was constructed in 1985 as mitigation for 
development in the Port of Los Angeles and so has a statutory need to be protected as habitat 
mitigation.  This is the location of the no-feeding sign in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 11. Aerial photograph of Salinas de San Pedro Salt Marsh at Cabrillo Beach. This site 
supports many bird species that are threatened by the feeding of cats adjacent to this wetland.  
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The list of environmentally sensitive areas inexplicably omits wetlands included in the Basin 
Plan (a water quality plan for the region that is referenced throughout the DEIR) as supporting 
the “Rare, Threatened, or Endangered Species (RARE)” beneficial use, which is both in the 
actual text of the definition of environmentally sensitive areas that the DEIR uses, and was 
previously considered to be sensitive in the 2013 MND.  Its omission is conspicuous, since it 
includes a list of areas that support sensitive biological resources: 

1. Ballona Creek Estuary 
2. Ballona Lagoon / Venice Canals 
3. Big Tujunga Canyon Creek 
4. Bixby Slough and Harbor Lake 
5. Del Rey Lagoon 
6. Dominguez Channel Estuary 
7. Hansen Dam Flood Control Basin & Lakes 
8. Little Tujunga Canyon Creek 
9. Los Angeles Harbor 
10. Los Angeles Reservoir (Bull Creek) 
11. Los Angeles River to Estuary 
12. Lower Van Norman Reservoir 
13. Marina del Rey (public beach areas, entrance channel, all other areas except the harbor) 
14. Pacoima Canyon Creek 
15. Pacoima Wash  

The DEIR presents no substantial evidence why these areas were omitted from the list of 
environmentally sensitive areas and associated maps (DEIR, p. 4.2-8). 

Similarly, the DEIR does not identify the sensitive natural vegetation or endangered species 
habitat at the Defense Fuel Support Point, San Pedro, which supports California Gnatcatcher and 
is the most recent observation site for the critically imperiled Palos Verdes blue butterfly.  It does 
not include Ernest E. Debs Regional Park, or significant natural protected lands along Arroyo 
Seco within the City.  These are significant oversights.  The DEIR also overlooks properties 
managed as natural open spaces in urban settings, such as Vista Hermosa Natural Park, Augustus 
F. Hawkins Natural Park, and South Los Angeles Wetlands Park, and provides no substantial 
evidence why locations with significant biological resources actually present have been omitted. 

The DEIR does not identify all of the habitat for endangered species that exists in the City.  
Although critical habitat is used in the analysis, critical habitat is insufficient to predict the extent 
of impacts of the project on endangered species.  Some concerns were expressed by consultants 
to the City about revealing the locations of endangered species in an environmental review 
document.  If the City does not wish to reveal locations of endangered species observations, it 
has an obligation to map the distribution of habitats that are used by endangered species 
vulnerable to cat predation and diseases associated with domestic cats in the City of Los 
Angeles.  Some of these data are readily available through eBird.org, where many observations 
of the listed bird species, including California Fully Protected Species and those protected by the 
California and federal Endangered Species Acts, can be found.  We previously submitted this 
information in comments on the 2013 MND (appended as Appendix 3). 
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Figure 12. Observations of threatened Western Snowy Plover (left) and California Gnatcatcher 
(right) in Los Angeles, from eBird, reported in the last 10 years. Red markers indicate 
observations in the last 30 days. 

Other sites are so well known that there is no harm in releasing their locations.  The California 
Least Tern colony at Venice Beach should be identified as an environmentally sensitive area. Its 
presence within a State Park should protect it from cat feeding and release, but as a matter of 
accuracy, features such as these should be mapped. 

No sensitive habitat is mapped along the soft-bottom channels of the Los Angeles River, Ballona 
Creek, or other waterways.  Sensitive native vegetation communities are found in these locations 
that require recognition on the map even if they are not mapped in the CalVeg effort.  

4.2 Analysis of Impacts to Biological Resources  

The overall approach to impacts to biological resources is to assume that cats already exist 
everywhere they would be found under the program, that all cats would decline equally under the 
program, following any initial increases from releasing cats, and that a long-term decline relative 
to the No Project alternative means that no significant impacts will occur.  There are a number of 
problems with this approach.   

As discussed above, the baseline condition for natural areas were cats are being managed is 
decoupled from the overall number of free-roaming cats because of management.  It is a 
significant adverse impact to remove the ability to permanently remove cats around sensitive 
biological resources.  Future impacts are dependent on the management allowed and the Cat 
Program proposes to remove management options.  
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Furthermore, and notwithstanding claims in the DEIR to the contrary, the City’s endorsement of 
TNR, hosting educational programs to promote TNR, and efforts to encourage TNR over any 
other method of dealing with free-roaming cats, will result in more people feeding and releasing 
cats.  It would be preposterous to assume that none of those cats would be released in areas with 
sensitive species because: 1) sensitive species can be found in areas not mapped as 
environmentally sensitive areas; 2) the guidelines suggesting that environmentally sensitive areas 
be avoided for release and feeding are voluntary; and 3) there is no mechanism by which people 
who only feed cats would even need to agree to follow the guidelines since they often do not trap 
and would not need vouchers from the City.  Feeders would, however, feel emboldened and 
encouraged by the City to feed cats and dump cats in whatever locations they wanted, and 
without any oversight by the City.  The core finding of the Biological Resources section is this: 

While the modified TNR program would result in the release of free-roaming cats 
throughout the City, including potential city owned or managed sites with sensitive 
habitat, these cats that would be returned are existing cats that pose an existing threat of 
predation to sensitive species (DEIR, p. 3-28). 

Again, because the “guidelines” for returning and feeding are not mandatory, cats could be 
moved from one place to another, including, one must assume, from places without sensitive 
species to places with sensitive species.  The whole logic that these are “existing cats that pose 
an existing threat of predation to sensitive species” is specious because the program would 
legalize returning cats to any location in the City of Los Angeles, with sensitive species or not. 

Next, the DEIR relies on the assertion that the spatial distribution of free-roaming cats will not 
change as a result of the proposed project (DEIR, p. 4.2-85).  But then the DEIR also claims that 
the voluntary program guidelines and conservation measures will reduce cat numbers in 
environmentally sensitive areas disproportionately: 

All recipients of free vouchers will be required to commit to adhering to these guidelines 
through a signed affidavit. Over time, this would help reduce the presence of free-
roaming cats in and near such areas (DEIR, p. 4.2-85). 

This statement is logically inconsistent with the extensive section describing how the free-
roaming cat spatial distribution will remain exactly the same and decline equally all over the City 
as the program is implemented (DEIR, p. 4.2-84).  The assertion about the distribution staying 
exactly the same over 30 years is so important that it is identified as being “foundational” to the 
analysis (DEIR, p. 4.2-86).  The DEIR is trying to convince the reader that two contradictory 
claims are true.  The analysis is based both on the assumption that voluntary guidelines about 
location of feeding to avoid environmentally sensitive areas and vulnerable human populations 
will “help reduce the presence of free-roaming cats in and near such areas” (DEIR, p. 4.2-85) 
and simultaneously that “the free-roaming cat population would experience a net decline over 
time and would be distributed similarly to baseline conditions” (also DEIR, p. 4.2-85).  If one is 
true, the other is not.  If the program guidelines result in cats being moved around, then the 
overall distribution of cats will not be the same and some areas will have greater impacts from 
relocated cats.  If cats were to decline equally everywhere (relying on the incorrect population 
model), then the analysis that states the program guidelines will reduce impacts by avoiding 
sensitive areas is invalid. 
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4.2.1 Short-Term Impacts Are Still Impacts Even if Long-Term Prediction Were 
Reasonable 

The biological resources analysis also ignores the fact that impacts to biological resources that 
occur over a short time period may result in permanent impacts.  Any additional take of a 
federally listed species or a California protected species would constitute a significant adverse 
impact, when added to existing patterns of decline (Rosenberg et al. 2019).  Even the flawed and 
unreliable population model results presented suggest that there could be additional cats in the 
short-term as cats are dumped outside from shelters.  Those additional impacts cannot be ignored 
as insignificant, no matter what happens afterwards.  For federally endangered species there is a 
mechanism where short-term impacts can be offset by long-term gains, under a Habitat 
Conservation Plan.  Such a permitting process would allow for additional incidental take of listed 
species with the promise of future reduced take, but would also involve monitoring and 
performance reporting under the terms of such a permit.  There is no permit process for 
incidental take of fully protected species under California law, so enforceable mitigation 
measures to avoid take of fully protected species would need to be included in the EIR to 
mitigate for the acknowledged short-term increase in cats that would result from the project. 

The truth is that the City has no statistical confidence whatsoever that the number of free-
roaming cats would decline under the proposed program and consequently proper mitigation 
measures and permitting under State and federal law are likely to be required to comply with 
both CEQA and relevant statutes. 

4.2.2 Attraction of Wildlife to Feeding Stations Is an Independent Indirect Significant 
Impact 

The DEIR acknowledges that feeding of free-roaming cats leads to feeding wildlife.  The DEIR 
even states that this can “increase wildlife use and reproduction” in areas where feeding is 
occurring (DEIR, p. 4.2-81).  This observation is true, and it conflicts with the nonsensical 
assertion in the cat population model (Appendix J of the DEIR) that feeding does not affect 
either the number or reproductive rate of cats.  Both things cannot be true.  The DEIR concludes, 
however, that attraction to wildlife at feeding stations is not a significant impact because the total 
number of free-roaming cats will decline over time and there would be less feeding compared 
with current conditions.  This is an unreasonable conclusion because of the failure of the 
population model to withstand scrutiny as a useful tool.  

Leaving aside the problems with the model, the analysis of feeding impacts relies on 
misunderstanding of the behavior of feeders.  Feeders cannot be relied upon to reduce feeding 
over time and equally across the City as predicted.  First, feeders who do not wish to trap and 
return (and there are many) will not need to even be advised of the City’s rules about feeding.  
Second, because feeders are often unwelcomed by surrounding businesses and residents, they 
choose to feed in areas where they cannot be seen or can access at night when few people are 
around.  With the proposed program encouraging feeding as part of the TNR program, it is 
reasonable to assume to make that there will be more feeding and that it will be concentrated in 
areas like parks and alleys where feeders can stay out of sight of residents.  It is completely 
speculative to assume that feeding will go down over time.  This assumes that cat feeders know 
and feed exactly the amount needed for the cats that are present or that feeders are motivated to 
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reduce feeding.  This is a highly doubtful assumption.  Feeders often leave out far more food 
than cats eat, and this surplus is eaten by wildlife (as is acknowledged in the water quality 
analysis in the DEIR (p. 4.3-13) and attracts additional cats.   

As an illustration of the type of behavior associated with feral cat feeding, consider the following 
set of posts written by a participant on a cat-associated email list in Los Angeles a decade ago 
that describe the cat feeding activities of an elderly man (we have changed his name). 

October 2008 – A very kind elderly, disabled man in Encino, CA, is desperately trying to 
get some food to feed 40 cats that come to his apt complex every night. … He has no 
money to buy food, and it is killing him because he hears the starving cats outside his 
window every night crying from hunger.  

May 2009 – Sorry to bother you again about this, but Sam called me again yesterday, 
crying, saying he has no more food for the 40 ferals he feeds every day, and no money to 
get it and that he is soon to be hospitalized. He has some severe medical problems. He 
claims he can only feed the ferals on his street canned wet food because it gets eaten right 
away and no traces are left. He needs to do it this way because of the cat haters on the 
block. If he puts out dry food, some of it is left behind and he is trying to protect himself 
and the cats. … Since the last email I sent in October 2008, his colonies have been 
TNR’d so there are no newcomers cropping up, just the in-tact colonies.  

October 2009 – I have posted out for Sam before and he has received help in the past, but 
he is in need again. Sam is an elderly, disabled man who lives in an apartment in Encino. 
He feeds several colonies of cats on his block (cats are TNR’d). At some of the locations, 
cat haters, who have been tormenting Sam for years, are attempting to poison the cats. At 
these locations, Sam takes canned wet food, mixes it with some dry, balls it up and 
throws it over to a location that cannot be accessed by anyone except the cats. (I know 
poisoning animals is illegal and so does he, but he cannot post any signs in his area; his 
life has been threatened before, and his car was totaled by vandals because he feeds the 
cats, and Sam does not know who is doing it.) 

December 2009 – Sam, the elderly disabled man in Encino has been battling an evil 
moron apt owner on his block where he feeds several colonies of cats. The cat hater 
poisoned the cats, Sam called AC [Animal Control], AC sent the man a letter and made 
him stop, but now he has boarded up the crawl space under his building and the cats are 
in there and will die a slow and painful death if something is not done and I do not know 
what to do. I told Sam to call AC again and report this, but this cat hater also vandalized 
his ex-wife’s car, they have no proof but they know it’s him. 

June 2010 – I’ve sent out this plea about a year ago and I’m sending it again. Sam, an 
elderly, disabled man in Encino, feeds about 40 cats every night on his street. He goes 
from apartment to apartment late at night under the radar to feed feral cats at each 
location. … He lives on a street filled with cat haters, and he lives with a cat hater (he has 
no choice due to lack of funds). Because of his devotion to the cats, his life has been 
threatened, his car has been vandalized to a total loss, and he continues to fight a horrible 
condo manager across the street who keeps boarding up cats under the building. … His 
colonies have been TNR’d, so I told him I would post another plea for him to see if 
anyone can help him now and then or even with a one-time donation of cat food. Sam has 
no transportation. 
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July 2011 – If anyone can help Sam, please let me know and I'll give you his phone 
number and/or address. … Thanks very much I've sent out pleas for this man before, but 
he is, once again, in need of WET food, for the approximately 45 feral cats he feeds on 
his street in Encino. He lives on a street devoted strictly to apt buildings and has been 
battling cat hating forces for years. Sam has no income and lives with someone that hates 
cats, so he has to hide everything he does for the cats. Sam is disabled with multiple 
physical/terminal problems, even walking has become an issue for him. If anyone can 
donate canned wet food to him, or even a gift card to Petco or Ralphs (they are close by 
so he can walk with a cart to them; he does not have a car), he would be very 
appreciative. I cannot help him or pay for any of it out of my own pocket since I have as 
many cats per day to feed myself (colonies) and do not have the funds to contribute to 
this. 

A few things are clear from this account, albeit a single anecdote.  All of the cats are allegedly 
“TNR’d” and it has not resolved conflicts or reduced the feeding.  Over a two-year period, the 
number of cats stays the same or increases, so TNR is apparently ineffective at reducing cat 
numbers or complaints.  Feeding has not declined over a three-year period of care for a TNR 
colony.  Residents around areas with feral and stray cat feeding dislike these activities 
profoundly because of the nuisance and this is unpleasant for the residents and for the feeder. 

Under the proposed Cat Program, feeders would be emboldened to expand their activities 
because the program gives them the unqualified assurance that feeding feral cats is legal in Los 
Angeles (although, as discussed above, this assurance is wrong).  A reasonable assumption to 
make looking at the proposed program (and especially lacking any scientifically defensible 
evidence that it will reduce cat numbers compared with the baseline), is that cat feeding will 
increase and result in a significant adverse impact on the environment through the attraction of 
wildlife, transmission of disease, and resulting human-wildlife conflicts.  This must be 
considered to be a significant adverse impact because of the additional conflicts it will cause 
with wildlife and the violation of state law regarding wildlife harassment that it represents. 

The program would increase conflicts with wildlife, especially coyotes.  Incidental feeding of 
coyotes, by feeding feral and stray cats, leads to coyotes becoming aggressive and increases the 
risk of attacks dramatically.  Coyotes consume both cats and cat food.  Inasmuch as the Citywide 
Cat Program endorses and encourages TNR, it also endorses and encourages outdoor cat feeding 
as part of “maintenance.”  The program will result in attraction of coyotes and increased coyote 
conflicts, adversely impacting public safety and human health hazards.  Mitigation measures for 
such impacts should include restrictions on feeding of feral and stray cats but the DEIR only 
suggests that restrictions be followed as voluntary program guidelines and conservation 
measures (feeding during the day, no unlimited feeding, etc.).  These guidelines would need to 
be formal mitigation measures or project design features to reduce the level of significance of 
this impact to a level less than significant.  

Research locally in the Baldwin Hills showed a significant positive association between camera 
trap detections of coyotes and detections of free-roaming cats, both of which were high near 
known feeding locations for feral cats (Longcore et al. 2017).  This situation is different from 
research in canyons of San Diego showing less activity of outdoor cats in the presence of coyotes 
but without cat feeding (Crooks and Soulé 1999).  The Baldwin Hills study showed that cat 
feeding locations attract both cats and coyotes.  Coyotes may in turn be keeping stray and feral 
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cat numbers in check through direct predation on cats.  Being ripped to pieces by a coyote is not 
a humane end for a cat, but this fate will befall many animals released under the proposed 
program.  If coyotes were removed under political pressure, cat numbers would increase and 
impacts on birds and other wildlife would also increase. 

Finally, the statements in the DEIR about current and future feeding of cats are based on the 
private meetings held with TNR groups.  As discussed above, this is not a reliable source of 
information and it leaves out all of those wildlife professionals in the City who do research on 
and encounter cat feeding in and around natural areas.  Furthermore, these groups were, for the 
most part, groups that trap cats for sterilization and not focused primarily on feeding (although 
their members certainly include feeders).  The City is well aware of the feeders, which range 
from organized groups like L.A. Feeders (who GM Brenda Barnette visited and encouraged 
when she started her position with Animal Services), social networks, and individuals.  Many 
feeders are unaffiliated individuals and their activities are sometimes at odds with the trappers, 
who think of themselves as cleaning up situations made by feeders and society as a whole.   

4.3 Impacts to Migratory Birds in Urban Areas Are Significant 

Migratory birds in North America have declined precipitously in the past 50 years (Rosenberg et 
al. 2019).  The DEIR describes the long distances over which birds travel to winter, rest during 
migration, and breed in Los Angeles (DEIR, p. 4.2-39).  When it comes time for the analysis, 
however, the DEIR finds that the project would have no significant impacts on these species, 
relying on the cat population model to predict long-term declines in free-roaming cat numbers.  
Those results cannot be relied upon (see Appendix 1).  The program guidelines and conservation 
measures to protect migratory birds are focused only on environmentally sensitive areas.  This 
represents a misunderstanding of how migratory birds use the urban landscape.  Birds find 
stopover and wintering habitat where it exists, whether or not it is in an area that is typically 
thought of as being environmentally sensitive (Seewagen and Slayton 2008, Seewagen et al. 
2010).  Rare migratory species can stop and rest in areas that are in the midst of an urban 
landscape.  Well-landscaped yards can serve as stopover and wintering locations.  By restricting 
the program guidelines and conservation measures to designated sensitive areas, the DEIR places 
no value on the use of the fabric of the City itself by migratory birds.  This is wrong.  Why 
should a warbler that has flown 1,500 miles to winter in Los Angeles be afforded no value 
because it picks a back yard rather than a State park as its seasonal home?  Why should an 
MBTA-protected species like Hooded Oriole that has flown from Central America to Los 
Angeles to breed not be protected because it uses a City Park instead of a designated 
environmentally sensitive area? 

Many sensitive, rare species are found in Los Angeles outside the mapped environmentally 
sensitive areas.  For example, Willow Flycatcher is recognized as a sensitive species and is found 
well outside the mapped environmentally sensitive areas (Figure 13).  Cooper’s Hawk is found 
throughout the City and is vulnerable to disease and indirect effects from domestic cats.  The 
maps of sensitive locations do not include all of the areas with species protected by the 
Migratory Bird Treaty Act or the Los Angeles County Sensitive Bird Species (Allen et al. 2009). 

Leading local ornithologists specifically identify feral cats as a threat to a number of breeding 
bird species in Los Angeles County, including Greater Roadrunner, California Quail, Rufous-
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crowned Sparrow, Caspian Tern, Black Skimmer, California Least Tern, Elegant Tern, Royal 
Tern, and Black Oystercatcher (Allen et al. 2016).  Protecting the remaining populations of these 
species requires compulsory mitigation measures that allow for permanent removal of unowned 
cats without possibility of return. 

4.4 Program Does Not Allow Trapping to Protect Wildlife 

The program under review only allows trapping of free-roaming cats for specific reasons (see 
April 11, 2017 transmittal from General Manager Brenda Barnette to the Board of Animal 
Services Commissioners).  The allowable reasons for trapping cats under the program under 
review are “the cat is injured, sick, has bitten someone, or the cat’s welfare is in jeopardy, there 
is a public health hazards, or real harm to people or companion animals.”  The DEIR must 
analyze the adverse impacts that would result from denying those wishing to protect native 
wildlife from free-roaming cats the necessary permits to trap those cats, in addition to the 
adverse impacts of returning cats to locations where they were trapped for that reason. 

 
Figure 13. Observations of threatened Willow Flycatcher in Los Angeles, from eBird, reported in 
the last 10 years. Red markers indicate observations in the last 30 days. 
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4.5 Program Takes Away Necessary Management Tool of Permanent Removal 

Notwithstanding the language in the DEIR, the City’s stated goal of relieving itself of the 
requirements of the injunction includes a desire to not be required to issue trapping permits to 
residents and land and property managers who wish to permanently remove stray/feral cats from 
a public or private property.  This is a key provision of the injunction.  This interpretation of the 
goal of wanting to have the injunction lifted for this reason is reinforced by General Manager 
Barnette’s statements to the Board of Animal Services Commissioners at two meetings in 2014, 
as follows: 

The terms of this injunction require us to give trapping permits for cats and to accept 
those cats into the shelter. So that’s one of the other good reasons to try to get past this 
and to try to get on to a day when we’re not under this injunction (transcript edited lightly 
for readability; February 25, 2014, timestamp 3:03:56). 

People, the injunction requires us to give people trapping permits, that if they have what 
they consider nuisance cats on private property they can get a permit from the 
Department, posted on their own property, and trap on their own property and then turn 
those cats in to us and that’s a requirement of the injunction (transcript edited lightly for 
readability; December 9, 2014, timestamp 1:58:17). 

It must be understood that despite language allowing the trapping of nuisance cats under the 
proposed Citywide Cat Program, the release of those cats to third parties to dump outside 
functionally takes away the ability to manage any property for biological resources or to 
minimize human and wildlife health risks.  The DEIR is remarkably vague about what would 
happen to cats that are trapped and relinquished to shelters other than to state that they can then 
be given to partners to be released outside.  It raises many questions: 

• Where will trapped cats be released if the person relinquishing the cat does not want the 
cat back at the site of capture?   

• Will the shelter give the nonprofit partner the address where the cat was trapped even if 
the property owner or manager does not want the cat back?   

• Will the public be allowed to trap and relinquish ear-tipped cats?   
• How can a land manager, school, or homeowner remove cats without the possibility of 

having them be returned?  Will this option be impossible? 
• Will harm to wildlife be an acceptable reason to obtain a cat trapping permit under the 

new system?  
• Will the City try to convince people who would like to remove cats to accept them back 

at the site instead?   
 

It is clearly the goal of the City that it not be possible to permanently remove free-roaming cats, 
and this undermines the necessary management tool of permanent removal of free-roaming cats 
to protect biological resources and to reduce human health hazards.   

A review of the cat trapping permits that have been issued by the City since 2005 (obtained both 
as part of our original lawsuit and subsequent Public Records Act requests) shows that very few 
people who get permits to trap nuisance cats want them back, even if they are sterilized.  If cats 
are returned to the site of capture from shelters and there is no guarantee that every single 
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location with free-roaming cats will decline in number through sterilization actions, it must be 
concluded that the program will have an adverse impact on wildlife and management of locations 
where sensitive wildlife are protected by capturing and permanently removing free-roaming cats 
but where cats would be returned under the program.  For example, permits are obtained to 
protect the California Least Tern colony at the Port of Los Angeles (Figure 14).  The voluntary 
guidelines are not enforceable and do not mitigate the potential impact of cats being returned 
back to the vicinity of a sensitive resource.   

 
Figure 14. Copy of permit obtained by federal employee (name and address redacted) to trap 
cats to protect California Least Tern. Under the proposed Citywide Cat Program, cats trapped 
under a permit like this could be released to nonprofit partners who could release them back into 
the Port close to the Least Tern colony with no consequences whatsoever.  

4.6 Risk of Free-Roaming Cats to Marine Mammals 

The DEIR contains a discussion of the transmission of the parasite Toxoplasma gondii through 
stormwater to infect marine mammals.  A paper published during preparation of the DEIR 
provides additional information that corrects a misconception in previous research, which had 
suggested that the strain of T. gondii that was infecting southern sea otters was associated with 
native felids and not with the strains in domestic cats (DEIR, p. 4.2-77).  This understanding, 
derived from Miller et al. (2008), is now known to be inaccurate.  The “Type X” T. gondii 
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variant that is associated with mortality in southern sea otters has now been isolated from feral 
cats as well as wild felids.  The authors conclude that: 

Importantly, although Type X infections are more prevalent in wild felids in coastal 
California, 22% of domestic cats were infected with this genotype. Population sizes of 
domestic cats are much larger than those of wild felids. Domestic cats also inhabit 
developed landscapes with impervious surfaces (e.g. concrete) that facilitate pathogen 
run-off and they have higher relative contributions to environmental oocyst load among 
many areas of the sea otter range [references omitted] (Shapiro et al. 2019). 

Although southern sea otters have not yet returned to the coast of Los Angeles County, many 
other marine mammals are at risk of infection and death from the volume of oocyst-infected 
feces from free-roaming cats that are washed into the ocean from the City of Los Angeles 
(Figure 15).  These oocysts are concentrated in filter-feeding mussels and clams (Miller et al. 
2008), which pose a risk to consumers, including humans (Aguirre et al. 2019; also see attached).  

 
Figure 15. Pathways for transmission of Toxoplasma gondii from cats and throughout the 
environment (Aguirre et al. 2019). 

5 Water Quality 

The DEIR reviews the many ways in which free-roaming cats can affect water quality through 
fecal deposition and the direct flow of fecal matter into stormwater.  Although the program 
guidelines contain reference to feeders controlling and removing feces at feeding sites, the DEIR 
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bases the entire analysis of water quality impacts on the cat population model results.  If the 
model does not work properly and does not provide reliable results, then the conclusions of the 
water quality analysis are not valid.  Each of the four parts of the analysis depends on the 
population model: 

Considering (1) the projected net decrease in the free-roaming cat population, (2) 
decreased free-roaming cat reproduction, (3) anticipated net reduction in free-roaming cat 
feeding and care activities (as a result of the declining citywide free-roaming cat 
population), and (4) relatively lower magnitude of indirect effects related to TNR impacts 
on receiving water bodies due to the progressively decreasing free-roaming cat 
population in the City, the proposed Project would not result in discharges that could 
create pollution, contamination, or a nuisance, or cause regulatory standards to be 
violated for the receiving water body within the study area, relative to baseline conditions 
and the future baseline without Project; therefore, impacts would be less than significant 
under CEQA (DEIR, p. 4.3-21). 

As has been thoroughly documented in Appendix 1, the cat population model is incapable of 
producing valid results.  Therefore, the water quality analysis is not based on reliable scientific 
information and does not meet the required standard under CEQA of being based on facts. 

The impacts of the proposed project on water quality also depend on the City’s claim that the 
spatial distribution of unowned cats will remain exactly the same and that feeding will not 
increase in some areas over others.  Cat feeders often take advantage of areas in the stormwater 
conveyance system, with feeding stations set up along creeks, drainages, and in flood control 
rights-of-way.  With the City’s endorsement of feral cat feeding in the DEIR, one can expect that 
more such activities will take place, precisely in areas where fecal matter and associated bacteria, 
viruses, and parasites will be swept into the stormwater system.  Because the City has no means 
to ensure that the trapping and sterilization effort that it aspires to fund will be implemented 
equally all over the City in an equal manner, additional feeding and associated fecal 
contamination will likely take place in and around the flood control system and must be 
mitigated.  No guidelines from the program address the impacts of cat feeding and fecal 
deposition from cats that are in and around the Los Angeles River, Ballona Creek, Tujunga 
Wash, Arroyo Seco, Sepulveda Dam Basin and many other locations where feces will be carried 
off directly into stormwater systems without even the minor filtering that sometimes occurs with 
curb-cut storm drains.   

6 Human Health Hazards 

The human health hazards analysis is built on the idea that mitigation can be achieved through 
the presentation of unenforceable and infeasible program guidelines, combined with reliance on 
a fatally flawed prediction about future cat numbers.  The City has an obligation to protect the 
health and welfare of its residents, which includes protecting them from communicable diseases 
associated with free-roaming cats.  It is therefore remarkable that the City has rejected the advice 
of public health officials and only offers voluntary guidelines for the feral and stray cat feeding 
that the City is endorsing with the Citywide Cat Program.   

Relative to human health hazards, it is important that the DEIR sort out what entity is legally 
responsible for stray and feral cats that are relinquished to shelters and subsequently given to 
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nonprofits “that may have the intent of returning the animal to free-roaming status” (DEIR, p. 
ES-3).  We believe that the City would be legally responsible for these animals and 
environmental or health hazard impacts caused by their ultimate release into the environment 
because City ordinances provide for stray animals to be brought to the “pound” and it is the 
City’s responsibility from that point on to take care of them.  If the City then releases them to 
nonprofits that it knows or has reason to know do not intend to care for them as owned animals, 
then the City still has responsibility for the foreseeable outcomes of that action.  One might also 
argue that the nonprofit would also be jointly and severally responsible for the cat after it is 
dumped outside, but given that dealing with stray animals is the statutory responsibility of the 
City, the City bears the further responsibility of the outcomes after a legally relinquished cat is 
released to be dumped outside.  The Citywide Cat Program should contain an unambiguous 
statement that the City is legally responsible for the fate of these animals and the environmental 
outcomes associated with their release to the environment. 

6.1 Program Does Not Require Measures to Protect Human Health 

Going against every good practice of veterinary and public health, the City has not proposed to 
require that cats that are sterilized under the proposed program would also be vaccinated or 
treated for parasites.  The only veterinary treatments that could reduce human health risks are the 
rabies vaccine, flea treatment, and de-worming.  These are mentioned in the DEIR, but not 
required as part of participation in the Cat Program.  Treatment for endo- and ecto-parasites must 
be ongoing to be effective, and no funding or means to achieve this in an environmentally 
sensitive manner are provided.  Broadcast spreading of flea powders (whether chemical or 
mechanical in function) would have significant adverse environmental impacts.  

Furthermore all vaccinations and other veterinary care are not funded by the program: 

If additional City funding is available, the rabies and feline viral rhinotracheitis, 
calicivirus, and panleukopenia virus (FVRCP) vaccine should be administered, along 
with flea treatment, at the time of sterilization. If City funds are not available to cover 
these additional services, participants in the modified TNR Program will be encouraged 
to cover these services (emphasis added; DEIR, p. 2-14). 

With the City not requiring vaccinations, flea treatment, or de-worming it is even more 
imperative that the City affirmatively state that it will be responsible for and provide treatment 
for diseases that are vectored by cats that have been sterilized in the City’s program, including 
damages to owned animals, damages to wildlife, and damages to people.   

It is irresponsible not to require vaccination for rabies for outdoor cats.  Rabies has recently been 
detected in bats in Los Angeles County, with 27 cases confirmed in bats in 2018.  This number 
has increased in the 2010s over levels in the 2000s and earlier.  Outdoor cats have a higher 
probability of encountering rabid bats.  
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Figure 16. Incidence of rabies in bats in Los Angeles County, 1961–2019 (reprinted from 
http://publichealth.lacounty.gov/vet/rabies.htm). 

Vaccination for rabies at the time of sterilization would be better than no vaccination, but it is 
also limited because the rabies vaccine requires a booster after a year.  The booster is almost 
never given in TNR situations.  Furthermore, the program is anticipated to extend for 30 years, 
during which time rabies could emerge again in skunks, raccoons, or other wildlife that have 
previously supported rabies in Los Angeles.  TNR feeding will increase risk of rabies 
transmission because of the co-feeding of wildlife at feeding stations where animals interact and 
squabble over food.   

6.2 There Is No Vaccine for Toxoplasmosis 

The analysis should also be clear that vaccinations are not available for all diseases.  No 
vaccinations are available for hookworms, roundworms, or the protozoan parasite Toxoplasma 
gondii.   

Toxoplasmosis has no cure; once the parasite is ingested, it remains in the body for life.  Some 
risks of this infection have been known for decades, with a focus on acute infection in pregnant 
women (because of risk to the fetus) and in immunocompromised individuals (e.g., those with 
HIV/AIDS and the elderly).  However, more information is being learned about the effects of 
latent, chronic T. gondii infection.  The parasite forms cysts in the brain following initial 
infection, which may or may not be symptomatic.  Researchers have identified associations 
between chronic infection with T. gondii and incidence of Parkinson’s disease (Miman et al. 
2010), autism spectrum disorder (Prandota 2010), schizophrenia (both through exposure of 
mother and direct exposure to individual) (Torrey and Yolken 2003, Brown et al. 2005, Yolken 
et al. 2009), mania (Dickerson et al. 2013), psychosis (Zhu 2009), increased risk of dying in a 
vehicular accident (Flegr et al. 2002, Flegr et al. 2009), suicide (Arling et al. 2009, Yagmur et al. 
2010), and personality changes (Lafferty 2006, Flegr 2013).  Some of these associations are not 
yet confirmed to be causal, but science and medicine continue to learn more about the adverse 
impacts of chronic infection by this parasite (Flegr 2013, Aguirre et al. 2019).  These 
associations are consistent, however, with the documented changes in behavior shown by rats 
when their brains are infected with the parasitic cysts formed by T. gondii (Berdoy et al. 2000), 
implying causality. 
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Environmental transmission through ingestion of oocysts has emerged to be a significant 
pathway for human infection with T. gondii relative to consumption of undercooked meat 
(Dabritz and Conrad 2010, Boyer et al. 2011, Torrey and Yolken 2013).  The importance of 
environmental transmission (cat feces encountered in the environment) is highlighted by 
gardening and working in soil-related professions being rated as risk factors for testing positive 
for infection (Weigel et al. 1999, Jones et al. 2001).  The DEIR makes no provision to keep free-
roaming cats out of community gardens, which is essential to protect public health (Aguirre et al. 
2019). 

More cats in the environment will increase the environmental burden of the oocysts that are shed 
by infected cats with their feces.  These are shed in the millions for a period when a cat is first 
infected and stay viable in the soil for up to 18 months (Frenkel 2000).  Cats can shed oocysts 
again if they are re-infected after the first infection (Dubey 1995).  Infection of humans in the 
developed world is caused primarily through exposure to soil contaminated by cat feces or food 
grown in such soil that has not been adequately washed, rather than through consuming 
undercooked meat, as is commonly asserted by feral cat advocates (Tenter et al. 2000, Dabritz 
and Conrad 2010).  Children’s sandboxes, if used for defecation by free-roaming cats, 
accumulate millions of T. gondii oocysts, numbering from the tens of thousands to millions per 
square foot (Torrey and Yolken 2013).  Exposure to just one oocyst can infect a child and change 
his or her health trajectory for life (Torrey and Yolken 2013).   

Researchers have now connected animal sheltering policy to the risk of toxoplasmosis, indicating 
an increased risk associated with maintaining unconfined cats outdoors:  

Animal sheltering policies can influence the risk of T. gondii transmission by affecting 
the number of free-roaming domestic cats. Management policies that remove cats from 
ecosystems reduce environmental transmission risks by eliminating the interaction of 
definitive and intermediate hosts. Conversely, policies that intentionally maintain 
unowned and feral domestic cats on the landscape facilitate and may increase the risk of 
disease transmission. As a growing number of municipalities and their animal shelters 
adopt policies that purposely maintain domestic cats unconfined outdoors (Holtz 2014), 
T. gondii transmission risks for people, domestic animals, and wildlife increase (Aguirre 
et al. 2019).  

This issue should be taken more seriously by the City. 

The DEIR proposes to relocate cats, potentially to new locations, which will increase the areas in 
the City infected with T. gondii oocysts.  It will force employees to be exposed to potentially 
infected cats and fecal matter as part of the “Working Cat” program.  Notwithstanding the 
assurances in the DEIR, such programs will ultimately involve people having to clean up after 
cats and be exposed to areas with cat feces in their workplaces where they were not exposed 
before.  These cats, especially if consuming rodents as would be assumed from them “working,” 
could become infected and reinfected multiple times with T. gondii, each time shedding millions 
of oocysts.  This would be a significant adverse impact for human health even if one believes 
that the overall program would reduce free-roaming cat numbers.   

The DEIR also takes away the ability of an individual to manage personal risk of exposure to T. 
gondii.  One cannot keep an outdoor environment free from cat feces and their associated risk 
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without the ability to trap and remove cats permanently.  The proposed return-to-field element of 
the program would result in cats being returned to a location where an individual may be trying 
to control personal exposure, either because of a pregnancy or because of the presence of a 
vegetable garden and a desire to minimize risk of lifelong infection.  The DEIR does not provide 
a mechanism for these people to remove cats without the possibility of return, which takes away 
a right that currently exists.  The City’s belief that the overall number of cats will decline in 30 
years does not offset the increased risk to an individual in such a situation.  

If we are to believe the DEIR, the voluntary guidelines will result in City partners avoiding 
return to and feeding of cats near susceptible populations, which are defined as children (only 
under 5 years old), the elderly, and those with compromised immune systems (DEIR, p. ES-14).  
It is completely unclear how City partners will know whether there are susceptible human 
populations in any location.  The DEIR later acknowledges that people experiencing 
homelessness and pregnant women have “higher potential of susceptibility and/or risk of 
exposure” to disease (DEIR, p. 4.4-3), but no provision is made to allow these populations, or 
people wishing to manage their disease risk for any other reason, to avoid cats being returned 
and fed around them.  It runs contrary to public health practice to allow the relocation and 
feeding of unowned cats around any human population and the combination of return-to-field 
and the “Working Cat” program proposed in the DEIR would result in additional exposure of 
people not currently exposed to unowned cats and their associated diseases that cannot be 
managed through vaccinations.  Again, this is a significant impact regardless of the population 
trajectory of unowned cats because it will increase risk for some people and remove the ability of 
people to manage that risk, creating a City-sanctioned forced exposure. 

6.3 Flea Control for Free-Roaming Cats Is Nearly Impossible 

Fleas are a major vector of disease from cats and wildlife to humans.  The proposed program 
does not require flea control and, in fact, it is nearly impossible to control fleas and feces where 
stray and feral cats are fed.  Massive use of insecticides on free-roaming cats raises additional 
issues in terms of biological impacts.  With half of the recent flea-borne typhus cases associated 
with exposure to domestic cats and their fleas (DEIR, p. 4.4-7), this is a concern that has been 
raised to the City for over a decade by public health officials.  For example, when the City was 
surreptitiously implementing the TNR program without doing promised environmental review in 
2008, Los Angeles County Director of Environmental Health Angelo Bellomo wrote the 
following to then-General Manager Ed Boks: 

Self-elected animal care-givers provide sustenance, but are often inadequately trained to 
properly manage the colonies in their care. Such care-givers are unlikely to capture and 
neuter all animals within a colony or prevent its increase due to strays which join the 
colony following abandonment or the apathy of those responsible for them. History has 
demonstrated that these care-givers are likewise unable to prevent the uncontrollable flea 
infestations in areas inhabited by the colony, and are incapable of addressing the 
excessive fecal material that accumulates over time. As a result, these ineffectively 
managed colonies continue to increase in size, often by 20–30% each year. Although 
residents of communities that host such colonies may be sympathetic to the plight of 
these abandoned animals, they must still endure the resulting public health threat and the 
nuisance of fecal and urine contamination (Letter dated February 11, 2008).  
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This provides evidence that without effective mitigations, TNR colonies as the City will sanction 
under the program typically result in “uncontrollable flea infestation” and that feeders are 
“incapable of addressing the excessive fecal material.”  The City offers no evidence that any 
method of controlling fleas or feces at feeding sites would be effective.  Consequently, there is 
no reason to assume that conditions will be different. 

The City has an obligation to put forward a program that is feasible and will protect public 
health.  The DEIR cannot rely on an invalid population prediction to reduce impacts and 
therefore must include reasonable and feasible mitigation measures to reduce the impacts of feral 
cat feeding that have been raised with the City by public health officials over many years.  

6.4 Program Encourages Cat Relocation 

Even if one accepts all of the unsupported assertions in the DEIR (that the population of free-
roaming cats will go down, that it will go down equally everywhere, that TNR activities will 
happen only where they are already happening, etc.), the DEIR does not consider the impacts of 
the relocation of unowned cats under the program.  Relocation of wildlife is strictly forbidden 
under California law.  Cats are not covered by this, but the reasons for that prohibition are 
equally important.  Among the reasons, relocating wildlife relocates their pathogens along with 
them.  It only takes one animal moved from one location to another to introduce a disease to a 
new population.  The DEIR does not analyze this impact for wildlife or for human health 
hazards.  Relocation of a cat from an area with flea-borne typhus to an area without flea-borne 
typhus would be a significant adverse impact that has not been disclosed or mitigated in the 
DEIR.  Vaccines cannot address this impact; they are not funded or required by the program, and 
no vaccines exist for parasites.  Because relocation of unowned cats is a new feature not 
currently part of the baseline condition, its addition under the proposed program (and enshrined 
in the program guidelines and conservation features) is a change from baseline conditions that 
would not be mitigated, independent of any population trajectory of free-roaming cats that one 
imagines. 

6.5 “Working Cat” Program Lacks Standards to Protect Human Health 

The DEIR proposes a “Working Cat” program in which cats would be relocated to areas where 
they are enclosed (DEIR, p. 4.3-20).  It is difficult to assess this program because it is not well 
developed.  The program was not part of the project description or project objectives, so it can 
only be thought of as a mitigation measure to provide locations where cats from places where 
they would harm biological resources or increase human health hazards can be relocated.  

The idea of a “working cat” program is based on a faulty assumption that cats are useful with rat 
control.  They are not.  As summarized by a group of wildlife veterinarians in a letter to the 
American Public Health Association (June 7, 2011):  

The published research on the influence of domestic cat predation on rats shows that cat 
predation has little influence on rat population size, although it can skew the population 
size structure toward larger rats (Glass et al. 2009). This is not a fact that is new to 
science; a similar result was found almost 60 years earlier (Jackson 1951) and the 
ineffectiveness of cats as ratters has been documented several times since (Childs 1986) 
and before (Anonymous 1914, Forbush 1916). These early records document that 
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although rats may not be as visible to human observers in the presence of cats, their 
number is not diminished because any predation by cats on juvenile rats is more than 
compensated by the reproduction of adults, which are essentially not killed at all by cats. 
Furthermore, cats scavenge the same food as rats (e.g., unsecured rubbish) and both 
species are limited by the food source and shelter rather than predator–prey interactions 
(Jackson 1951, Childs 1986). 

“Working cat” programs are generally an excuse to keep cats in enclosed areas to pretend that 
they have a benefit instead of euthanizing them.  The program described in the DEIR does not 
account for human allergies and the burden on the public if cats are located in human occupied 
environments (or even parking garages) of police stations, libraries, and fire stations.  Similar 
programs in the past have been shut down due to complaints and for public health reasons and it 
is probably illegal to create for employees a working environment full of cats.   

 
Figure 17. Copy of a 2017 cat trapping permit to remove cats from a Department of Water and 
Power facility because they pose a health hazard to employees. TheDWP has over the past ten 
years repeatedly obtained permits to remove stray and feral cats to protect the health of its 
workers. 

There is no apparent funding source for this program, and the description of the use of public 
properties is vague.  It is inevitable that this program would pose a problem for employees 
encountering cats in the workplace.  The City already knows this, because it has issued dozens of 
permits in the last 10 years to trap cats out of DWP facilities because of the hazard that they pose 
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to employees (for example, see Figure 16).  Inasmuch as the DEIR relies on the “working cat” 
program to reduce impacts, it should be noted that it is not feasible as a mitigation measure, 
utterly lacking in details and permits that would be necessary to protect City employees should 
the site be City property and providing no details about private partners who want to set up feral 
cat dumping areas in their warehouses and parking garages.  Allergies may be considered a 
disability under the Americans with Disabilities Act.  Any public or private employer would 
have to end a “working cat” program upon complaint of an employee with allergies forced to 
work in that environment. 

6.6 Project Would Interfere with Public Health Abatement Orders  

When public health officials encounter hazardous conditions associated with feral cat feeding, 
they often order removal of the stray and feral animals and a ban on outdoor feeding of stray and 
feral animals (Nelson et al. 2018).  The proposed program would make such orders to protect 
public health impossible to implement, because the City’s position is that feeding stray animals 
is fine and any animals that are trapped in the City must be trapped under permit and 
relinquished to a shelter, where under the proposed program they will be returned to the site of 
capture.  As an example of the conditions that occur, a typhus case in San Gabriel Valley was 
investigated and the results reported as follows: 

The initial investigation began in June 2015 with a survey of the property which included 
counting and photographing the number of pets and animals outdoors, the number of 
outdoor feeding sources (water bowls and food), the presence and locations of free 
roaming animals, available harborage, and the presence of uncovered garbage bins.  

 … 

A summary abatement order was issued by the District to the MHC on June 24, 2015 to 
clean up the property. Specific requests included removal of animal feces, enforcement of 
MHC property rules limiting the pets to one animal per property, and regular flea control 
to reduce the population of fleas. The order also mandated that MHC residents cease 
outdoor feeding of pets and contract a pest control company to reduce the number of feral 
animals on the property. In addition, the property manager notified residents to provide 
flea control for all animals under their care, those tenants with more than one pet against 
the MHC homeowner rules and regulations to give them up and register their “single 
animal pet” with the property manager. This directive was necessary because most 
tenants had more pet animals some up to 32, contrary to their property lease contracts 
(Nelson et al. 2018).  

If issued in Los Angeles, these public health orders would be in conflict with the City’s proposed 
Cat Program.  This account also describes the necessary steps to protect human communities 
from disease, demonstrating essential mitigation measures that the City of Los Angeles refuses to 
consider: enforce the existing bans on feeding stray and feral animals, permanent removal of 
feral animals, eliminate harborage for stray animals and rats, and enforce pet limits. 

6.7 Participants Would Have Greater Exposure to Disease  

The DEIR finds that participants in the program for feeding, sterilizing and returning cats would 
be at increased risk of exposure to disease from participation, but does not require any of the 
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measures that would mitigate this risk (DEIR, p. 4.4-13).  If the risks are indeed elevated, why 
would not the City, out of basic risk management concerns about liability, make the program 
guidelines be applicable to all members of the public that participate in the program?  It appears 
to be wishful thinking that all of the participants will not connect future illness or disease with 
participation in the program and the City’s admission that their risk was elevated.  By 
acknowledging this risk without requiring mitigation measures to manage it, the City exposes 
itself and its taxpayers to future liability from any program participant who suffers medical harm 
from participating in the program.  The City’s approach to recognizing risk for participants but 
not ensuring their safety is sort of like letting a volunteer participate at a blood drive but not 
requiring (as opposed to suggesting) that they follow sterile practices to prevent exposure to 
disease. 

6.8 Risk to Non-Participants Is Downplayed 

The DEIR does not justify its conclusion that while increased TNR activity could affect 
practitioners and veterinary staff, such activity would not also affect people around those places 
where people are feeding and attracting cats.  The cat permit data and calls for service to the City 
clearly indicate that people are individually impacted when there is feeding of feral cats nearby.  
If there will be more feeding, more people will be exposed to cats, their fleas, and feces, 
including vulnerable populations, and this impact would be significant.  One cannot rely on the 
population predictions to mitigate this impact or the unenforceable program features.   

Another risk associated with free-roaming cats is that they contaminate public infrastructure that 
must be kept clean to protect human health, such as water pipes.  A cat trapping permit 
application, dated September 18, 2018, filled out by a Los Angeles Department of Water and 
Power employee at its Venice Boulevard location along Ballona Creek, lists the reason for 
trapping that, “cats are sleeping in the water pipes and they get contaminated” (Figure 18).  The 
proposed program would recommend that these cats be sterilized and then released back at the 
DWP site (it is not within 1 mile of the voluntary exclusion zone for environmentally sensitive 
areas).  This poses a risk to members of the public as well as to water quality itself, and taking 
away the ability of property managers to remove cats permanently presents a significantly 
increased risk to public health from the program.  There are many other examples of cats being 
removed from facilities that are required to be sterile (e.g., food warehouses, coffee roasters, 
cosmetic production site, nursery schools, etc.) using cat trapping permits.  It would be a 
significant impact for cats to be returned to these locations (and cause violations of State health 
codes for licensed facilities). 
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Figure 18. Permit application from Department of Water and Power to remove unowned cats 
that are contaminating water pipes. 

6.9 Return of Nuisance Cats Would Violate Americans with Disabilities Act 

Under the 2008 amendments to the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, intermittent 
conditions that are only evident when triggered were added, which had the effect of covering 
people with asthma and allergies.  The proposed Citywide Cat Program would infringe on the 
rights of those with these disabilities in two ways.  First, the City would be interfering with 
owners and managers of residential real estate attempting to accommodate those with allergies 
under the law by releasing cats that were captured to reduce allergic exposures in a person’s 
living environment to nonprofits that would return them to the point of capture.  Allergies, and 
especially children with allergies, are frequently mentioned as reasons for applying for a permit 
to trap cats (e.g., “severe asthma to cats,” “asthma in family,” “asthmatic,” “some employees 
allergic”).  Second, return of nuisance cats to the point of capture after release by the City could 
interfere with employers who are trying to accommodate asthma and allergies of their employees 
as required by law. 

7 Alternatives Analysis Compares Whole Project to Single Elements of Alternative 
Project 

The many problems with the DEIR’s analysis of the proposed project’s potential impacts on the 
environment, as explained above, essentially precludes an adequate analysis of alternatives 
because the DEIR falsely concludes that the project’s environmental impacts would be reduced 
to a less than significant level. CEQA requires analysis of a range of alternatives that are 
intended to eliminate or reduce the severity of significant environmental impacts. Accordingly, 
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because the DEIR falsely concludes that all project impacts would be reduced to a less than 
significant level, the DEIR fails to include a discussion of a range of alternative intended to 
reduce the project’s significant impact on biological resources, among others.  

The City’s proposed program is a combination of many different actions that the City imagines 
will cumulatively result in its objectives.  Each element of the City’s program was integrated into 
the predictions of the number of free-roaming cats in the future.  The City did not produce 
different predictions for the different project elements (e.g., a prediction for additional feeding, a 
prediction for release of cats from shelters, a prediction for sterilizations alone).  Nor did it 
realistically assess the impacts on a local basis of removing management options.  Rather, the 
City analyzed its preferred project as a whole including a number of measures that, as discussed 
above, are better described as mitigation measures.  When developing alternatives to compare 
with their program, however, the City separated out each suggested alternative into constituent 
elements and only analyzed each element separately, as opposed to as a coherent alternative 
program.  We have many times suggested an alternative approach encompassing many elements 
that should have been analyzed as a whole and fairly incorporated into the predictions, but the 
City instead evaluated each component separately and made unreasonable assumptions about the 
effects of the proposed alternatives.  

For example, an alternatives analysis should have taken the following elements as part of a 
coherent scenario: providing 20,000 additional spay/neuter vouchers for owned cats, enacting no 
roaming ordinance for owned cats, licensing for owned cats, enforcing the spay/neuter ordinance 
for owned cats, enforcing existing prohibitions on feeding wildlife (which always accompanies 
feeding free-roaming cats), providing free loans of traps for unowned cats, and not returning cats 
to the environment.  Other alternatives that were listed could have been included in such an 
alternative scenario.  Then, the full alternative scenario would be compared against the proposed 
Project and the No Project alternatives.  

If the alternatives analysis had been done with reasonable assumptions, quite different results are 
likely.  For example, owned cat spay/neuter and enforcement of the spay/neuter ordinance would 
have been seen to be effective if a reasonable sterilization rate for owned cats (e.g., 80%) had 
been used as opposed to the 93% assumed by the City.  A no roaming ordinance would have 
reduced the transition rate from owned to stray cats from a realistic estimate (e.g., 0.5%) to a 
lower percentage. Enforcing existing bans on feeding and littering would have been incorporated 
into predictions by reducing the carrying capacity of the environment and reducing fecundity and 
survival rates of stray and feral cats.   

Providing free cat trapping permits and trap loans for unowned cats would increase the rate of 
transition of stray and feral cats to the shelter from the unreasonably low assumptions used by 
the City.  Currently, low-income communities lack resources to put a $50 deposit down with the 
City to borrow a trap.  Management of free-roaming cats in low-income areas is consequently 
low and is a chronic problem.  This disparity is seen in the patterns of density of the cat trapping 
permits for unowned cats and the calls for service to the City about stray cats.  We mapped these 
from data obtained from the City under a series of Public Records Act requests, transcribed the 
trap data, geocoded both the trap data and the calls for service data, and visualized the resulting 
pattern of complaints and trapping locations (Figure 19).  There are areas of the City where the 
density of complaints is high, but the density of trapping permits is low, and these are focused in 
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low income areas.  Because these areas also, on average, have far lower sterilization rates for 
owned cats because of expense (Chu et al. 2009), it would have the most benefit to both 
subsidized spay/neuter efforts and nuisance cat removal efforts in these areas. 

 

 
Figure 19. Comparison of density of cat trapping permits for unowned cats (left; n=2,513 
applications for unowned cats, 2005–2019) with calls to the City regarding unowned cats (right; 
n=20,214 records coded as “stray” 2009–2019). Data transcribed and georeferenced from City 
paper and electronic records.  

8 Violations of Law, Ordinance, and Regulations Independent of Population Trajectory 

One does not even need the population model to analyze whether the program would violate 
existing laws and ordinances.  The City cannot promote activities that violate the law and must 
resolve conflicts between the proposed program and existing state, federal, and local law before 
the EIR is approved. 

8.1 Colony Maintenance Would Violate Cat Kennel Ordinance 

The City’s Cat Kennel Ordinance, either as currently existing or as modified in the proposed 
program, specifies that only up to 3 (or up to 5) cats may be “kept or maintained” at a “lot, 
building, structure, enclosure or premises” (LAMC 53.00).  The DEIR is remarkably silent on 
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the fact that feeding cats under the program where more than 3 cats are “maintained” at a “lot” or 
“premises” would violate the City’s Cat Kennel Ordinance.  There can be no question that 
participants in the Citywide Cat Program are currently and would continue to be “maintaining” 
cats, because the DEIR itself describes that the program recommendations communicate how to 
conduct free-roaming cat “care and maintenance.”   

The City currently uses the Cat Kennel Ordinance to force people feeding too many cats at their 
homes to capture and relinquish those cats to the shelter.  For example, in May 2018, a resident 
in zip code 90065 applied for a cat trapping permit with the reason “because of notice.”  The 
LAAS employee wrote underneath, “Rec’d kennel permit letter for too many cats.”  The 
applicant checked the boxes for “not my own cat(s)” and “relinquish to department.”  This 
provides conclusive evidence that the City currently uses the Cat Kennel Ordinance to limit the 
number of unowned, outdoor, temperamentally feral animals that can be maintained at a lot or 
premises.   

The City is well aware that the adoption of TNR as a preferred policy and the Cat Kennel 
Ordinance limits on the number of cats maintained per lot needs to be resolved.  In the 2013 
Mitigated Negative Declaration that was produced for the Citywide Cat Program, the City 
proposed that the program would include amending the Cat Kennel Ordinance “to exclude cat 
colonies.”  The current DEIR must either propose to amend the Cat Kennel Ordinance to specify 
how many cats will be able to be maintained at a lot as part of the program (5, 20, 40, 
unlimited?) or provide enforceable and feasible mitigation measures to ensure that no more than 
3 cats are maintained at any given lot in the City. 

The language of the Cat Kennel Ordinance does not automatically exclude unowned cats, and the 
City in some instances is actively (and appropriately) using the Cat Kennel Ordinance to force 
residents feeding too many cats on their own properties to trap them and relinquish them to the 
shelter.  As early as 2008, City officials recognized that many ordinances would need to be 
changed to permit TNR.  In an email to a constituent, Jim Bickhart, aide to then-Mayor 
Villaraigosa (and now aide to Councilmember Paul Koretz), stated the following in an October 
2008 email to activist Ed Muzika (emphasis added): 

The City Attorney has identified a number of City laws as needing to be formally 
changed in order to permit legal TNR, and the process of changing them is what requires 
a CEQA clearance, as referenced in the lawsuit. 
 
Municipal Code amendments involving the following existing issues have been 
identified: 
a.  The definition of “cat kennels.” (MC Sec. 53.00)  
b.  Permission to keep, conduct or operate such kennels. (Sec. 53.50)  
c.  The impounding of outdoor animals. (Sec. 53.06) 
d.  Permitting cats to be at large on public property. (Sec. 53.06) 
e.  Permitting people to trap cats.  (Sec. 53.06.3 [a]) 
f.  Feeding non-domesticated mammals.  (Sec. 53.06.5) 
g.  The requirement to notify LAAS of stray animals. (Sec. 53.09) 
h.  The sale of impounded animals.  (Sec. 53.11) 
i.  The definition of ownership of animals.  (Sec. 53.15.2 [a]) 
j.  The level of fees for rental of animal traps.  (Sec. 53.69). 
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The Cat Kennel Ordinance has been known by City officials to be an issue needing resolution 
since before the permanent injunction even went into effect.  It is baffling that the DEIR and 
current Citywide Cat Program does not attempt to resolve the inherent conflict between 
encouraging and condoning stray and feral cat feeding with the limit on the number of cats 
permissible per premises.  The City cannot evade this question by claiming that it does not have 
responsibility for where people feed cats.  By establishing a set of guidelines and encouraging cat 
feeding as part of a TNR program as a means to “deal with” unowned, free-roaming cats, the 
City must also ensure that those actions be undertaken legally and consistent with the clear limits 
on cats per premises that it has known would need to be addressed since 2008.  

8.2 Feeding Free-Roaming Cats Conflicts with State and Local Law 

In its scoping comments before the DEIR, the California Department of Fish and Wildlife wrote:  

The feeding of free-roaming cats is considered harassment of wildlife and is prohibited in 
California because wild animals have access to this artificial food source as well (14 CCR 
§ 251.1). Subsidizing free-roaming cats, in or near natural areas with food from well-
intentioned residents, enables cat populations to persist in greater numbers in localized 
areas that could results in increased predation on native wildlife (letter to City of Los 
Angeles, November 1, 2017).   

In the DEIR, however, the City declares, “Cats are domestic animals and not considered to be 
non-domesticated mammalian predators, and thus feeding cats is not currently banned in the 
City” (DEIR, p. ES-9, 2-12).  Elsewhere in the DEIR the City acknowledges that where outdoor 
cats are being fed, “most of the food is anticipated to be consumed by free-roaming cats or by 
other wildlife” (DEIR, p. 4.3-13).  Leaving aside that cats are not themselves wildlife, it is clear 
that the City understands that non-domesticated mammalian predators are indeed fed by cat 
feeders, which constitutes a violation of both local ordinance and California law.  As a matter of 
law and CEQA compliance, the City cannot approve a program that encourages violation of 
State and local laws.   

8.3 Take of State Fully Protected Species and Federally Listed Species Including Species 
Protected Under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act 

California Least Tern is a California Fully Protected Species and protected under the federal 
Endangered Species Act.  It is well established that free-roaming cats are a threat to ground-
nesting birds, and California Least Terns in particular (Winter 2006).  Two nesting colonies are 
found in the City of Los Angeles.  The proposed program would involve return of cats that have 
been trapped and does not include any mechanism to enforce the voluntary guidelines that cats 
not be returned to environmentally sensitive areas (which include the two colonies, but the 
colonies are not mapped explicitly as sensitive resources).  Even if one accepts all of the 
assumptions of the DEIR and ignores that the population prediction is invalid, the DEIR still 
acknowledges that release of stray and feral cats from shelters at the outset of the program would 
result in an overall increase in the free-roaming cat population.  Any such increase, even 
temporary, would be considered a significant adverse impact because of the potential take of 
State Fully Protected Species or federally threatened or endangered species (e.g., Western Snowy 
Plover, Belding’s Savannah Sparrow, California Gnatcatcher, California Least Tern).  The EIR 
does not adequately discuss this issue 
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8.4 Program Conflicts with Existing Ordinances Not Proposed to Be Changed 

As laid out in the 2008 email by Jim Bickhart, the proposed TNR portion of the Citywide Cat 
Program conflicts with other Municipal Code sections not addressed in the DEIR.  In addition, it 
conflicts with Section 53.19(e) of the Los Angeles Municipal Code, which states: 

(e) The Department of Animal Services may for the purposes of this article impound cats 
for the following reasons: 

(1) The cat is sick or injured; 
(2) The cat is feral or starving; 
(3) The owner or other person or persons authorized to relinquish possession of it, 
state that the cat is unwanted. 

This ordinance contemplates that being feral is a cause for being impounded by the City.  Yet the 
proposed Citywide Cat Program imagines that such feral cats would not be impounded but 
instead abandoned outside. 

Elsewhere, City code specifies that the person who is in charge of or controls an animal and 
allows that animal to bite a person is guilty of a misdemeanor:   

A person who owns or is in charge of or controls or who possesses a dog or other animal 
who permits, allows or causes the dog or other animal to run, stray, be uncontrolled or in 
any manner be in, upon, or at large upon a public street, sidewalk, park or other public 
property or in or upon the premises or private property of another person is guilty of a 
misdemeanor if said dog or other animal bites, attacks or causes injury to any human 
being or other animal (LAMC § 53.34). 

Will feral cat feeders be considered to be in charge of or control the cats that they feed?  Will 
they then be liable if the cats that they feed bite or scratch a person?  Obviously not, since the 
proposed Citywide Cat Program does not require feral cat feeders to take any responsibility for 
conditions at or around “their” feral cat colonies.  An argument could be made that the City will 
assume legal and financial responsibility for any injuries or disease or take of endangered species 
caused by any cats that are released from the City to its nonprofit partners to be dumped back 
outside as unowned cats.  It would seem logical that the City would be responsible and any 
damages caused by an unowned cat released from a shelter and then dumped would be the legal 
responsibility of the City.  To facilitate such responsibility, all cats should be microchipped so 
that future liability can be assumed should they ever cause damage of any sort. 

The proposed Cat Program conflicts with a Municipal Code section that allows people noticing 
stray animals to take them up and relinquish them to the Animal Services Department or the 
police:   

Any person finding at any time any stray domestic animal or any such animal found 
running at large contrary to the provisions of this article may take up such animal; 
provided, however, that persons taking up such animal shall, within four hours thereafter, 
or within two hours thereafter if such animal is attached or hitched to a vehicle, give 
notice to the Department or to some police officer, of the fact that he has such animal in 
his possession, and shall furnish thereto a description of such animal and a statement of 
the place where he found and where he has confined the animal (LAMC § 53.09(a)). 
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Any unowned cat (even a feral cat that has been sterilized and is part of a “colony”) fits the 
definition of a stray domestic animal, especially given that being feral is one of the reasons given 
for impoundment in Section 53.19(e).  It cannot be argued that neutered feral cats are exempt 
from this ordinance because they are not in heat (see Section 53.06, allowing cats not in heat to 
run at large), because Section 53.06 is limited to owned animals.  Therefore, the current 
ordinance allows people to “take up” feral cats and deliver them to animal shelters, even if they 
are being maintained as contemplated by the proposed Cat Program.  The EIR should confirm 
that the right to take up any stray animal under LAMC § 53.09(a) will not be abridged by the 
proposed program, or analyze the impacts of removing this existing right, and specify that the 
City will take responsibility for any damages or violation of law (including, for example the 
federal Migratory Bird Treaty Act, Endangered Species Act), or harms from illness or disease 
should such stray animals be then released again.  Alternatively, the City could establish that the 
nonprofits who obtain cats to dump outside must carry liability insurance to cover any claims 
that arise out of releasing unowned cats where cause damage.   

8.5 City Biased CEQA Process Toward Its Own Program and Supporters  

It is understandable that the City would take steps to ensure that its preferred program would be 
seen in the best light during CEQA analysis.  During review, however, it is important that the 
City not be perceived to be committed to or favor a particular outcome of an environmental 
review because the City is both project proponent and, at least in concept, the independent 
adjudicator of the environmental impacts of the proposed project.  It is a difficult balance to 
maintain, especially since members of both the Board of Animal Services Commissioners and 
the City Council have on many occasions opined their preference for a proposed TNR program 
even before seeing the environmental review.  It must have been difficult for the City’s Bureau 
of Engineering to maintain its independence and freedom from political interference in 
producing the DEIR.  We must, however, protest actions by City officials that were biased 
toward the City’s preferred program and the supporters of that program.   

First, as detailed above, the City gave a special role to the future beneficiaries of the proposed 
program in establishing “facts” that the City relied upon in its analysis.  We documented the 
extent to which the City relied on subjective recall of interested parties above (see Section 2.9).  
This action privileged certain members of the public over others (including other animal welfare 
advocates) in establishing “facts” and unfairly excluded other interested parties in providing 
factual information that should have been afforded equal weight.   

Second, on August 15, 2019, approximately two weeks before the release of the DEIR, City 
official Jim Bickhart sent an email announcing the exact date of the release of the DEIR to what 
must have been a list of supporters (Figure 20).  This email was forwarded to us; we did not 
receive it directly, nor did any of the other plaintiffs in the lawsuit.  By its tone and content, we 
can conclude that it was provided intentionally only to supporters of the City’s proposed program 
to alert them of the timeline for review of the DEIR.  
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Figure 20. Email from Jim Bickhart on August 15, 2019 alerting supporters of the date of the 
DEIR release. 

Third, shortly after the DEIR had been released publicly on August 29, 2019, we came upon a 
pdf of it incidentally while searching for a specific program element using the Google search 
engine.  The resulting “snippet” that was found on Google included a date of August 14, 2019 
for a pdf of the DEIR appendices on the Bureau of Engineering server.  Dates on Google 
snippets are derived from “a variety of factors, including but not limited to: any prominent date 
listed on the page itself or dates provided by the publisher through structured markup” 
(https://searchengineland.com/google-explains-how-dates-within-search-results-snippets-work-
313742).  The final version of the appendices does not appear to contain any markup or dates 
that coincide with August 14, so the most likely conclusion is that the pdf file was posted on that 
date.  Although we cannot know if a link to this file was shared with any of the City’s supporters, 
the date and the willingness of City staff to promote the interests of its own supporters for its 
preferred outcome in the review raises that possibility.  The link is no longer active.  Because of 
the length and complexity of the DEIR, advance notice and knowledge of its content would have 
provided an unfair advantage to recipients.  At the very least, Mr. Koretz’s office undermined the 
appearance of objectivity of the City through the actions of his consultant Mr. Bickhart. 
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Figure 21. Google search “snippet” of the DEIR appendices, showing a date of August 14, 2019. 
This link is no longer active and represents a pre-release posting of the DEIR materials to a City 
website that could have been used to give the City’s supporters an advance look at the document 
to be released.  

9 Conclusion 

The DEIR fails to meet appropriate standards under CEQA necessary to inform a decision by the 
City on the proposed program.  And, as we have demonstrated many times before, the underlying 
policy is deeply flawed and puts human health, water quality, and biological resources at risk by 
taking away essential management options. 

Based on a thorough review of the scientific literature and an in-depth investigation of the data 
on the distribution of stray and feral cat calls for service and trapping permits in the City, we 
conclude that the most effective way to reduce the number of free-roaming cats, and even to 
reduce the number of cats euthanized as is the policy of the City, are the following steps: 

• Use any additionally available funds for spay/neuter services to provide free or nearly 
free surgeries for owned and “lightly owned” cats in the areas of the City with the highest 
human population densities.  This may involve using City resources to go door-to-door to 
educate about spay/neuter and offering to trap cats that are being fed but not tame.  The 
key to reducing the influx of unowned cats at shelters is to be found in increasing the 
spay/neuter rate in neighborhoods that cannot afford surgeries or need education about 
the benefits of spay/neuter for owned cats; 

• Enforce the City’s spay/neuter ordinance for owned cats, which could be combined with 
offers of free or low-cost spay/neuter services; 

• Enact a no roaming ordinance for owned cats to reduce the likelihood of cats 
transitioning from owned to stray; 

• Enforce existing laws on feeding and littering to discourage feeding of unowned cats; and 
• Protect existing public health and safety by maintaining streets and alleys free of garbage 

and harborage for unowned cats. 
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1 Introduction 

At the request of The Urban Wildlands Group, we have reviewed the population modeling 
approach that is used in the Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) for the City of Los 
Angeles Citywide Cat Program to predict future outcomes of the program and its alternatives. 
We each have extensive experience in the development and use of population models in 
environmental management and decision-making. Furthermore, we have experience with the 
demography and ecology of domestic cats, including ongoing research to estimate the free-
roaming cat density and population dynamics in Washington, DC. We have deep experience 
both with the type of mathematical model used in the DEIR and the theory and motivations 
behind different modeling approaches. That is, we understand how a model such as the one in 
the DEIR works mathematically and also how it does, or does not, represent reality. As 
practicing conservation biologists, we collectively have decades of experience with the use of 
models in regulatory and environmental decision-making contexts, and the standards to which 
models are held in order to be relied upon when the fate of species lie in the balance.  

This review is focused solely on the population model presented in Appendix J of the DEIR. The 
purpose of the review is to assess the accuracy and suitability of the model for informing a 
decision by the City of Los Angeles whether to approve the proposed Citywide Cat Program or 
one of the project alternatives. To achieve this purpose, we first assessed the appropriateness 
of the modelling technique in concept and its suitability as the basis of impacts analysis in the 
DEIR. We then investigated the implementation of the model for technical soundness and 
evaluated the reasonableness of the many assumptions that are made to present a model of 
this sort. We both replicated the model from the description in the DEIR and analyzed the 
program code for the model as provided by the City of Los Angeles.  

As we elaborate in the following sections, the model presented in the DEIR cannot be relied 
upon to support any of the conclusions in the DEIR. As a matter of approach, the model 
presents a single output as if it were the truth, when in fact models of this sort that have such 
large uncertainty around the input values must present a range of possible outcomes. More 
importantly, the model contains a mistake in the formulas used to calculate population growth. 
This mistake was copied from a typographic error in the underlying scientific paper that 
developed the model (Flockhart and Coe 2018) and the consultants developing the model failed 
to recognize that the equation that they copied did not represent what it was intended to 
represent. This mistake renders the model results presented in the DEIR unreliable as an aid to 
inform decision-making. Once corrected, the model still fails to reproduce existing conditions 
and fails to reach equilibrium as is needed for an equilibrium model. 

2 Appropriateness of Modeling Technique 

Before investigating the technical implementation of the modeling approach used in the DEIR, it 
is worth considering the purpose of population modeling to inform environmental decision-
making. All models are abstractions of the real world and they never exactly predict the future. 
When dealing with nature, as opposed to modeling whether or how an airplane will fly, the 
complexity of interactions and variation of the environment make predicting the future of 
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biological systems exponentially more difficult. Hence, an often repeated and appropriate 
truism from the statistician George Box is that “Essentially, all models are wrong, but some are 
useful.” The question for any model, and especially for those to be used in making decisions 
about policies in the world, is how wrong it is and whether or not it is useful. Thus, in this 
section we discuss what the population model in the DEIR does and what it does not do, as a 
means to understand its usefulness and accuracy.  

The DEIR contains the results of what is known as a multistate matrix population model. As 
population models go, it is a relatively simple one, because it does not attempt to incorporate 
uncertainty in the inputs to the model, existing variation in the environment, or existing 
variation in space. The model is based almost entirely on a paper that was published as the 
DEIR was being prepared (Flockhart and Coe 2018), and to a lesser degree on an earlier model 
that investigated alternative strategies to control free-roaming cat populations (Andersen et al. 
2004). 

2.1.1 Deterministic vs. Stochastic Models 

The type of model constructed by Flockhart and Coe (2018) is a deterministic model. 
Deterministic models are those which yield the exact same answer every time they are run, if 
the same initial values are used. In other words, unless the initial value of any of the input 
variables is changed, the model output will always be the same. Thus, the model used for Los 
Angeles can only yield different answers if the initial input values are changed.  

Because deterministic models always yield the same answer, they are not used as the basis of 
most real-world management decisions. Furthermore, deterministic models are not used in 
situations where decisions matter, such as endangered species conservation (which are in play 
in the City of Los Angeles). Deterministic models can provide a starting point for model building 
and comparative purposes in a broader framework, but by themselves they would be 
dangerous to use as the basis for management and policy decisions. In fact, the limitations of a 
deterministic modeling approach were fully acknowledged in the paper that the Los Angeles 
model relies upon for model development. Specifically, Flockhart and Coe (2018) state, “we 
have assumed the model to be deterministic recognizing that this currently limits the 
applicability of the results of our model analysis.” They go on to state, “in its current form the 
model is not ready for immediate use” (Flockhart and Coe 2018). In other words, development 
of a deterministic model does not meet accepted scientific standards to provide useful outputs 
to inform environmental impact analysis.  

Usually, once a deterministic model is developed, scientists add random variation to some or all 
of the assumptions that are inputs to the model. The resultant model is a stochastic model, 
which better reflects the random variation in real-world situations, including environmental 
variation such as annual differences in rainfall and temperature and other random variation in 
all of the elements that affect a species population. The stochastic models may then be used to 
simulate multiple different possible future scenarios and to develop a description of the most 
likely future outcomes, variation in those future outcomes, and statistical confidence in the 
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results. Deterministic models cannot simulate multiple future scenarios and offer no level of 
statistical confidence in their outputs.  

Why this is important. Deterministic models offer decision-makers no information about 
possible future conditions under real-world conditions that include random variation.  

2.1.2 Lack of Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analysis 

Because of the deterministic nature of the Flockhart and Coe model, one of the first problems 
in implementing it for real-world management decisions is that it lacks any assessment of 
uncertainty. Uncertainty, or variability if you will, is essential for any model that seeks to model 
nature in a realistic way. Uncertainty includes at least three components.  

First is the level of uncertainty in the estimates of the parameters associated with the 
population itself. In the model in the DEIR, this would include all of the assumptions about the 
birth rates, death rates, sterilization rates, subpopulation transition rates, initial abundances, 
and carrying capacity. Although the DEIR only presents and evaluates one value for each of 
these parameters, each of the parameters has a substantial element of uncertainty associated 
with it. The appropriate way to deal with this uncertainty is to run the model with a range of 
values that represent the reasonable possible values for each variable to see how it influences 
the outcome of the model.  

The next part of uncertainty is the random variation in the environment, which in this instance 
would influence carrying capacity and a number of birth and death rates. The third part of 
uncertainty is to incorporate random variability in population parameters beyond the 
uncertainty in their average values.  

To incorporate these very real influences, models used for management and policy decisions 
incorporate a range of conditions for each model parameter. Moreover, the selection of a value 
amongst the range of values is often done randomly. Models are then run many times and the 
average and range of the outcomes of the values are reported. This approach is important 
because once a realistic model is developed, running many scenarios with random variation 
allows for confidence intervals to be applied to the predictions of future conditions (see Figure 
1). Without this approach, one is left with one single model output and not the slightest idea 
whether it is correct or not. 

Why this is important. The model presented in the DEIR has major flaws that make it unreliable 
even as an initial deterministic model (described below) and it does not provide the sort of 
confidence in future conditions that could be estimated with the incorporation of stochastic 
variation. Given the large uncertainty in even the population parameters for the current model, 
it is highly unlikely that the 95% confidence limits for the project scenario would differ from the 
baseline condition. In other words, even if the model worked properly and showed a decline for 
the one deterministic scenario reported in the DEIR, it is extremely unlikely that the difference 
of that decline compared with the baseline scenario is large enough to be statistically 
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significant. It therefore cannot be relied upon for conclusions of major importance such as the 
protection of public health, migratory birds, endangered species, and water quality. 

 

Figure 1. Example of model outputs from a stochastic population model, with 95% 
confidence intervals indicated by the dashed blue lines (reprinted from Erickson et al. 
2014). The panels demonstrate the model outputs that show the influence of 
uncertainty about demographic parameters (low in this example compared with the cat 
model), random variation in the environment, random variation in demographic 
parameters, and a combined model.  

Proper model construction, including population models, includes a sensitivity analysis. 
Sensitivity analysis seeks to understand how sensitive different parameters in a model are, and 
thus provides an approach to evaluate how input variables contribute to the uncertainty in 
model output. There are a variety of mathematical approaches that can be used to evaluate 
uncertainty. One common form of sensitivity analysis is where an input variable is changed by a 
certain percentage (e.g., 10% or 25%), while all of the other input variables are left unchanged, 
and the model is run and the output recorded and compared to the original model output. As a 
result, model variables may be very sensitive to change (i.e. a small change in the model input 
variable results in a large change in the output) or very insensitive to change (i.e. even large 
changes in the model input variable results in little change in the output). 

2.1.3 Population Models with Carrying Capacity vs. Unconstrained Growth 

The DEIR model assumes that there is a carrying capacity of total cats in the city and that if the 
number of outdoor cats exceeds this capacity that constraints on survival will limit population 
growth. That is, the environment for cats is limited due to food and shelter and if more cats are 
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released, they will compete with existing cats and the numbers will go back down. Therefore, 
the model assumes from the start, that if there are more outdoor cats than currently exist for 
the next 30 years, they will be competing with each other and death rates will go up until the 
population declines back to the assumed carrying capacity. Furthermore, the model assumes 
that even if more cats are fed when they are released, they will still compete with existing cats 
and the numbers will decline back to the asserted carrying capacity of 226,970 total cats. 
Because of this carrying capacity assumption, it is impossible for the model to ever generate a 
substantial increase in the number of free-roaming cats over the life of the project. Moreover, 
because the survival of free-roaming cats is constrained, by design, as the population nears 
carrying capacity, this limits the potential for survival to greatly influence the population 
dynamics of feral and stray subpopulations. The use of a model with a set carrying capacity is a 
fatal flaw for impact analysis because the carrying capacity of the City of Los Angeles for feral 
cats will certainly increase over the coming thirty years, both associated with feeding that is 
part of the project and as development intensifies.  

We note that assuming that the number of free-roaming cats is at carrying capacity differs from 
the other modeling approach referenced by the authors. Specifically, Andersen et al. (2004) 
assume that free-roaming cats are not at equilibrium and model population increases under 
different scenarios, which is more akin to the situation in Los Angeles where part of the project 
proposal is to encourage feeding of cats, which increases carrying capacity. Whether one 
assumes that the number of cats is constrained by the environment or not greatly affects the 
outcome of any model.  

Why this is important. The choice of a model approach that assumes that free-roaming cats 
cannot become more abundant and that feeding has no impact on their ability to persist pre-
determines the behavior of the model. If one assumes that feeding cats increases the number 
of cats that can be supported in the environment like Andersen et al. (2004), removal of adult 
cats will end up being more important to the population trajectory. Even if a carrying capacity 
model is chosen where the model limits growth of the stray cat population like Flockhart and 
Coe (2018), any analysis of the program to encourage TNR and feeding should have involved 
setting a higher carrying capacity as an impact of the program and then evaluating population 
trajectories compared with other project alternatives that do not increase carrying capacity or 
reduce carrying capacity.  

3 Model Evaluation 

Our team thoroughly reviewed Appendix J and attempted to re-create the model in the R 
programming environment. The information provided in Appendix J, however, was not 
adequate for reproducing the authors’ results (see below). As a consequence, The Urban 
Wildlands Group requested, and the model’s authors provided, their complete R code for 
further documentation of their methods. We reviewed the provided code and model output, as 
written, and compared the results with those that were presented in the DEIR. We also 
explored the influence of mistakes and assumptions made within the authors’ code. 
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3.1 Model Output, As Defined by DEIR Authors 

The model is constructed by defining the transition probabilities between subpopulations (feral, 
stray, shelter, and owned cats) and the demography (e.g., fecundity and survival) within each 
subpopulation. Using the unaltered code as presented by the authors, we found that the 
population did not achieve equilibrium, as necessitated by this modeling technique and 
described in Appendix J. While the population of free-roaming cats remained relatively stable 
over the 30-year timeline, the populations of shelter cats and owned cats experienced 
extraordinary increases (Figure 2). Indeed, with no alterations to their code, under the “no 
project” scenario, the shelter subpopulation more than doubled from 7,503 in year 0 to 16,730 
cats in year 30. Likewise, the owned subpopulation more than tripled over the timeline of the 
project, from 685,855 owned cats at year 0 to 2,465,670 cats in year 30 (an increase of 350%). 
These predictions suggest that the number of cats per cat-owning household (28.5 % of 
1,275,534 households in the City of Los Angeles) would have to increase from its current level 
of 1.9 cats per cat-owning household to an astonishing 6.8 cats per cat-owning household 
under the “no project” scenario.  

 

 

Figure 2. Subpopulation sizes of free-roaming, shelter, and owned cats across the 30-
year horizon of the project, as predicted using the unaltered code of the authors of the 
DEIR. 

This output indicates that the model itself is deeply flawed, as the predictions in no way 
adequately reflect any potential reality associated with owned or shelter cat subpopulations 
nor does it suggest that the overall population of cats is in equilibrium. In fact, even free-
roaming cats do not achieve equilibrium in this model – while the feral subpopulation is at 
equilibrium, the stray cat subpopulation continues to increase due to the transition from 
owned to stray subpopulations (Figure 3). This reflects a severe flaw in the design of the model 
– while the survival of free-roaming cats is constrained by the carrying capacity of the 
environment, the number of cats that may be maintained in shelters and households is 
unbounded. Though the survival of cats in those subpopulations may not be influenced by 
carrying capacity, due to supplemented resources by owners and shelter managers, there is an 
obvious need to limit the size of the shelter and owned subpopulations in the model on the 
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basis of space, especially since changing the owned cat population limits is one of the project 
elements and the project does not include building additional shelter space. 

 

Figure 3. Subpopulation sizes of feral, stray, shelter, and owned juvenile and adult cats 
across the 30-year horizon of the project, as predicted using the unaltered code of the 
authors of the DEIR. 

The unreasonable increase of shelter and owned subpopulations was apparent in all but one of 
the scenarios presented, the “owned s/n” scenario in which a larger proportion of stray cats are 
taken in by owners (Figure 4). The “project” and “direct removal 15k” scenarios showed the 
largest decrease in the free-roaming cat populations, from 226,970 at year 0 to 197,363 and 
183,699 at year 30, respectively, but both relied on an impossible increase in owned cats 
(project scenario = 2.48 million cats; direct removal 15k scenario = 2.59 million cats) and so 
these results must be rejected. 
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Figure 4. Subpopulation sizes of feral, stray, shelter, and owned cats, by scenario, across 
the 30-year horizon of the project, as predicted using the unaltered code of the authors 
of the DEIR. 

The model is not at equilibrium. A model at equilibrium would have all of the subpopulations 
stable and not rapidly increasing or decreasing. A useful model would be at equilibrium under 
the no-project condition, so that the changes of the project and the alternatives could be 
compared against the current steady state. The owned cat subpopulation increasing 350% over 
30 years is not a valid result, and as a consequence, the other results from the model are not 
useful, because all subpopulations are connected and each part in the model relies on the other 
parts. The erroneous results in Appendix J contain the implicit assumption that the total 
number of cats in Los Angeles has been increasing so rapidly that there would have been no 
cats at all 15 years ago if that increase were a straight-line trend. This was obviously not the 
case. To put trust in any of the model results, one would essentially need to also believe that 
Los Angeles had no owned cats in the year 2000. Based on these results, it is impossible to 
conclude anything other than the model, in its current form, is so wrong as to be completely 
useless as a decision-making aid. 

3.2 Model Implementation Contains Serious Technical Mistake  

The increases in owned and shelter subpopulations above were caused by two major errors in 
Equation 8 (page J-24). This equation describes the transition between life stages for a given 
subpopulation. Columns and rows in the matrix represent transitions from (columns) and to 
(rows): intact juveniles, intact adults, altered juveniles, and altered adults. The parameter !" 
represents the proportion of juveniles that are sterilized and !# represents the proportion of 
adults that are sterilized. As implemented in the code used for the DEIR, Equation 8 describes 
the transition from intact adults to altered and intact juveniles as √%#&#(1 − !#) and √%#&#!# 
(Figure 5). This is in error; the correction version of the formulas should be written as 
√%#&#(1 − !") and √%#&#!", because these formulas describe adult production of intact, 
(1 − !"), and altered, !",	juveniles, respectively.  
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Figure 5. Equation 8 on page J-24 of Appendix J the DEIR contains two errors, 
highlighted in yellow, which greatly impacts population growth. 

 

These mistakes are likely a consequence of a typographical error in Flockhart and Coe (2018, 
page 6/34, Figure 6). Figure 1A of Flockhart and Coe (2018) provide the correct version of the 
formulas (Figure 7). 

 

 

Figure 6. Equation 7 in Flockhart and Coe (2018) is likely the source of the errors. Errors 
are highlighted in yellow, with n0 and n1 representing the proportion of juveniles and 
adults sterilized, respectively. 
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Figure 7. Figure 1A of Flockhart and Coe (2018) provides the correct version of the 
formulas for transitions from intact adult to altered juvenile and intact adult to intact 
juvenile. Highlighting represents the correct versions of the formulas that contained a 
typographical error in the text. 

This error greatly affects population growth of the owned cat subpopulation. If there were no 
transitions between the owned subpopulation and other subpopulations, we would assume 
that this subpopulation would decrease over time and eventually go extinct. Applying the 
demographic transition matrix with the DEIR Equation 8, however, yields an owned 
subpopulation that is rapidly increasing without subpopulation transitions (Figure 7). This 
occurs because the incorrect version of the formula generates a high number of cats that are 
able to reproduce. Expressed quantitatively, the DEIR predicts annual sterilization rates of 0.921 
(!") for juveniles and 0.132 (!#) for owned adult cats. Using the incorrect version of the 
formulas (√%#&#(1 − !#) and √%#&#!#), where -# = 0.917 and &#= 4.5, these formulas would 
yield 3.06 intact juveniles and 0.464 altered juveniles per intact adult cat. The correct versions 
of the formulas (√%#&#(1 − !") and √%#&#!") yields 0.28 intact juveniles and 3.25 altered 
juveniles per intact adult cat.  

This mistake has no direct effect on the shelter population, because all cats are sterilized, and a 
smaller influence on the feral and stray subpopulations, because the sterilization rates of adults 
and juveniles are both low (!" = 0.001;	!# = 0.0025). However, because owned cats 
transition only to stray and shelter subpopulations, and adult stray cats transition only to 
shelter and owned subpopulations, the increase in the owned cats has a considerable effect on 
the stray and shelter subpopulations. The increase of owned cats has a relatively minimal effect 
on the feral subpopulation directly because only the offspring of stray cats can become feral. 

Additionally, the value of x in Equation 4 (page J-13), which determines the extent to which 
survival is constrained as a population approaches carrying capacity, is influenced by the 
mistaken demographic parameters. 
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3.3 Correcting Equation 8 Exposes Additional Problems with the Model 

We re-ran the model with the correct sterilization rates, correcting the error made in the code 
provided by the authors (line 53 of demography_funcs.R). Running the model with these 
corrections revealed additional problems with model parameterization. 

3.3.1 Corrected Model Incorrectly Predicts Rapid Decline of Stray, Shelter, and Owned 
Subpopulations 

Using the rates that the City established for juvenile and adult sterilization and the rest of the 
assumptions presented, the resulting model predicted a steep decline the owned, stray, and 
shelter cat populations (Figure 8). In fact, as parameterized in this model, only the feral 
subpopulation would remain stable, while all other subpopulations would reduce to zero within 
fifty years. The decline in the owned, shelter, and stray subpopulations was evident for each of 
the scenarios (Figure 9). When an unreasonable result like this happens with a mathematical 
model, it is an indication that the model is not representing the real world in a useful way. This 
indicates that, despite fixing the errors in Equation 8, there are still unaddressed problems in 
the construction of the model, as defined by the authors of the DEIR.  

 

Figure 8. Subpopulation sizes of feral, stray, shelter, and owned juvenile and adult cats 
under the no project scenario across the 30-year horizon of the project, as predicted 
using the code of the authors of the DEIR after fixing the errors Equation 8. 
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Figure 9. Subpopulation sizes of feral, stray, shelter, and owned juvenile and adult cats, 
by scenario, across the 30-year horizon of the project, as predicted using the code of the 
authors of the DEIR after fixing the errors in equation 8. 

The assumed rate of transition between the feral subpopulations and other subpopulations 
may be driving some of the unexpected model behavior. Notably, the only subpopulation that 
transitions to the feral population is the kittens of stray cats. At the first time step, there are 
11.5 intact adult stray cats and 7.26 intact juvenile stray cats. Based on the survival and 
fecundity of these individuals, this leads to an addition of a maximum of 23.4 new individuals to 
the feral population. Likewise, the only transition from the feral population is to the shelter 
system, and the transition rate to the shelters is 0.0001 per year. The DEIR authors did not 
derive the feral to shelter transition rate but rather directly used Flockhart and Coe’s (2018) 
transition rate estimate – because the definition of feral and stray cats differed between the 
two studies, it is inappropriate to assign equivalent transition values. Indeed, given the rate of 
transition between feral and shelter subpopulations, under the “no project” scenario only 22.7 
feral cats would transition to the shelter system from year 0 to year 1 (Note: subpopulation 
transitions occur subsequent to subpopulation demographic operations). This assumption is not 
reasonable. Because transitions to and from the feral cat subpopulation are minimal, and 
survival is constrained by carrying capacity, this leads to a population that is relatively isolated 
from the other subpopulations and is stable by design of the model. Moreover, because the 
proportion of free-roaming cats made up by the feral subpopulation is so high (minimum of 
99.4% across scenarios with the corrected Equation 8 and minimum of 97.0% using the DEIR 
Equation 8), the stray cat subpopulation has little impact on the overall population dynamics of 
free-roaming cats. This is inconsistent with real-world conditions. 

The unexpected instability in the model outputs may also be driven by the parameterization of 
the stray cat subpopulation. The DEIR deviates from the Flockhart and Coe model in the rate of 
transition from owned to stray cats and from stray cats to the feral subpopulation. In the DEIR, 
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all kittens of stray cats that are not adopted or taken into the shelter system go to the feral 
subpopulation. Conversely, the Flockhart and Coe model is parameterized such that only 5% of 
stray kittens transition to the feral subpopulation. The Flockhart and Coe model therefore 
allows for the internal regulation of the stray subpopulation whereas the stray subpopulation 
acts only as a population sink in the DEIR model. Therefore, unlike the Flockhart and Coe model 
upon which this model is based, the stray cat subpopulation cannot be self-sustaining because 
reproduction cannot add new individuals to the subpopulation.  

 

Figure 10. Derivation of number of freeroaming cats that come into shelters each year, 
according to the model in the DEIR (without corrections). The number of cats projected 
to be taken in during the first year of the model differs substantially from existing data. 

3.3.2 Inputs to Shelter from Model Stray and Feral Subpopulations Are Not Close to Data 

Another substantial error in the DEIR authors’ parameterization of stray and feral cat transitions 
to the shelter subpopulation may also be a driver of the unusual behavior of the model (see 
Figure 10). As described in the text of the DEIR, 7.6% of strays transition to the shelters each 
year (page J-23). This transition rate is defined by the shelter intake rate of 17,137 stray 
cats/year and the estimated size of the free-roaming cat population (0.076 = 17137/226970). 
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However, it cannot be correct that the intake rates represent the stray transition to the shelter 
system – in fact, the model is parameterized such that there are only 1,021 stray cats in the first 
year (year 0), which is not even close to 17,137. Therefore, as defined, a large proportion of the 
transition from free-roaming cat subpopulations to the shelter must be from the feral 
subpopulation. Indeed, after accounting for deaths, a stray cat population of that size and a 
transition rate 0.076 would transition only 38.8 stray cats to the shelter during the first year of 
the “no project” scenario. As described above, 22.7 feral cats transition to shelter during that 
year. Combined, the free-roaming cat subpopulations contribute only 61.5 free-roaming cats to 
the shelter in year 1. Conversely, the DEIR states that 0.6% of owned cats are relinquished to 
the shelter subpopulation each year (equated as 3,803 cats reported by the shelter system 
divided by an estimated 685,555 owned cats in the City – though this transition should be 
equated after running the demographic functions). Therefore, formerly free-roaming cats make 
up a negligible proportion of the shelter subpopulation in the model, even though the shelter 
system has reported that 81.8% of cats that transition to shelters are free-roaming. Put another 
way, the model does not account for roughly 17,075 free-roaming cats that come into shelters, 
having only modeled 61 stray and feral cats entering the shelter in the first year. Because of 
this, most of the population dynamics of the shelter subpopulation are driven by owned cats 
and the number of free-roaming cats that enter the shelter is completely unrealistic (off by tens 
of thousands) when compared to actual data provided by Los Angeles Animal Services.  

3.4 Information Necessary to Replicate Model Is Missing  

Although Appendix J appears to report the model development in careful detail, we found that 
many critical elements were missing from the text. We therefore appreciate that the model 
code was shared by the developers so that we could resolve the questions arising from the 
write-up. We note that any agency or other reviewer attempting to validate the model without 
being provided the code would have to make significant assumptions about key model 
elements. Furthermore, if the model had been published in a peer-reviewed journal the code 
would generally be required in the article. 

3.4.1 Missing or Incomplete Information 

The information provided for the transitions from and to the subpopulations was incomplete 
and often inconsistent.  

Shelter to feral transition (45→7): This transition was not provided in the DEIR text. Equation 
10 (column 3, row 1) suggests that this number is 0, however, the transition from shelter to 
stray subpopulations is 0.0007 based on escapes from the shelter. It should be therefore be 
expected that feral cats also escape back into the feral subpopulation at a similar rate as that of 
stray cats.  

Owned to stray transition (48→9): The authors base their transition rate of 0.0014 owned cats 
transitioning to the stray subpopulation on the assumption of a 2.3% sterilization rate of free-
roaming cats (Table J-10, page J-18 – note there is a typo here and on page J-16 that suggests 
that the proportion of sterilized cats is 2.5%, citing Wallace and Levy 2006). Flockhart and Coe 
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provide a much higher transition rate of 5.49% from owned to free-roaming subpopulations, 
which includes 0.49% of cats who are lost each year and 5% of cats that are abandoned. A 
reproducible description of the method for determining the rate of transition from owned to 
stray subpopulations is necessary. It is also necessary to determine whether the authors used 
the 2.3 or 2.5 % sterilization rate to determine the transition from owned to stray 
subpopulations. See further discussion below. 

Feral and stray subpopulations: On page J-16 the authors describe that they used the overall 
assumed free-roaming sterilization rate to allocate free-roaming cats into feral or stray 
subpopulations (see owned to stray (:;→<), above). They do not provide a reproducible 
description of how their subpopulation sizes were determined nor do they provide their 
estimate for initial subpopulation sizes in the DEIR. 

3.4.2 Survival and Carrying Capacity, Solving for x 

Carrying capacity is expected to influence population growth rate for free-roaming cats (feral 
and stray subpopulations). This is determined by Equation 4 (p. J-13): 

%(=) = %(0) ∙ expBC =
=DE

F 

In this equation, x is a constant that limits survival as the population approaches carrying 
capacity. If the derivation of x is incorrect, the population will not stabilize as expected. The 
authors’ description of how they derived the value of x is not sufficient to reproduce their 
results. On page J-13, the authors’ state that “The value of x is solved numerically; given the 
fecundity, survival, and sterilization assumed for the Los Angeles cat population, x = –
0.4031485.” While the authors cite Flockhart and Coe (2018) for Equation 4, there is no 
indication that the methodology used was equivalent (see Flockhart and Coe 2018, pages 13-
15/34, equations 13-17). The authors’ description of how x is derived is repeated on page J-28 
when they address how spay/neuter surgeries would influence the value of x – “The value of 
the adjusted parameter is solved for numerically and has a value of x = -.279045.” Because the 
value of x is critical in determining the growth rate of the population, including under 
spay/neuter scenarios, full treatment of how the value of x is derived is necessary to reproduce 
the model. 

3.5 Model Input Assumptions Are Unreasonable 

Unless a model gives results that are consistent with real-world conditions, its results are not 
useful. The failure of the model with the proper formulas to provide realistic results means that 
the assumptions that the City has made to create the model are incorrect and need to be 
revisited to produce a model that has all of the subpopulations reasonably stable in the “no 
project” scenario so that the model can be used to understand what the likely outcome of the 
proposed project and alternatives would be. The current model cannot do that and does not 
produce useful results either with the incorrect rates coded into the version reported in the 
DEIR or with the rates corrected. Such an outcome is not uncommon in modeling; it takes time 
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and experimentation to parameterize a model. When a model fails, as this one has, it means 
that the model maker does not sufficiently understand the system that is being modeled to be 
able to make a useful model to predict its behavior.  

3.5.1 Carrying Capacity (Current Number of Free-roaming Cats) Is Too Low 

The model can only be run by first determining the carrying capacity, which is the total number 
of cats that the environment can support. Leaving aside the question of whether the population 
of cats in Los Angeles is at carrying capacity (discussed above), it is set at the number of cats 
assumed to be currently present. This number is calculated by multiplying the area of different 
land cover by an estimated density for that land cover. The model assumes that all of the 
urban/suburban areas have the same density of cats, which is inconsistent with the published 
literature and data presented in the DEIR. Income and more detailed land use categories (e.g., 
commercial, industrial, residential) and building density highly influence outdoor cat numbers 
(Liberg et al. 2000, Flockhart et al. 2016). The maps of cat trap density and cat complaint 
density provided in the DEIR suggest high heterogeneity in cat distribution within the area 
lumped together as “urban/suburban.”  

The DEIR does not contain any actual data from Los Angeles to estimate the total number of 
free-roaming cats. Even though the DEIR contains some information about density from its own 
records, it does not use these data. Instead, the estimate of cat numbers is produced by 
averaging estimates from other locations around the world where people have collected and 
published real data collected on cat density. This approach is, to be clear, second best at the 
outset to having data collected to estimate cat numbers and such an approach would not be 
permitted in the usual course of environmental assessment and decision-making when 
protected species are involved. 

The feral and stray cat density in the urban/suburban category in the DEIR was estimated from 
46 studies from around the world that report estimates derived from different methods 
(telephone surveys, transects, mark-recapture). Some of these estimates are from small towns 
(e.g., a human population of 500 on Cat Island in Japan and 4,100 in Caldwell, Texas), while 
others are from large metropolitan areas (including New York). Some estimates include large 
non-urban areas as well (such as the county-wide surveys for Santa Clara County, San Diego 
County, and Alachua County). The climate and biome vary markedly, with most studies from 
deciduous forest landscapes (which freeze), laurel forest (which does not freeze), and a few 
Mediterranean biome locations (which, like Los Angeles, do not freeze). Climate is important 
because it affects the demographic characteristics of cats and locations with more mild climates 
will support more cats.  

To investigate the wisdom of using all of the 46 different studies with their large variation, we 
gathered data about each of the study locations describing the population of the urban area 
studied and classifying the natural vegetation by biome and the climate by whether or not at 
least one month of the year had mean low temperatures below freezing. New Zealand was 
omitted from estimates entirely because of the aggressive predator control policies in place to 
limit the impacts of free-roaming cats on an endemic fauna that evolved without mammalian 
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predators. The extraordinary high cat density on Cat Island in Japan was also eliminated 
because of the unusual circumstance of it essentially being a cat sanctuary. We further 
eliminated the estimates from Kilgour et al. (2017) because they reported number of cats per 
km of transect, and although the area of the study area was provided in the paper, they fully 
acknowledged that the estimates were from the sidewalks and not the interior of the blocks 
that were included in the area reported. Using the remaining dataset, we used a statistical 
analysis to evaluate what elements of a location best explained the patterns of reported free-
roaming cat density (human population, climate, or biome). To do this, we constructed a series 
of generalized linear models using cats per acre as the dependent variable, with a Poisson 
distribution and log-link function, and population, biome, and climate as the independent 
variables, each tested individually. Models were compared using AICc (Burnham and Anderson 
2002). We then calculated the predicted cat density and 95% confidence limits for the 
conditions in Los Angeles: Mediterranean biome, a non-freezing climate, and a human 
population rounded to 4,000,000. We produced models with and without those studies that 
included extensive non-urban areas in their density estimate (e.g., Levy et al. 2003).  

Table 1. Alternative models estimating free-roaming cat density as explained by city 
population size, climate, or biome. Values of the model for urban/suburban land in Los 
Angeles are provided with 95% confidence intervals from each model. 

Model AICc Chi-square p (effect test) Los Angeles (cats per acre; 
urban/suburban) 

Human Population 1 92.6 2.909 0.08 1.880 (1.279–2.745) 
Human Population 2 84.22 2.917 0.08 2.110 (1.446–3.080) 
Climate 1 93.07 2.44 <0.11 1.775 (1.229–2.564) 
Climate 2 83.3 3.86 <0.05 2.112 (1.453–3.070) 
Biome 1 72.00 26.255 <0.0001 4.306 (2.822–6.593) 
Biome 2 50.02 40.04 <0.0001 7.082 (4.629–10.835) 

 

These results show that the overall city population is not an important factor in explaining cat 
density, but climate and vegetation are. It is therefore inappropriate to extrapolate cat density 
from locations that have extended freezing temperatures to a location that does not. There is 
also a risk in extrapolating from only five studies from Mediterranean biomes that are most 
similar to Los Angeles. These studies are from Rome (2 estimates), Jerusalem (1 estimate), 
Santa Clara County, and San Diego County. If the countywide survey-based estimates are left 
out, only three estimates are left from Mediterranean biomes.  

Even though the biome-based division of the data had the lowest AICc, to avoid an estimate 
from only three or five studies, a prudent implementation of a model with carrying capacity for 
cats in Los Angeles would use an estimate from the 14 studies from locations that do not freeze 
and were concentrated in urban locations (model Climate 2 above). This approach is highly 
significant and has the second lowest AICc. Applying those cat density numbers to the land 
cover-based calculations in the DEIR produce an estimate of 488,579 cats, and a 95% 
confidence interval that would be tested through sensitivity analysis of 342,388 to 701,177. We 
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have not considered the estimates for other land cover classes because they only account for 
<8% of the overall numbers but a similar exercise could produce more reasonable estimates 
that take into the significant effect of climate on cat density.  

To summarize, the preparers of the model made two unreasonable assumptions: 1) that all of 
the built up area of Los Angeles has the same density of free-roaming cats, when strong 
evidence in the DEIR itself and in the scientific literature suggest that it will vary by intensity of 
urban land use, and 2) that the density of free-roaming cats in Los Angeles would be the same 
as in locations with extended freezing periods instead of the mild climate in Los Angeles. We 
have not addressed the varying density issue, but have demonstrated that locations that freeze 
have significantly lower densities of free-roaming cats in studies, and produced a much more 
defensible estimate of the number of cats in Los Angeles that uses density estimates only from 
locations that do not freeze and provide 95% confidence intervals to be used in model 
sensitivity analysis.  

Why this is important. If the estimated abundance of free-roaming cats differs from the actual 
abundance, model output may differ greatly from the current predictions. While the density-
dependent survival rate of free-roaming cats is influenced only by the distance of the 
population from carrying capacity, predicted transition rates between subpopulations may be 
influenced by the abundance estimate. Most notably, the transition between the stray cat and 
shelter subpopulations is calculated as the intake rate (17,137 cats per year) divided by the 
estimated abundance of free-roaming cats (226,970). This yielded an annual transition rate of 
7.6% of stray cats going into the shelter subpopulation. Using our estimated value of 488,579 
stray cats and 95% confidence intervals of 342,388 to 701,177 cats, this transition rate would 
be 3.5% (2.4 to 5.0%). Likewise, the transition from the owned to stray population is derived 
from the sterilization rate (page J-18) and the authors’ estimated population of free-roaming 
cats. By making decisions that resulted in a low estimate of the current number of free-roaming 
cats, the preparers of the model overestimate other critical variables that substantially impact 
model outputs (even if the model had been coded correctly).  

3.5.2 Model Parameters 

The model contains 41 parameters as inputs. We collated all of them here (Table 2). These 
inputs are based on other values, which also are a mix of values from data and values that are 
extrapolated from limited information or conditions not similar to Los Angeles. As discussed 
above, these parameters determine the output of the model. Rather that testing a range of 
reasonable values for each parameter, as done for example, in Loss et al. (2013)’s estimate of 
the numbers of wildlife species killed by free-roaming cats in North America, the model 
presents only a single value. The appropriate modeling approach would be to compile a range 
of values for each parameter and then test the model through the whole range of possible 
values. By selecting only one value for each parameter, the authors of the model can unduly 
influence the outcome.  
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Table 2. Input parameters used for cat population model. 

Parameter Type Subpopulation Stage Value 
fecundity transition feral adult 2.97 
fecundity transition feral juvenile 1.25 
fecundity transition stray adult 2.97 
fecundity transition stray juvenile 1.25 
fecundity transition shelter adult 0 
fecundity transition shelter juvenile 0 
fecundity transition owned adult 4.5 
fecundity transition owned juvenile 1.89 
survival transition feral adult 0.70 
survival transition feral juvenile 0.21 
survival transition stray adult 0.70 
survival transition stray juvenile 0.21 
survival transition shelter adult 0.795 
survival transition shelter juvenile 0.795 
survival transition owned adult 0.917 
survival transition owned juvenile 0.778 
time0_sterilized population stray adult 0.025 
time0_sterilized population stray juvenile 0.01 
time0_sterilized population feral adult 0.0025 
time0_sterilized population feral juvenile 0.001 
sterilization transition stray adult 0.0025 
sterilization transition stray juvenile 0.001 
sterilization transition feral adult 0.0025 
sterilization transition feral juvenile 0.001 
sterilization transition shelter adult 1 
sterilization transition shelter juvenile 1 
sterilization transition owned adult 0.132 
sterilization transition owned juvenile 0.921 
time0_n population feral_stray adult_juv 226,970 
time0_n population feral adult_juv 225,950 
time0_n population stray adult_juv 1,021 
time0_n population owned adult_juv 685,855 
time0_n population shelter adult_juv 7,503 
owned_to_stray subpop_transition NA adult_juv 0.0014 
owned_to_shelter subpop_transition NA adult_juv 0.0006 
stray_to_owned subpop_transition NA adult_juv Equation 5 
stray_to_shelter subpop_transition NA adult_juv 0.076 
stray_to_feral subpop_transition NA adult_juv 0 
feral_to_shelter subpop_transition NA adult_juv 0.0001 
shelter_to_owned subpop_transition NA adult_juv 0.79 
shelter_to_stray subpop_transition NA adult_juv 0.0007 
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We highlight a few key parameters to illustrate where the model would need to improve 
estimates to produce a reliable outcome. Recall, each one of these variables has to be correct 
for the model to yield reasonable result because the authors did not investigate the influence 
of a range of reasonable values and only used the single value for each parameter.  

Survival of adult stray and feral cats. The model assumes that stray and feral cats have a 70% 
probability of living through each year, relying on Andersen et al. (2004). Andersen et al. 
actually estimated survival of 70% or 78% by assuming that feral cats live 2 or 3 years. That 
assumption is based on a single study of 39 cats in Berlin, where 26 of 39 cats “vanished” in 42 
months (Kalz et al. 2000), and a survey of cat feeders in Florida (Centonze and Levy 2002) who 
recalled (without any supporting documentation) that one-third of their cats had died or 
disappeared during the varied times they had been feeding them. Researchers calculated the 
average time of feeding to have been 18 months and then made the assertion that 1 of 3 free-
roaming cats disappears within 2 years (Centonze and Levy 2002). The estimate of the longevity 
of feral cats in Los Angeles is therefore based on death and disappearance of 39 cats in Berlin 
and the memories of death and disappearance rates from 101 cat feeders in north central 
Florida. Both of these sources combine death and disappearance, which are not helpful for a 
population model because cats that “disappear” may still be alive. Andersen et al.’s use of 
these numbers is more reasonable, since they used them to set a range of survival rates, testing 
both 70% and 80% annual survival, while the model authors only use the lower value. This 
choice is important because it will push the model toward emphasizing the importance of 
reducing fecundity over removal in alternatives analysis. The choice also ignores the potential 
influence of Los Angeles’s mild climate on survival of stray and feral cats. Finally, in the 
alternatives analysis, the use of a single value for survival of adult stray and feral cats ignores 
documentation that the survival rate of adult altered cats is greater than for intact cats (Nutter 
2005). 

Survival of stray and feral kittens. The model authors choose to take an estimate of 21% of 
stray and feral kittens surviving to be adults, based on half-year survival from Nutter et al. 
(2004). The authors have again chosen a value at the far low end of reported values. Other 
reports of stray and feral kitten survival include 27% in Illinois (Warner 1985), 55% in an 
outdoor enclosure in Massachusetts with almost half of that attributed to cold weather 
(Feldman 1993), and 73% to six months in a feral colony in New Jersey (Jöchle and Jöchle 1993), 
which assuming the second six months is at the same rate (a conservative assumption) would 
result in an annual rate of 53%. Other previous studies put kitten survival at 40–70%, depending 
on the year (two dissertations cited in Feldman 1993). It is a curious and self-serving choice to 
use a 21% survival rate, since selecting a low kitten survival rate will help keep the replacement 
of the feral cat population lower in the model.  

Proportion of owned and stray cats sterilized. The model estimate is 93%, based on a national 
survey of pet owners by the pet food industry. Use of this number ignores the well-established 
relationship between family income and pet sterilization rates (Chu et al. 2009). In that 
research, income is the only significant predictor of cat sterilization, with families having an 
income (in 2009 dollars) <$35,000 reporting a 51.4% sterilization rate for their cats. The rates 
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for $25,000–74,999 was 90.7% and for >$75,000 was 96.2%. To understand the likely 
sterilization rate for Los Angeles, we took the 2009 income profile from the US Census and 
applied these rates to the different income categories, which yielded a predicted 79.7% 
sterilization rate. This number varies so much from the pet food industry survey because that 
survey only had 31% of its respondents with an income under $45,000 (in 2017 dollars; see 
https://www.americanpetproducts.org/Uploads/NPOS/NPOS19-20_BackgroundPurpose.pdf ), 
far less than the proportion in Los Angeles.  

To obtain local data to verify the much lower sterilization rate in Los Angeles, we asked the Los 
Angeles County Department of Animal Care and Control for statistics on cat sterilization for cats 
that are licensed. They report that those cats voluntarily licensed (which presumably represents 
owners who are conscientious) have an 86% sterilization rate. It is therefore an extremely poor 
assumption that the sterilization rate for owned cats in the City of Los Angeles is 93%. Assuming 
a high sterilization rate will for owned cats will reduce the growth potential of stray cats in the 
model and significantly affect model dynamics.  

Assumed Rate of Loss and Abandonment is Too Low. The authors of the model do not discuss 
why they ignored the 5% abandonment rate of owned cats assumed by Flockhart and Coe. 
Rather, they assume that only 0.14% of owned cats are lost or abandoned each year so that 
they can match the 2.3% sterilization rate for free-roaming that they assume based on Wallace 
and Levy (2006). But this in turn relies on the incorrect assumption that 93% of owned cats are 
sterilized in Los Angeles. If a more reasonable assumption of the owned sterilization rate were 
used, then a much higher, and more reasonable, transition rate from owned to stray would be 
calculated. The rate calculated from the assumptions is over three times smaller than the rate 
measured in a national survey of pet owners, which found a 0.47% annual risk of losing a cat 
and not finding it (Weiss et al. 2012). That study found no demographic differences in risk of 
losing a cat, but the survey was limited to households that spoke English. Regardless, the 
difference between a measured data point and the derived assumption in the model indicates a 
problem with the assumptions in the derivation (i.e. the owned sterilization rate is actually 
lower, as shown above, and/or the stray/feral sterilization rate at the outset is not 2.3%). 

Transition Rate from Feral to Shelter. The DEIR authors did not derive the feral to shelter 
transition rate but rather directly used Flockhart and Coe’s (2018) transition rate estimate. 
Because the definition of feral and stray cats differed between the two studies, it is 
inappropriate to assign equivalent transition values. 

Bottle Feeding Program Affects Shelter Survival by Age Class. The city has a program by which 
kittens/juvenile cats that come into the shelter are sent out for bottle feeding by fosters. This 
would reduce the mortality of kittens in the shelter. With the presence of this program, the age 
structure of the shelter population should be modeled with survival rates that reflect this 
program’s high level of care for shelter kittens. 
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3.6 Errors in Constructing Model Alternatives 

In addition to the unreasonable assumptions in the model parameters for the baseline scenario, 
the model authors failed to make reasonable assumptions when coding the model alternatives. 
If a model is produced that works in the baseline, no project condition, several additional 
coding changes must be implemented to evaluate the project alternatives. Supplemental 
feeding, which is part of the TNR program, must be incorporated into the scenarios. This should 
be done in a number of ways. 

3.6.1 Project Alternative 

Many changes must be made for the project alternative model to approach realism. 

• The carrying capacity of the environment should be increased by 15–20% to account for 
the encouragement of feeding associated with the education component of the project 
and encouragement of the public to undertake TNR with feeding.  

• Additional feeding would also increase stray and feral cat fecundity, which would be 
modeled by shifting the stray/feral fecundity to the owned fecundity rate. Although 
imperfect, this would represent the benefits of the additional nutrition available to 
intact cats.  

• In addition to using a more reasonable assumption for feral juvenile survival than 21%, a 
higher rate should be assigned to both juvenile feral survival and adult feral survival 
under the project scenario to account for feeding. 

• Altered feral/stray cats should be assigned a higher survival rate than unaltered 
feral/stray cats under all scenarios (Lacheretz et al. 2002, Nutter et al. 2004). 

• The number of owned cats permissible must be increased to reflect the increase of the 
limit from 3 to 5, once the stability of the owned population subpopulation is addressed 
in the model formulation. 

• Once the owned population is constrained by household, the analysis should model the 
increase in the number of households (and consequently the number of owned cats) 
that is projected for the City of Los Angeles. Although this rate of increase would be 
similar across all project alternatives, it would significantly affect the dynamics of the 
transitions between subpopulations in the models. 

The project, by virtue of the feeding increased through education and encouragement by the 
City, should be run as a model that has increased carrying capacity, increased stray and feral 
fecundity, increased juvenile and feral survival, and accounts for the additional transition from 
owned to stray associated with the increase in the owned cat limit. None of these factors is 
considered in the current analysis.  

3.6.2 No Feeding Alternative 

Under a no-feeding alternative, the model scenario should reduce the carrying capacity by 15–
20%. The current model does not adjust carrying capacity for the no-feeding alternative, which 
does not make any biological sense. We have seen reports of groups claiming to feed tens of 
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thousands of cats per night in Los Angeles (e.g., lafeeders.org) and when compared with the 
number of estimated cats, this could easily account for a 15–20% inflation of carrying capacity 
(assuming this type of model is used).  

4 Discussion 

Collectively, we have reviewed or edited hundreds of scientific papers and have used 
population models to inform our work in conservation. We are familiar with the standards for 
acceptability of models to be relied upon for compliance with the Endangered Species Act and 
other important environmental planning processes. As laudable as the effort to create a model 
to inform this decision in the City of Los Angeles may be, it is only a fraction of the effort and 
sophistication that is demanded to inform models that are relied upon for conservation 
decision-making around endangered species, water quality, and resource conservation. 
Although it may represent more original effort than those involved in animal sheltering are 
accustomed to putting forth, it must be held to the standard of science used for 
implementation of federal laws like the Endangered Species Act and Clean Water Act, which are 
the standards discussed elsewhere in the DEIR beyond the section that we have reviewed. 

The model does not meet the basic standards for even the limited utility that a deterministic 
model would provide to decisionmakers. It contains mathematical errors in the coding. Even 
when those errors are corrected, it does not reach equilibrium, which is a critical feature of an 
equilibrium model. The assumptions for the input parameters are unrealistic. Major 
assumptions around the density of free-roaming cats in a mild climate and the sterilization rate 
of owned cats in a demographically unique city further erode the usefulness of the model. We 
do not recommend that local, state, or federal decisionmakers rely on the model for any 
decision-making purpose in its current state, and have outlined a number of important 
corrections and extensions (e.g., incorporating both uncertainty analysis and sensitivity 
analysis, and realistically depicting the biological outcomes of the alternatives in the model 
construction) that would be necessary before considering to place any weight on its outputs. 
Without these corrections and essential extensions, the model provided does not provide the 
information necessary for decision makers to enact appropriate policies.  

We commend the model authors for constructing the model and for sharing their code in the 
interest of transparency. We applaud the use of models to inform important decisions such as 
the one under consideration. It is necessary, however, that modeling efforts be right “enough” 
to be useful for decisionmakers weighing alternative scenarios. This model, as written and 
presented, fails that test. 
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Appendix 2: Cat Trapping Permit Applications to City of Los Angeles, 2005–2019 

This Appendix consists of copies of cat trapping permit applications for 2005–2019 that we 
obtained from the City of Los Angeles both as part of our original lawsuit and through 
subsequent Public Records Act requests.  We have redacted the applications for privacy.  Some 
applications were omitted if no useful information was left after redaction.  These permit 
applications, along with trapping permits, and notifications of trapping, were used to develop a 
geospatial database of trapping locations and to compile statistics on the motivations for cat 
trapping in the City of Los Angeles.  The files making up this Appendix are online at: 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/ptziz7vcxg60nvu/Combined2009_Redacted.pdf?dl=0 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/y8d11k4dniskbjc/Combined2013_Redacted.pdf?dl=0 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/xc3rzrlcs2vpxi7/Combined2015_Redacted.pdf?dl=0 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/5un9csecnpmtxhb/Combined2017_Redacted.pdf?dl=0 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/w4ym70msax4tyxd/Combined2019_Redacted.pdf?dl=0 
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1 Introduction 

The City of Los Angeles is proposing to adopt a “Citywide Cat Program” (“Cat Program” or 
“program”) that includes fundamental and structural changes to the way the City regulates both 
owned and unowned (stray and feral) cats.  The City does not have, and does not propose, any 
regulation prohibiting cats from roaming at large, including onto the private property of others.  
The proposed program would increase the per property or household limit from 3 cats to 5 cats, a 
66% increase.  The program would exempt unowned cats from that limit, meaning that anyone 
could feed as many outdoor cats as he or she wanted at a property or household simply by 
claiming that the cats are “unowned.”  Furthermore, the proposed program would allow the 
feeding of an unlimited number of feral cats by volunteer cat feeding enthusiasts throughout 
most of the City by exempting those individuals who feed feral cats from the current ordinance 
that bans feeding of non-domesticated mammalian predators.  The program thereby would 
encourage two types of nuisance-creating cat feeding behaviors: those who feed stray and feral 
cats at a residence, literally out the back door, and those who drive around the City, mostly at 
night, feeding stray and feral cats at many locations on both public and private property (see e.g., 
www.lafeeders.org).  
 
The proposed program would in practice eviscerate the limit on the number of cats allowed per 
property.  The proposed regulations would not in practice distinguish owned cats from feral cats 
because both are required to be sterilized, both are allowed to run at large, and both can be fed by 
people at a residence.  The only difference is that owned cats are subject to a per property limit, 
while no limit would apply to stray and feral cats.  This sets up a situation where not only would 
cat feeders be allowed to maintain an unlimited number of unowned cats at a residence, it would 
fatally undermine the ability of the City to enforce a per property limit at all, so long as a person 
claimed the cats were stray or feral.  Given the City’s explicit focus to use additional cat 
adoptions as a way to reduce euthanasia rates at shelters, it is likely that effectively eliminating 
the per property limit is actually the City’s intent. 
 
Furthermore, and it is doubtful that this was contemplated by the preparers of the MND, by the 
language of this proposal and the mitigation measures proposed in the MND, anyone living 
within a mile of a designated sensitive environmental area would not be allowed to feed his or 
her owned cats outdoors, because there would be no reliable way to distinguish the owned cats 
from a feral cat colony as defined under the new proposal.  A prohibition on feeding cats 
outdoors could be reasonable if the City were proposing a “cats indoors” policy as mitigation 
(e.g., for allowing more cats per household), but this is obviously not what is intended in the Cat 
Program and illustrates how poorly conceived the proposal is. 
 
Notwithstanding the fatal flaws and unenforceable morass of conflicting provisions in the 
program itself, the City has released an Initial Study and Mitigated Negative Declaration 
(“MND”) for the program, which is required under the California Environmental Quality Act 
(“CEQA”).  Environmental review is also required by the permanent injunction in The Urban 
Wildlands Group et al. v. City of Los Angeles (Case No. BS 115483) if the City desires to 
implement policies in support of a Trap–Neuter–Return approach to feral cat management.  In 
this document we provide comments on the proposed Initial Study and Mitigated Negative 
Declaration on behalf of The Urban Wildlands Group.  Owing to the many serious shortcomings 
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of the proposed Cat Program and the City’s environmental review, we urge the City not to 
proceed with adopting any parts of the program until and unless these flaws are addressed. 

1.1 History of the City of Los Angeles Cat Program 

The proposed program was developed over the course of several years by staff in the Department 
of Animal Services (including its General Manager Brenda Barnette) and Jim Bickhart, a former 
deputy mayor to former mayor Antonio Villaraigosa.  The Board of Animal Services 
Commissioners did not have input on the content of the program under review.  When the Board 
of Animal Services Commissioners was asked in August 2012 to approve funding from the 
Animal Welfare Trust Fund to pay for the environmental review (from donations that had been 
solicited from, or were offered by, feral cat advocacy organizations) the Board was specifically 
instructed by Mr. Bickhart that they could not consider the content of the program, and could 
only consider the appropriation of the funds (email from Mr. Bickhart to the Commission 
obtained through a Public Records Act request). 

The currently proposed Cat Program would make many of the changes that were contemplated in 
a 2005 policy adopted by the Board of Animal Services Commissioners that was subsequently 
enjoined from implementation by The Urban Wildlands Group et al. v. City of Los Angeles.  To 
review, at its June 2005 meeting, the Board adopted a Trap–Neuter–Release program, which was 
subsequently renamed a Trap–Neuter–Return program at its June 2006 meeting.   

Following the 2005 adoption of the TNR program, The Urban Wildlands Group informed the 
Department of Animal Services that implementation of the TNR program would require review 
under CEQA.  At its June 2006 meeting, the Board of Animal Services Commissioners agreed to 
review the program.  For the next two years, however, the City surreptitiously implemented 
major elements of its TNR program without issuing the promised environmental review.  Despite 
repeated warnings from The Urban Wildlands Group, the City persisted in these actions.  On 
June 28, 2008 a group of conservation organizations, The Urban Wildlands Group, Endangered 
Habitats League, Los Angeles Audubon Society, Palos Verdes/South Bay Audubon Society, 
Santa Monica Bay Audubon Society, and American Bird Conservancy, filed suit to stop the City 
from implementing the TNR program unless and until it completed an adequate environmental 
review of the program. 
 
The City lost the lawsuit at the trial court and a permanent injunction was entered in January 
2010 that barred the actions associated with TNR unless and until CEQA review was done.  The 
Court found that the City had violated CEQA because it had “facilitated the implementation of 
TNR and even provided incentives to promote a policy of TNR without the benefit of 
environmental review.”  The Court further found that “despite official denial, the implementation 
of the program is pervasive, albeit ‘informal and unspoken.’”  The MND fails to accurately 
describe the Court’s findings.   
 
In March 2010, the injunction was modified by mutual agreement to resolve certain questions.  
Two feral cat advocacy groups belatedly attempted to intervene in the suit after entry of 
judgment but were denied by both the trial court and the court of appeal.  Since March 2010, the 
City has been operating under the permanent injunction.  TNR by private parties was not affected 
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by the injunction, except that vouchers from the City originally intended to subsidize spay/neuter 
of owned cats, and which had been diverted to feral cats, could no longer be used for feral cats. 

In November 2010, the City’s consultant at the time (EnviCraft) released a proposed “Trap, 
Neuter, Return (TNR) Program” and solicited input from stakeholders as part of a scoping 
process for CEQA, described as a “survey.”  EnviCraft produced and released a report 
summarizing feedback on the proposal in November 2011, but the report was not made available 
to the public.  We had to obtain the report through a Public Records Act request in August 2012 
upon learning that a report had been made.  The version of the TNR program described in the 
EnviCraft was not pursued. 

On December 2, 2012, The Urban Wildlands Group requested documents of the Department of 
Animal Services under the California Public Records Act.  Specifically, we sought applications 
for cat trap permits, copies of the cat trap permits themselves, and any records of complaints 
about stray or feral cats received by the City since May 2009.  The Department had already 
provided cat trap permits and applications from 2006 to April 2009 as part of the Administrative 
Record in The Urban Wildlands Group et al. v. City of Los Angeles.  The purpose of seeking 
these records was to be able to map and analyze the scope of the problem that the City’s TNR 
program was ostensibly designed to address.  It took the City until September 17, 2013 to fully 
comply with this request, despite frequent and repeated follow-up inquiries, instead providing 
sporadic, incomplete, and occasionally inappropriately redacted records until that date.  These 
documents should have been provided within 20 days.  Nevertheless, preliminary analysis of 
these documents is included in these comments. 
 
2 Project Description Is Inconsistent, Incomplete, and Illogical 

2.1 Project Description Neither Repeals nor Includes 2005 TNR Policy 

Because the current proposed Cat Program does not explicitly consider several of the items in the 
2005 policy and the 2005 policy is still in effect although enjoined from implementation, we 
must assume that the current Cat Program will incorporate those elements of the 2005 program 
about which the current Cat Program is silent.  For example, the 2005 policy specifies that 
residents would not be allowed to trap feral cats for the purpose of bringing them to a shelter:  

… unless there were very specific reasons which include the cat is injured, sick, has 
bitten someone, or the cats [sic] welfare is in jeopardy, there is a public health hazard, or 
real harm to people or companion animals. If a feral cat is brought in to the shelter our 
policy will be to contact rescue groups and the TNR Collaborators to make every effort to 
place the feral cat in new surroundings, whenever possible. 

The current program described in the MND is silent on the conditions under which people would 
be allowed to trap feral cats to bring them to a City shelter, so we must assume that the adopted 
2005 policy will be applied should the injunction be lifted.  That is, the MND must assume that if 
the injunction is lifted, the City will dramatically limit the situations in which stray and feral cats 
will be allowed to be trapped and relinquished to shelters, even when roaming at large, including 
onto the private property of others.  Furthermore, the 2005 policy states that the City ordinance 
requiring residents to report stray animals does not apply to feral cats, while the current proposed 
Cat Program is silent on this issue, so we must assume that the 2005 determination still holds.  
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Whether or not the City intends to replace the adopted 2005 policy with the program described in 
the MND is an important point to assess whether the environmental review is sufficient to result 
in the permanent injunction being lifted.  The illegal implementation of the 2005 policy in the 
form of refusing to issue cat trap permits to residents unless they were going to do TNR was an 
important part of the lawsuit against the City.  In particular, the plaintiffs proved that the City 
had denied cat trap permits to a person who was trying to remove feral cats that had infested her 
yard with fleas and were impeding progress on renovations to her home.  The MND provides 
absolutely no details about how this type of scenario, which was so central to the lawsuit, would 
be handled under the proposed new Cat Program.  By not specifying that the 2005 TNR policy 
will be repealed, it is reasonable to assume that the City would apply the policies described there, 
which would make it very difficult for people to trap and relinquish feral cats to City shelters, to 
the implementation of the new Cat Program.  The proposed program must explicitly reject the 
2005 policy, or the MND must analyze the impacts of implementing it.  

2.2 Program Purposes Are Not Linked to Program Elements 

The MND lists a series of objectives that are identified as the purposes of the program, and also 
includes a number of program elements that are ostensibly intended to achieve those purposes.  
The logical connection between the program elements and the program purposes is not made, 
drawing into question whether the program elements can indeed achieve the program purposes 
(Table 1).  The MND is deficient because it fails to identify specific project objectives and does 
not distinguish between project objectives and specific strategies. 
 
Pursuant to CEQA, the project description must include: 
 

A statement of the objectives sought by the proposed project. A clearly written statement 
of objectives will help the lead agency develop a reasonable range of alternatives to 
evaluate in the EIR and will aid the decision makers in preparing findings or a statement 
of overriding considerations, if necessary. The statement of objectives should include the 
underlying purpose of the project (CEQA Guideline 15124).   

 
Here, it is important for the City to explain whether the project’s primary objective is to reduce 
euthanasia of cats (which is one of the purposes of the program) or to manage and reduce the 
number of feral and stray cats in general.   
 
It is worth noting that the feral cat advocacy groups that donated money to the City to fund the 
preparation of the environmental review do not have reduction in the number of feral and stray 
cats as organizational goals.  In fact, the stated goal of feral cat advocacy groups in the United 
States today is to force acceptance of feral and stray cats across the landscape and to stop shelters 
from being able to accept feral and stray cats, except to neuter and return/release them outside.  
For example, Best Friends Animal Society, which donated $17,500 toward the cost of the 
review, calls its feral cat program “Feral Freedom” and insists that no healthy feral cat should 
ever be trapped for any purpose other than to neuter and return, and those seeking to borrow 
traps from Best Friends must sign a pledge that “under no circumstances shall this trap be used to 
capture a healthy animal for destruction or surrender to animal control agencies” 
(http://bestfriends.org/uploadedFiles/Content/Resources/Resources_for_Rescuers(1)/Community
_Cats/FeralFreedomGuide.pdf). 
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Notice that the goal is not reduction of stray and feral cat numbers, but to avoid euthanasia of 
stray and feral cats by stopping people from taking them to animal shelters.  Similarly, the 
ASPCA (American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals), which also donated funds 
to support the preparation of the MND, advocates that feral cats should not be taken to shelters, 
but rather left in place and fed by volunteers.  Since the City has essentially developed the 
proposed Cat Program and prepared the environmental review at the behest of these donors, one 
can assume that the primary purpose of the program is not to reduce stray and feral cat numbers 
but to reduce euthanasia of cats by transforming the streets, alleys, backyards, and open spaces of 
the City of Los Angeles into an “overflow shelter.” 

Table 1.  Proposed Cat Program purposes compared with related program elements. 

Program Purpose Possibly Related Program Element 
Increase spay/neuter of 
cats  

None.  The following elements are related to spay/neuter but 
cannot be counted on to increase spay/neuter rates:  1. Make 
spay/neuter vouchers available for unowned (stray and feral) cats.  
2. Promote relationships with veterinarians and nonprofits to 
provide free or low-cost sterilizations.  3. Amend purpose of 
animal sterilization fund to include stray and feral cats in addition 
to pets.  No additional City funding is committed for spay/neuter 
vouchers, so this cannot increase the number of cats sterilized.  
Even if relationships are made with veterinarians and nonprofits 
from offering free/low-cost surgeries for feral cats, no funding is 
proposed to pay for them without taking away from funds to 
sterilize owned cats. 

Generally reduce the 
euthanasia of cats in City 
animal shelters  

1. Allow unlimited unowned cats on a property.  In theory this 
might reduce euthanasia at shelters, but only by turning the City 
itself into a stray and feral cat “overflow shelter” and increasing 
the number of unowned outdoor cats.  By increasing the overall 
number of cats, this strategy may eventually result in increased 
numbers of cats euthanized.  2. Increase number of cats that can 
be owned at a property.  This might temporarily increase the 
number of cats adopted to homes but only until additional willing 
owners were exhausted. 

Accommodate the 
maintenance and 
improved management of 
cats in outdoor locations 
in a manner that 
minimizes their impacts 
on environmentally 
sensitive habitats  

None.  1. Add definition of “cat colony” to City code that limits 
feeding to areas outside parks and a buffer around environmentally 
sensitive habitats.  2. Exempt feeders of unowned cats from ban on 
feeding non-domesticated mammalian predators and from limit on 
number of cats per property.  This does not minimize impacts on 
the environment because no mechanism for enforcement is 
proposed; it leaves the status quo in and around environmentally 
sensitive habitats.  It is also not clear how this “improves” 
management of cats in general.  Furthermore, feral cat 
advocates oppose these measures and one can infer they will not 
comply voluntarily, as evidenced in member action alerts issued 
by Best Friends and reported in the media (Littlejohn 2013). 
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Program Purpose Possibly Related Program Element 
Support members of the 
public with an interest in 
addressing nuisance issues 
relating to cats  

None.  1. The MND describes renting or lending traps to the 
public to remove nuisance cats.  This is already legal and 
therefore does not represent a change needing review.  In the 
absence of a program element defining “support” of the public to 
deal with nuisance cats, it must be presumed that the 2005 TNR 
policy currently enjoined will be put into effect if the injunction 
is lifted, which will make it harder for the public to obtain a 
permit to remove nuisance cats and those cats will be returned to 
where they were trapped or released elsewhere.  

Facilitate public and 
community education on 
cat-related issues  

1. Make facilities available to community groups to educate the 
public, including on TNR.  2. Provide links on website to 
organizations promoting TNR and conservation organizations.  3. 
Allow organizations to distribute literature in City shelters.  These 
program elements do not provide a process to ensure fair 
treatment of organizations opposing the City’s cat policies.  For 
example, on the Department’s website, what conservation groups 
will be linked?  How will they be chosen?  Will links to educate 
the public on the health hazards posed by cat fleas and feces be 
posted as well?  What process will be available to ensure that 
only credible information is provided by the City? 

Satisfy the requirements 
of the Superior Court 
injunction in Case 
BS 115483 so as to relieve 
the City from the Court’s 
injunction  

This is simply compliance with CEQA and so has no program 
elements. 

 
The assumptions made about the likelihood that the proposed Cat Program would achieve its 
stated goals are many and not well founded.  The proposed Cat Program assumes that 
spay/neuter rates will be increased by allowing City-funded vouchers to be used to sterilize stray 
and feral cats.  The City does not propose to include any additional resources for spay/neuter as 
part of this program and therefore the program will not increase overall spay/neuter rates.  
Providing vouchers for feral cats will take resources away from spay/neuter efforts for owned 
cats.   
 
Because the injunction has never prohibited TNR by individuals or nonprofit organizations, and 
indeed Best Friends and other feral cat groups conduct TNR throughout the City right now, the 
City has no basis to assume that significant additional private resources will be put toward 
spay/neuter efforts if the proposed program is approved. 
 
Given that additional spay/neuter resources are not part of the proposed Cat Program, the project 
goal of decreased euthanasia can only be achieved through two pathways: 1) by allowing more 
stray/feral cats to run at large in the City, and 2) by allowing more cats to be owned by residents, 
which also have the potential to run at large in the City.  The attainment of this goal, therefore, 
will result in more cats running at large, which contradicts the assumptions subsequently made in 
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the MND.  The MND must therefore analyze the extent to which the City’s overall cat 
population could increase over time as a result of an increase in the number of cats running at 
large, and the potential concomitant increase in the severity of impacts on wildlife. 
 
Despite being a project purpose, the proposed Cat Program does not introduce any program 
elements that support nuisance cat management.  Renting traps to people who wish to bring cats 
to a shelter is currently obligatory (established in an ordinance that cannot be changed without 
environmental review pursuant to the injunction) and therefore continuing to allow people to rent 
traps is not part of the program under review.  The project description does not provide an 
adequate description of what will happen when cats (pet, stray, or feral) are causing a nuisance.  
Under current regulations, cats could be trapped (with proper permits) and taken to a shelter.  
Because the proposed Cat Program does not provide any details to the contrary, it is likely that if 
the program is adopted, it will become more difficult to obtain a permit and trap cats that are 
creating a nuisance, consistent with the objectives of the adopted 2005 TNR policy to make it 
difficult to bring stray and feral cats in to shelters.  Trapping and removing trespassing cats from 
one’s own property would become more difficult if the permanent injunction is lifted, with cat 
trap permits being denied unless the cat is sick or has done “real harm” to property.  
Furthermore, once a cat is brought to a shelter, it is likely to be released to a “rescue” group to be 
returned to the place it was trapped or to be released in another neighborhood.  Finally, the 
proposed program does nothing to mitigate the additional nuisance resulting from the increase in 
the cat limit, which could result in up to 66% more owned cats that could run at large. 
 
The proposed Cat Program project description indicates that any impounded “stray” cat will be 
released to any nonprofit rescue or adoption organization that requests it, pursuant to State law 
(the “Hayden Act”) pertaining to “stray” cats.  Contrary to the assertions in the MND, “feral” 
cats are governed by a different section of the Hayden Act than are “stray” cats.  The section 
pertaining to feral cats allows their release to “adoption” organizations but also allows feral cats 
to be euthanized.  If feral cats in a colony are a nuisance and are brought in to shelters, does the 
City intend to release them to TNR groups?  This would not “support” members of the public 
trying to deal with nuisance issues, since the cats would be returned to the place where they were 
causing the nuisance or to a different location to create a nuisance elsewhere.  Furthermore, it 
might be construed as violating State law, which permits but does not require release of feral cats 
and then only to “adoption” groups, not “rescue” groups, which are likely to return cats outside 
instead of actually adopting them out to homes. 

3 MND Does Not Describe Baseline Conditions 

3.1 California Law Regarding Feral Cats Is Incorrectly Described 

The MND states that the Hayden Act “requires the City to release any impounded stray cat to 
any nonprofit, animal rescue or adoption organization if requested by the organization prior to 
the scheduled euthanasia of that animal.”  It fails to acknowledge that “feral” cats are governed 
by a different section of the Hayden Act than are “stray” cats.   
 
The California Food and Agriculture Code does give the right to adopt “stray” cats before they 
are euthanized (Sec. 31752).  “Feral” cats are governed by a different provision (Sec. 31752.5).  
If a cat is thought to be feral it has to be held for three days during which it can be redeemed by 
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its owner or caretaker.  Then, after a temperament test, if the cat is deemed to be truly feral, “the 
cat may be euthanized or relinquished to a nonprofit, as defined in Section 501(c)(3) of the 
Internal Revenue Code, animal adoption organization.”  Note that the text is permissive (“may be 
euthanized or relinquished to a nonprofit”), giving the shelter operator the choice.  Also note that 
the cat can only be released to an animal “adoption” organization, not an animal “rescue” 
organization.  Any organization that is going to release the cat back outside to be “managed” as 
an unowned cat has not adopted the cat and cannot be construed to be an “adoption” 
organization.   
 
The MND must clarify the existing law and explicitly address how the difference in treatment 
between stray and feral cats is accommodated in the practices of the City’s shelters. 

3.2 Distribution and Number of Feral Cats in City Is Not Described 

The MND makes no effort to describe the distribution and number of stray and feral cats in the 
City of Los Angeles.  Even if no survey estimating the number of stray and feral cats is available, 
some measure of both the distribution and relative abundance of feral cats is necessary to 
establish a baseline condition.  If no baseline condition is described, and no method to estimate 
feral and stray cat numbers is articulated, then it is impossible to track whether current or past 
policies regarding stray or feral cats have had an influence on their distribution or numbers.  To 
make the blanket assumption that free-roaming cats “exist throughout the City” obscures 
important variations in the occurrence and density of stray and feral cats. 

3.2.1 Number of Feral Cats 

The MND claims that records from City shelters reflect a “general increase in feral or free-
roaming cats” (p. 10).  The MND cites an increasing number of cats brought in to shelters that 
have feral behavior as evidence for this assertion (Figure 1).  Although the number of feral cats 
as a percentage of all cats taken in by shelters appears to have increased since the late 1990s, the 
data in the MND and other data do not show a statistically significant increase in feral cat 
numbers since 2009.  The number of calls received by the Department of Animal Services 
regarding stray cats has remained essentially constant since 2009, and if anything has a slight 
downward trend (Figure 2).  The number of unowned cats is unquestionably large and has 
significant adverse impacts on the environment, but it is not true, as some stakeholders have 
asserted, that the permanent injunction has resulted in a statistically significant increase in any of 
the metrics associated with the number of unowned cats in the City. 

The trend in the number of feral cats in the City is important to understand because it can help to 
identify potential past policy actions that resulted in increases or decreases in that population.  
The percentage of cats observed to be feral in shelters has indeed increased significantly since 
2000 (r2 = 0.68, p < 0.001).  This occurred during a period in which the number of cats being 
taken in by Los Angeles city shelters remained stable, 2001–2012 (Figure 1).  This increase was 
primarily limited to the period 2001–2006, well before the legal action by The Urban Wildlands 
Group and others.  Interestingly, the number of cats being taken in by Los Angeles city shelters 
had declined in the previous decade, and significantly so, from 1990 to 1997 (r2 = 0.75, 
p < 0.005).  Since 1998, the number of cats being taken in by shelters stopped its decline and 
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remained stable (no significant trend; r2 = 0.025, p = 0.56) and the number of feral cats taken in 
increased in absolute numbers and as a percentage of all cats.   

 
Figure 1.  Top:  Cats taken in by Los Angeles Animal Services per year, 1990–2013.  
Middle:  Number of stray cats taken in by Los Angeles Animal Services per year, 1990–
1995.  Bottom:  Cats observed with feral behavior in Los Angeles Animal Services shelters, 
2001–2012.  Data from Los Angeles Department of Services records. 

This historical context is useful because it suggests that the reason for the halt in the decline of 
the euthanasia rate in the City of Los Angeles is the Hayden Act, which is obviously contrary to 
the Act’s intention.  The Hayden Act, which went into effect in 1998, changed the holding period 
required for impounded animals and required that cats about to be euthanized be released to 
nonprofit adoption or rescue organizations depending on classification of the cats (as discussed 
in section 3.1).  The shelter statistics from the City of Los Angeles indicate that something 
dramatic happened in 1998; the significant annual decrease in euthanasia stopped and the 
number of feral cats taken in started to increase.  Other data show that the number of “stray” cats 
taken in during the 1990s had been experiencing the same decline as the total number of cats 
taken in.  

The probable explanation for the patterns is as follows.  Through 1998 the number of stray cats 
decreased in concert with the number of cats taken in by shelters because feral cats and kittens 
were, by and large, euthanized, as were most stray cats.  This was, as measured by the number of 
stray cats coming in to shelters, actually reducing the number of unowned cats in the City of Los 
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Angeles and had that trajectory continued the number of stray and feral cats would be far lower 
than it is today.  It would also have led to lower current euthanasia numbers for unowned cats. 

 
Figure 2.  Number of calls about stray and feral cats received per month by Department of 
Animal Services, May 2009 to September 2013, as logged in the Chameleon system. 

Instead, after the Hayden Act went into effect in 1998, shelters were forced to give stray cats to 
rescue groups and were allowed to give feral cats to adoption groups, both of which in turn could 
release them back outdoors, and the practice of feral cat feeding increased.  The City then 
reinforced the pattern by making it harder for people to trap stray and feral cats to bring them in 
to shelters and by instead referring complaints to TNR or rescue groups.  In 2002, the 
requirements to obtain a feral cat trapping permit were tightened by the City to only allow 
trapping if feral cats were shown to cause “real harm” instead of on the basis of “potential for 
harm.”  The cumulative result has been and remains more feral cats, some portion of which are 
still trapped and taken to shelters, explaining the increased proportion of feral cats in shelters 
since 1998.  The City, combined with the Hayden Act, exacerbated the feral cat problem by 
restricting the ability of people to trap feral cats and take them into shelters and then electing to 
release feral cats that are brought into shelters.   

None of the metrics discussed here is perfectly related to the number of unowned cats in the City.  
But if the number of cats with feral behavior observed at shelters is associated with the number 
outside, that number has been increasing since policy changes were enacted in the late 1990s and 
early 2000s and cannot be attributed to the current ban on the City promoting TNR.  Information 
about TNR is widely available so the City not promoting it likely has no effect whatsoever on its 
rate of implementation.  To the contrary, the increase in feral cats since 2000 is much more likely 
to be an unintended consequence of the holding and release requirements of the Hayden Act and 
City policy changes that made it more difficult to trap and remove feral cats from the 
environment, which stopped the progress in reducing the number of stray cats that the City of 
Los Angeles had been making through the 1990s (numbers of feral cats are not provided in City 
statistics from the 1990s that were available for this report). 
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3.2.2 Distribution of Feral Cats 

The MND describes feral cats as sometimes living in “colonies.”  Although this is a term 
commonly used by feral cats advocates, the MND should recognize and be clear that this only 
occurs when regular food sources are being provided, either intentionally or unintentionally 
(Liberg et al. 2000).  Incidentally, and discussed more below, leaving food outside for feral cats 
where wildlife species have access to it (essentially everywhere) is inconsistent with State law. 

The MND asserts that feral and free-roaming cats exist “throughout the City,” which obscures a 
great deal of variation in density between locations.  Despite the ample data available to the City 
to map the relative distribution of outdoor cats, it has never made any attempt whatsoever to do 
so.  These data sources include calls to the Department of Animal Services that are coded as 
regarding “stray” cats, and the cat trap permits that are issued by the City at the request of 
residents and business owners seeking to remove them from their properties to abate nuisances or 
to deliver sick or injured stray cats to shelters.  We have obtained these records and have 
developed preliminary assessments of the geographic distribution of stray and feral cats in the 
City (Figure 3, Figure 4).  As explained more fully below, the MND must be revised to include 
analysis of the available data indicating the location and density of existing “colonies.”  Without 
these data, it would be impossible to monitor the Cat Program’s effect on the number and 
distribution of stray and feral cats throughout the City. 
 
The geographic distribution of calls for assistance regarding “stray” cats (which also includes 
“feral” cats; Figure 3) and of requests for cat trap permits (Figure 4) are quite similar.  Hotspots 
are found in both the east and west San Fernando Valley, downtown, Hollywood, East Los 
Angeles, South Los Angeles, Mar Vista, Venice, Westchester, and San Pedro.  Although the 
MND is correct that feral cats (as mapped by the proxy measures of the locations of calls for 
assistance and cat trap permits) are found “throughout” the City, their density varies by orders of 
magnitude and inversely with the likely distribution of coyotes in the City (Rubin et al. 2006) 
and also with patterns of affluence.   
 
The distribution of unowned cats across the landscape is important to understand as a baseline 
condition because the proposed project could result in a change in that distribution.  If feeding of 
unowned cats is disallowed in and near ecologically sensitive areas, and that ban is actually 
enforced (although we see no evidence that it will or even can be), the result would be even 
greater density of feral cats in residential neighborhoods as cat feeders move cats from areas 
where feeding is disallowed to those where there are no limits on feeding.  In short, the project is 
likely to further exacerbate nuisance conditions associated with unowned cats that are 
experienced by people who live in those areas that already have the greatest density of feral cats.  
This would represent an increased public health threat and adversely impact water quality in 
these areas and the drainages to which stormwater flows from them (e.g., Ballona Creek and the 
Los Angeles River). 
 
The MND should be updated with information about the distribution of stray and feral cats in the 
City.  We made the maps here from records obtained from the City under the Public Records 
Act.  The City has only itself to blame for not knowing the relative density of stray and feral cat 
conflicts within City limits. 
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Figure 3.  Relative density of calls for service about stray cats by zip code as reported in 
City of Los Angeles Animal Services’ Chameleon shelter software system, May 2009–
August 2013, from high (red) to low (yellow).  Represents 10,644 calls made during this 
period. 

Sources: Esri, DeLorme, NAVTEQ, TomTom, Intermap, increment P
Corp., GEBCO, USGS, FAO, NPS, NRCAN, GeoBase, IGN,
Kadaster NL, Ordnance Survey, Esri Japan, METI, Esri China (Hong
Kong), swisstopo, and the GIS User Community
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Figure 4.  Distribution of permits issued to trap stray and feral cats in the City of Los 
Angeles, 2006–2013, shown as permit locations (black dots) with relative density of trap 
locations depicted from high (red) to low (yellow).  Partial data from City of Los Angeles 
Department of Animal Services, transcribed and geocoded by G. P. Kingsley; more records 
are being processed. 
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3.3 Ambiguous Statements on Feeding Non-domesticated Mammalian Predators  

The City of Los Angeles has an ordinance establishing that people may not “feed or in any 
manner provide food or cause to be fed any non-domesticated mammalian predator including, 
but not limited to, coyotes, foxes, possums, raccoons and skunks” (LAMC 53.06.5).  The MND 
states that this ordinance “might be interpreted as not proscribing feeding cat colonies” (MND, p. 
11).  This double negative is a claim that feeding feral cats might be legal under this ordinance.  
Elsewhere, the City states that “any non-domesticated mammalian predator … may include feral 
cats” (MND, p. 9).  Which is it? 

In the original 2005 TNR program, City staff claimed that this ordinance did not apply to feeding 
feral cats and therefore no change was necessary to facilitate TNR.  Officers in the field, 
however, have warned against feeding feral cats outside because it could result in feeding wild 
predators, which clearly is prohibited under the ordinance.  The baseline condition is therefore 
unclear.  Is feeding feral cats legal or illegal under LAMC 53.06.5?  Regardless, it is not legal 
under State and City law to feed wildlife (non-domesticated mammalian predators), which 
always occurs when feral cats are fed (Figure 5). 

 
Figure 5.  Feral cat feeding situation with raccoons feeding in violation of prohibition on 
feeding of non-domesticated mammalian predators, San Pedro, California. 
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3.4 Definition of Environmentally Sensitive Areas 

The definition of environmentally sensitive areas (“ESAs”) under the project is limited to 
classifications that are maintained by parties external to the City: the Significant Ecological 
Areas (“SEAs”) defined by the County of Los Angeles, Significant Natural Areas defined by the 
California Department of Fish and Wildlife, and areas in the “Basin Plan” that have the “Rare, 
Threatened, or Endangered” beneficial use, which is approved by the Los Angeles Regional 
Water Quality Control Board.  None of these is under the control of the City of Los Angeles.  
These designations therefore transfer the responsibility of identifying and updating 
environmentally sensitive areas away from the City.  To be used as a means of implementing an 
effective mitigation, the City must determine whether these other agencies have a program to 
review and update sensitive areas within the City of Los Angeles on an ongoing basis.   
 
Furthermore, environmentally sensitive areas are only defined in the Los Angeles Municipal 
Code for a specific purpose related to stormwater and urban runoff pollution control (Section 
64.70.01).  The MND applies this definition in an entirely different context and outside the 
section of code within which it has legal validity.  The use of the definition of environmentally 
sensitive areas from the stormwater control code to assess biological impacts is not discussed, let 
alone sanctioned, by the City’s own CEQA guidelines (City of Los Angeles 2006).   
 
Even if one accepts the ad hoc use of the definition of environmentally sensitive areas from the 
stormwater control code section, the City must also include a method by which such designations 
are updated.  The County of Los Angeles does not prioritize updating SEAs that lie within the 
City of Los Angeles.  But some SEAs are currently being updated that lie partially within or 
adjacent to the City.  Therefore the map in the MND (MND, Figure 1) should be revised with the 
new SEA designations when they are approved by the County.  In general, the MND should 
explicitly provide for a process to update its Figure 1 upon revision of the underlying 
designations by other entities.  This process is missing from the current proposal. 
 
To be valid as a means to avoid biological impacts, the City itself needs a process to be able to 
update ESAs in the City, because the landscape and distribution of biological resources change 
over time.  The ESA designation does not have a process by which someone can petition the City 
to have an area recognized as meeting the standards of the code.  As an example, the proposed 
system leaves out much of the Santa Monica Mountains and the entire Baldwin Hills from the 
map of ESAs, even though these areas have characteristics that make them especially 
ecologically valuable because of the rarity of their habitats.  No avenue is available to remedy 
this omission or others.  To be useful and effective, the City must have its own process to 
recognize ESAs within City boundaries.   
 
3.5 City Does Not Provide Baseline Information Regarding Sensitive Wildlife Species 

The MND only provides information about ESAs as general habitat types.  This is not an 
appropriate or reasonable proxy measure for the distribution of sensitive species in the City.  
Some species are migratory and only found periodically.  Impacts to them are no less significant, 
because they would represent interruption of migratory pathways.  Notwithstanding the 
generalized reports from the California Natural Diversity Database (“CNDDB”) on sensitive 
species, the MND fails to provide a baseline for the distribution of sensitive species.  CNDDB 
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searches are only a first step in defining the distribution of sensitive species.  The City of Los 
Angeles should be aware that the lack of species occurrence records in the CNDDB likely is the 
result of a lack of survey efforts in suitable habitats rather than actual absence (California 
Department of Fish and Wildlife 2013a, b).  Once potentially present species are identified, their 
distributions must be defined with the best available data.  

The City could have taken advantage of “citizen science” efforts that document species presence.  
In particular, the Cornell Lab of Ornithology maintains a website called eBird where volunteer 
citizen scientists enter sightings of birds.  There are multiple checks on the accuracy of the data 
and the resulting database is of sufficient quality to support scientific publication of the results 
(Fitzpatrick et al. 2002, Sullivan et al. 2009).  These data have been relied upon in top 
international scientific journals (e.g., Wood et al. 2011) and the eBird approach is recommended 
for scientific inquiry into environmental impacts on birds (Loss et al. 2012).  These data certainly 
meet the standards for scientific information in the environmental review process and provide a 
significant supplement to the description of sensitive species provided by the City in the MND. 
 
Even a cursory review of readily available information reveals that rare and endangered species 
are found in the City of Los Angeles outside of the defined ESAs and even outside the one mile 
buffers around them.  These include Western Snowy Plover (Figure 6), California Gnatcatcher, 
and Willow Flycatcher (Figure 7).  It is often not possible to identify the subspecies of Willow 
Flycatcher, so not all examples will be the federally listed subspecies, which is native to Los 
Angeles (Belding 1890), but all subspecies are protected under State law.  The eBird 
observations indicate that the City of Los Angeles has protected species present in areas outside 
of ESAs.  The repeated conclusion in the MND that sensitive species are only found within the 
designated ESAs is categorically false. 
 
The MND includes a list of state and federally protected species, but makes no effort to consider 
“rare” species, which may not enjoy any broad formal protection, but may nevertheless be 
considered rare within the meaning of CEQA.  The CEQA Guidelines define a species as rare 
when:  
 

(A) Although not presently threatened with extinction, the species is existing in such 
small numbers throughout all or a significant portion of its range that it may become 
endangered if its environment worsens; or (B) The species is likely to become 
endangered within the foreseeable future throughout all or a significant portion of its 
range and may be considered “threatened” as that term is used in the Federal Endangered 
Species Act (CEQA Guideline 15380(b)(2)). 

 
For example, a list of sensitive bird species for the County of Los Angeles is available (Allen et 
al. 2009).  These include 32 species that are rare in Los Angeles County even though they may 
be more common in other parts of their range, and 38 species that are also identified as sensitive 
by various agencies because of their status across a wider region.  To comply with CEQA, the 
City must consider species that are locally rare and whose distributions might be adversely 
affected by the proposed Cat Program. 
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Figure 6.  Snowy Plover observations in Los Angeles, from eBird.  Red markers indicate 
observations in the last 30 days. 

 
Figure 7.  Observations of threatened California Gnatcatcher (left) and Willow Flycatcher 
(right) in Los Angeles, from eBird.  Red markers indicate observations in the last 30 days. 
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The MND does not address the significant mortality of small animals (birds, mammals, reptiles, 
and even invertebrates) caused by free-roaming cats.  The number of birds and small mammals 
killed by feral and free-roaming owned cats in the United States numbers in the billions of 
individuals per year (Loss et al. 2013).  Lizards are also taken in high proportions when available 
(Loyd et al. 2013), which would be the case in many places in Los Angeles.   

Even well-fed cats hunt live prey.  Hunger and hunting are de-linked in cats (Adamec 1976).  
Well-fed cats will hunt and kill lizards, small mammals, birds, and insects (Liberg 1984, Castillo 
and Clarke 2003, Hutchings 2003).  A classic study continuously documented kills by the same 
three well-fed house cats over four years (George 1974). 

4 Impact Analysis Lacks Scientific Support and Analytical Detail 

The impact analysis starts with a short section citing a single 2003 paper discussing whether or 
not the program would result in an increase in free-roaming cats in the City.  The MND asserts 
that TNR can reduce feral cat numbers, but does not disclose, acknowledge, or analyze that: 1) 
the study cited (Levy et al. 2003) had substantial resources to do neutering, while the proposed 
Cat Program does not; 2) the study was limited to a college campus, while the proposed Cat 
Program is at a large geographic scale (i.e., citywide); and 3) the study counted cats that went “to 
the woods” as a decrease in population, while such movement is not in fact a decrease and would 
result in adverse environmental consequences.  The MND overlooks a major study sharing one 
of the same authors that shows at the scale of a county, which is far more relevant to impact 
assessment in the City of Los Angeles, long-term TNR programs in the two counties studied did 
not result in enough cat sterilization to influence the size of the feral cat population in either 
(Foley et al. 2005).  The City also overlooks many other studies showing ineffectiveness of TNR 
as a management strategy to reduce feral cat population size, even when the program includes 
resources for implementation.  As summarized by a group of wildlife veterinary health experts 
writing to the American Public Health Association opposing a proposal (which was subsequently 
rejected) to endorse TNR as a management approach for feral cats (Barrows et al. 2011): 

• Neville (1983) is clear that the purpose of TNR is to produce a stable colony where feral 
cats are desired. 

• Hughes and Slater (2002) implemented a TNR program on a university campus for two 
years. Of 158 cats captured, 101 were returned to campus, of which 6 died during the 
two-year study. But because Hughes and Slater did not conduct a population count at the 
outset, they could not state whether the program reduced the number of cats on the 
campus. Removal (through euthanasia and adoption) reduced the initial number of 
trapped cats in the program by 36%, while attrition accounted for a 3.7% reduction.  

• Natoli et al. (2006) reviewed TNR colonies in Rome and found that the number of cats 
decreased in 55 colonies and increased or remained stable in 48 colonies. The overall 
number of cats declined, but this was offset by immigration (through abandonment). 

• Zaunbrecher and Smith (1993) describe a TNR program to stabilize a feral cat population 
at a rural research hospital. Over three years, the colony went from 40 cats to 36 cats and 
the hospital became a site of intentional abandonment. The authors conclude, 
“Arrangements are being made to extend the program for an indefinite period” [emphasis 
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added]. The reduction from 40 to 36 cats is not a statistically significant difference and 
the study shows that abandoned cats regularly join TNR colonies. 

• Castillo and Clarke (2003) tracked two TNR colonies in Florida for two years and found 
that the number of cats increased at both because of the influx of new cats. 

To summarize this literature, documented reductions in TNR colonies are either only the result 
of aggressive removal (Levy et al. 2003), or are so small the researchers were disappointed 
(Natoli et al. 2006).  Other studies did not claim to measure or find a significant decline 
(Zaunbrecher and Smith 1993, Hughes et al. 2002) or found increases (Castillo and Clarke 2003, 
Winter 2004, Natoli et al. 2006).  Furthermore, mathematical models indicate that greater levels 
of sterilization would be needed (Andersen et al. 2004, Foley et al. 2005, Schmidt et al. 2009) 
than are achieved in real-world TNR programs (Foley et al. 2005, Jones and Downs 2011). 

4.1 Agriculture and Forest Resources 

Although the proposed Cat Program would not result in changes in land use that convert prime 
agricultural land to other uses and therefore the significance threshold is not met, as a matter of 
public policy, the City should consider the impacts of the proposed program on community-
based agriculture such as urban farms and community gardens.  To protect public health, feral 
cats must be kept out of places of agricultural production.  Feral cats can contaminate water and 
soil with long-lived pathogens, especially the protozoan parasite Toxoplasma gondii, which is 
easily transferred to people working in soil and to consumers of garden products if hands and 
produce are not thoroughly washed (Gerhold and Jessup 2012).  Given the emphasis placed by 
the City on food security, the City should be equally concerned about food safety and both assess 
the risk of human exposure to disease from allowing unlimited numbers of feral cats at 
community gardens, backyard plots, and urban farms (Dabritz et al. 2007, Torrey and Yolken 
2013), and propose effective mitigations to eliminate those risks.   
 
4.2 Biological Resources 

The entire premise of the analysis of impacts on biological resources is the unsubstantiated 
assumption that the project will not result in an increase in the number of cats running at large in 
the City.  This assumption is unfounded.   

First, the proposal allows the number of owned cats to increase by 66%.  Owned cats are allowed 
to roam at large, so the number of cats that will have access to wildlife in the City will be 
increased simply by increasing the owned cat limit.  Although the overall population of owned 
cats may have a somewhat lower per cat impact on wildlife because they can be kept indoors and 
are often kept indoors at night (Loss et al. 2013), for the purpose of analysis one must assume 
that some significant portion of the additional cats will be free-roaming.  And some proportion of 
owned cats will eventually be abandoned or lost, further increasing the number of unowned cats.  
If the MND disagrees with this premise, the reasons for disagreement must be adequately 
explained. 
 
Second, by allowing the feeding of feral cat colonies of unlimited size throughout much of the 
City, cats that otherwise would be taken up and euthanized, under the proposed program will 
instead be maintained outdoors.  This will increase, not decrease, the number of feral cats 
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compared against the baseline condition.  Furthermore, the City will become the site for release 
of cats that are threatened with euthanasia at shelters outside the City.  Indeed, one commenter 
on a recent news story about the proposed Cat Program indicated that he or she had seen Internet 
comments that people will arrange for “transports” to bring feral cats to Los Angeles where they 
can be released without threat of euthanasia (comment on 
http://www.opposingviews.com/i/society/animal-rights/la-animal-services-mayor-and-council-
set-give-feral-cats-property-rights-los# by Harve Morgan on October 16, 2013). 
 
Third, the MND asserts that changing the existing pet spay/neuter program to include stray and 
feral cats will have no impact on the number of feral cats (MND, p. 19).  The MND does not 
contain any evidence to support this assertion.  To the contrary, by shifting sterilization resources 
from owned cats to feral cats, the proposed Cat Program could foreseeably result in lower 
sterilization rates for owned cats.  Because the sterilization rate for owned cats is already high 
(thanks in part to the City’s spay/neuter laws and resources), further increases in that rate would 
further decrease the number of unwanted cats being born.   

Even though current spay/neuter resources are effective at reducing the number of unwanted 
owned cats, switching those resources to feral cats would not be similarly effective at controlling 
overall feral cat numbers.  Although this seems counterintuitive, it is a fact well established in 
the scientific literature.  This derives primarily from the difference in sterilization rates in the two 
groups (owned vs. unowned).  Owned cats have a high sterilization rate, high enough for 
sterilization to make a difference in the number of unwanted litters.  If a cat population has an 
80% spay/neuter rate, increasing the rate to 81% will further control population growth.  That is, 
even a 1% increase matters.  Unowned cats have a very low sterilization rate (< 5%), even in 
large-scale long-term TNR programs (Foley et al. 2005).  Because of the significant reproductive 
capabilities of cats and the mobility of unowned cats across the landscape, the rate of sterilization 
for females has to be in the neighborhood of 70–90% for the sterilization to make any difference 
in the population growth rate (Andersen et al. 2004, Foley et al. 2005, Schmidt et al. 2009, 
McCarthy et al. 2013).  At sterilization rates < 70–90%, increased reproduction from intact 
females makes up for the sterilized cats.  If a cat population has a 3% spay/neuter rate, additional 
sterilization to a 4% rate will make absolutely no difference in controlling the population.  
Therefore, because owned cats already have a high sterilization rate, the additional effort to 
increase sterilization does influence the number of unwanted kittens being born, which is what 
the Los Angeles spay/neuter programs have been doing.  Those same sterilization funds spent on 
feral cats, which generally have a < 5% sterilization rate, even with large-scale and long-term 
TNR programs (Foley et al. 2005), would be wasted.   

The proposed Cat Program would not provide a mechanism or resources to increase feral cat 
sterilization rates to the level needed to make a difference on the population, nor has any TNR 
program ever achieved such a goal at the city or county scale.  In addition, feeding of feral and 
stray cats, as proposed in the Cat Program, would undermine the effectiveness of sterilization 
efforts, and would further ensure that transferring spay/neuter resources to unowned cats will 
waste those funds and result in the growth of the stray and feral cat population.  

Foley et al. (2005) investigated TNR programs in San Diego County and Alachua County, 
Florida that had spayed and neutered over 10,000 feral cats each.  This effort did not affect the 
population of feral cats and the percentage of cats recaptured that had been previously sterilized 
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was 5% or less.  They calculated that the percentage of cats that would need to be neutered was 
71–94%.  This study is far more applicable to the City of Los Angeles than the study cited in the 
MND and illustrates that nowhere near the number of cats can be expected to be neutered in 
TNR programs as would be needed to cause a population reduction when TNR is implemented at 
a large scale.  The City of Los Angeles has not committed to any additional resources for 
spay/neuter as part of the proposed program.  Therefore there is no reason to think that the City 
of Los Angeles will be any more successful than San Diego County in reducing feral cat 
numbers through such a program.  To the contrary, releasing cats that would otherwise be 
euthanized will result in an increase in feral cat numbers because the remaining intact cats will 
still be reproducing and the released sterilized cats would be added to their number and would be 
maintained by feeding programs.   
 
Other modeling exercises illustrate that the proportion of cats that must be sterilized for TNR to 
reduce a population are essentially impossible to achieve at the city scale.  Andersen et al. (2004) 
concluded from mathematical models that spay/neuter would need to reach 75% of female feral 
cats annually to cause population declines.  Other studies indicate that a sterilization rate of 
greater than 57% would be needed to have an effect on population size at all and greater than 
82% to eliminate the population (McCarthy et al. 2013). 
 

 
Figure 8.  Decrease in percent cats sterilized by cat number at seven university sites with 
TNR-type sterilization programs (r2 = 0.63, p < 0.03) (plotted from data in Jones and 
Downs 2011). 

The sterilization rate required for TNR to make any difference at all on a population (e.g., at least 
greater than 60%) is essentially impossible to achieve in real-world situations (Jessup 2004).  
This is because the proportion of cats captured and sterilized in a TNR program decreases 
consistently with the number of cats present (Jones and Downs 2011).  An analysis of data from 
seven university campus sites with sterilization programs showed that the proportion of cats 
sterilized decreased linearly with the number of cats at each site (Figure 8).  This shows that as 
the number of cats increases, the probability of sterilizing enough to control the population 
drops.  A population of 43 cats had only < 50% sterilization rate; by all estimates the City has 
hundreds of thousands of feral cats, for which available data suggest that only single digit 
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percentages will be sterilized, similar to San Diego County’s program, even with a long-term, 
large-scale TNR program. 

4.2.1 Program Would Result in Loss of Sensitive Species 

As documented here, sensitive species, including bird species specifically identified as sensitive 
in Los Angeles County by ornithological experts (Allen et al. 2009), are found beyond the ESAs 
identified by the City as the target of the purported mitigation measures.  The program would 
result in additional outdoor cats, both owned and unowned cats.  Give the documented hunting 
behavior of the domestic cat (van Heezik 2010, van Heezik et al. 2010, Loss et al. 2013), this 
significantly increases the probability that individuals of sensitive or otherwise protected species 
would be killed or injured as a result of the program.  Furthermore, the proposed mitigation 
measure of “disallowing” feeding is neither feasible nor effective, both because it represents a 
continuation of the status quo and because no enforcement mechanism is identified.  The City 
currently turns a blind eye to feral cats being fed in and adjacent to significant ecological areas, 
and has even actively interfered with efforts to remove them (e.g., at Cabrillo Beach). 
 
4.2.2 Program Would Interfere with Migratory Birds 

Many bird species use Los Angeles as a stopover during migration, including areas not identified 
as ESAs.  The green areas of the City, regardless of whether they are native habitats, also provide 
stopover habitat for migratory birds.  Even the concrete bottom of the lower Los Angeles River, 
which is designated as an “Important Bird Area” by the National Audubon Society, is used 
extensively by migratory birds, as are yards and city parkways.  Birds in these situations are 
vulnerable to predation and mortality during migration, which can be cumulatively significant to 
species (Sillett and Holmes 2002, Loss et al. 2012).  
 
4.2.3 Increased Number of Cats Interferes with Species Behaviors  

The mere presence of outdoor cats inhibits bird nesting productivity.  Research indicates that the 
presence of cats, which reach densities far exceeding any similarly sized native predator, can 
cause behavioral changes in birds that reduce fecundity and may cause significant effects on bird 
populations (Beckerman et al. 2007, Bonnington et al. 2013).   

4.2.4 Project Could Result in Take of Federally Listed Species 

The proposed Cat Program would sanction the maintenance of unlimited unowned cats at various 
places throughout the City and even would support the establishment of new colonies with cats 
redeemed from shelters.  The analysis assumes that federally listed species would only occur 
within one mile of identified ESAs, which is categorically false.  Even in and near ESAs, the 
proposed mitigation measures would be ineffective.   

Section 9 of the Endangered Species Act of 1973 as amended (“Act”) (16 USC § 1531 et seq.) 
prohibits the take of any federally listed species by any person subject to the jurisdiction of the 
United States.  “Take” is defined in the Act as “to harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, 
trap, capture, or collect, or attempt to engage in any such conduct.”  Harassment is defined as an 
intentional or negligent act or omission which creates the likelihood of injury to a listed species 
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by annoying it to such an extent as to significantly disrupt normal behavioral patterns which 
include, but are not limited to, breeding, feeding, or sheltering.  The term “person” is defined as 
“an individual, corporation, partnership, trust, association, or any other private entity; or any 
officer, employee, agent, department, or instrumentality of the Federal government, of any State, 
municipality, or political subdivision of a State, or any other entity subject to the jurisdiction of 
the United States.” 
 
The City of Los Angeles should be aware that a range of parties could be held responsible for 
actions that result in a violation of Section 9 of the Act.  Some examples from case law of parties 
having been held responsible for take include:  a state for licensing of fishing and lobstering 
equipment and the subsequent entanglement in the equipment by listed whales (Strahan v. Coxe, 
127 F.3d 155 (1st Cir. 1997)); the Forest Service for timber management practices and listed 
Red-cockaded Woodpecker abandonment of nesting cavities (Sierra Club v. Yeutter, 926 F.2d 
429 (5th Cir. 1991)); a town for permitting of vehicles on beaches and crushing deaths of listed 
Snowy Plovers (United States v. Town of Plymouth, 6 F. Supp. 2d 81 (D. Mass, May 15, 1998)); 
and a county for permitting of beachfront lighting and disorientation of listed sea turtles 
(Loggerhead Turtle v. Council of Volusia County, 148 F.3d 1231 (11th Cir. 1998)).  
 
Section 11(g) of the Act provides that “any person” may bring suit in Federal District Court to 
enforce the Act. 
 
Take incidental to an otherwise lawful activity may be authorized by one of two procedures.  If a 
federal agency is involved with the permitting, funding, or carrying out of the project and a listed 
species is going to be adversely affected, then initiation of formal consultation between that 
agency and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service pursuant to Section 7 of the Act is required.  Such 
consultation would result in a biological opinion addressing the anticipated effects of the project 
on the listed species and may authorize a limited level of incidental take.  If a federal agency is 
not involved in the project, and federally listed species may be taken as part of the project, then 
an incidental take permit pursuant to Section 10(a)(1)(B) of the Act should be obtained.  The 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service may issue such a permit upon completion of a satisfactory 
conservation plan for the listed species that would be taken by the project. 

The proposed Cat Program likely will result in take of listed species, which may include, but are 
not limited to, the western Distinct Population of the Snowy Plover, California Least Tern, 
Belding’s Savannah Sparrow, California Red-legged Frog, and Pacific Pocket Mouse.  In 
general, these species are prone to extirpation or extinction because they inhabit fragmented 
habitats, exist at low densities, and are sensitive to adverse effects of weather and predation.  
Small populations with limited breeding partners (mates) are prone to inbreeding which often 
results in problems associated with the lack of genetic diversity (Frankham and Ralls 1998).  
Populations with less genetic variability or more deleterious genetic material are typically less 
able to successfully respond to predation or environmental stresses, or to adapt to even relatively 
minor changes in environmental conditions.  These factors influence the survivability of smaller, 
genetically isolated populations.  
 
Some listed species, such as California Red-legged Frog, which is extant in the Santa Monica 
Mountains, can be found in disturbed areas, including channelized creeks and drainage ditches in 
urban and agricultural areas.  An adult was observed in a shallow isolated pool on North Slough 
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Creek in the American Canyon area of Napa County, California (Christine Gaber/PG&E, pers. 
obs. 2008).  This location was surrounded by vineyard development.  Another adult was 
observed under debris in an unpaved parking lot in a heavily industrial area of Burlingame, 
California (Patrick Kobernus, pers. obs. 2008).  This frog likely was from a nearby drainage 
ditch.  The California Department of Transportation has discovered California Red-legged Frog 
adults, tadpoles, and egg masses within a storm drainage system within a major cloverleaf 
intersection of Millbrae Avenue and Interstate Highway 101 in a heavily developed area of San 
Mateo County (California Department of Transportation 2007).  In portions of its range, the 
species has the potential to persist in disturbed areas as long as those areas provide at least one or 
more requirements for the frog’s life history stages.  The threatened California Red-legged Frog 
has been documented to have traveled distances from 0.25 mile to more than two miles without 
apparent regard to topography, vegetation type, or riparian corridors (Bulger et al. 2003). 
 
The MND lacks the level of information to allow an adequate analysis of the potential effects of 
the proposed Cat Program on listed species.  Therefore, the City of Los Angeles should complete 
habitat evaluations and surveys for the western Distinct Population of the Snowy Plover, 
California Least Tern, Belding’s Savannah Sparrow, California Red-legged Frog, and Pacific 
Pocket Mouse.  Such surveys must be undertaken by qualified biologists following U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service and California Department of Fish and Wildlife protocols.  The City of Los 
Angeles should make the results of these surveys and assessments available for public review.  If 
it is determined that the proposed program may result in take or adverse effects to listed species, 
we recommend that the City of Angeles obtain authorization for incidental take for the 
appropriate listed species pursuant to Sections 7 or 10(a)(1)(B) of the Act from the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service prior to certification of the final environmental document.  

4.2.5 MND Fails to Identify All Affected Sensitive Species 

The MND fails to identify all of the sensitive species that are found within the City of Los 
Angeles.  This is because the City’s analysis relies simply on queries of the California Natural 
Diversity Database to establish presence and distribution.  The CNDDB is a useful first step to 
investigate species distributions, but it is not adequate to comply with CEQA.  For example, two 
native mammal species are found in the Ballona Wetlands, South Coast Marsh Vole and 
Southern California Saltmarsh Shrew (von Bloeker 1932, Friesen et al. 1981), which are both 
sensitive species but are not considered in the MND.  A full survey of the entire City is not 
feasible for such an assessment, but the City does have an obligation to consult resources beyond 
the CNDDB (for example the biological resources sections of its own library of CEQA 
compliance documents) to define the distribution of sensitive species. 
 
4.2.6 Proposed Mitigation Measures Would Be Ineffective 

The MND correctly concludes that allowing the “establishment and maintenance” of feral cat 
colonies could adversely impact wildlife (MND, p. 19).  This is a remarkable admission because 
it clearly articulates that the proposed program will allow new feral cat colonies to be 
established.  This shows that the program is not about reducing existing cat numbers, but rather 
facilitating the feeding and maintenance of unlimited numbers of outdoor cats.  That the 
proposed Cat Program could result in the establishment of new feral cat colonies is inexplicably 
absent from the rest of the analysis. 
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A 2.7-mile “average range” for feral cats is presented without supporting citations to published 
literature (MND, p. 20).  The critical question of dispersal distance of cats was not addressed at 
all in the MND.  Cats are capable of dispersing over substantial distances; Fitzgerald and Karl 
(1986) recorded adult females moving 1.18 to 3.97 miles, and adult males moving 2.95 to 8.65 
miles.  Loss et al. (2013) reported that eight studies conducted in the United States found that 
individual cats on average killed from 24.4 birds to 51.4 birds per year.  A single cat could wreak 
havoc on the Belding’s Savannah Sparrow, Willow Flycatcher, Snowy Plover, and several other 
species, given the dispersal abilities of domestic and feral cats and the low population densities 
of these imperiled species.  The analysis in the MND of the effect of dispersing cats on listed and 
native bird species should be based on scientific research rather than unsubstantiated assertions.  

The mitigation measure proposed for impacts to rare or endangered species is that “feeding at 
colonies will not be allowed within 1 mile of an Environmentally Sensitive Area” with some 
specific geographic exceptions (MND, p. 20).  This cannot be interpreted as a mitigation 
measure because it does not change the status quo in these areas.  Currently, feeding of cats in 
these areas (and everywhere else) is generally not consistent with the Los Angeles Municipal 
Code (or State law), specifically violating the ban on feeding non-domesticated mammalian 
predators, littering laws, and often the limit on the number of cats maintained on a property.  If it 
were not illegal to feed unowned cats in the City, the ordinance changes proposed in this 
program would not be necessary.  Furthermore, the MND does not describe a mechanism to 
enforce the proposed “mitigation.”  
 
Neither the MND nor the underlying program offer any guidance as to how the City will 
“disallow” feeding in environmentally sensitive areas.  The current ordinances that could control 
these activities are not enforced.  There are established cat feeding locations at and near Cabrillo 
Beach, White Point, the Los Angeles International Airport dunes, and the Ballona Wetlands, in 
violation of current ordinances.  The MND is silent on how these activities would be 
“disallowed.”  Will feeders in these areas be cited and/or fined?  Under what mechanism?  Will 
cats in these areas be taken in by the City?  Will cats from these areas be released to volunteers 
to be subsequently released at their places of residence or at other locations in the City?  In short 
there is no evidence to show the proposed mitigation can be feasibly implemented. 

The MND lacks the details and information that would be necessary to enforce a ban on feeding 
feral cats within a mile of the designated ESAs.  To be effective, people would have to know 
where the exclusion zones are located.  The map in the MND is not at a resolution that would 
allow anyone near one of the buffer zones to know if a location is in or out of the zone.  
Furthermore, Animal Services officers would not know if a location were in or outside the buffer 
zone, making enforcement impossible.  The mitigation measure sets up the untenable situation 
where a person on one side of a residential street would be allowed to feed an unlimited number 
of outdoor cats, while a person on the other side of the street would not even be able to feed his 
or her owned cats outdoors.  How does the City propose to notify people that they are in a zone 
that does not allow feeding of cats outside?  Will a mailing go out to all residents?  Will the 
status of a property in a feral cat feeding or non-feeding zone be disclosed on real estate 
transactions like being in a flood hazard zone?  Will Animal Services officers be given a set of 
detailed maps or a GPS unit programmed to tell them where feral cat feeding is or is not 
allowed?  Without steps like these, one must assume that the City does not actually intend to 
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enforce the mitigation measure proposed in the MND, just as it has failed to enforce the existing 
laws that it proposes to change to facilitate feral cat feeding. 

The second mitigation measure would give Animal Services the power to “disallow” colonies 
that threaten species listed as threatened or endangered by the California Department of Fish and 
Wildlife.  This second proposed mitigation has all of the same problems as the first mitigation; it 
has no mechanism to implement it.  The premise of it is also deeply flawed.  Why would only 
threatened and endangered species listed by the State trigger this provision?  CEQA recognizes 
impacts to rare and sensitive species as potentially significant impacts, which this measure 
ignores.  Furthermore, CEQA recognizes impacts to federally listed species as potentially 
significant and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service maintains its own list of threatened and 
endangered species, as discussed above.  Why are they not mentioned in this measure?   
 
The third biological mitigation measure specifies that anyone feeding feral cats must take 
“reasonable measures” to prevent access to food by any animal other than a sterilized feral cat.  
How, exactly, does the City propose that feral cat feeders do this?  What are reasonable 
measures, and who will judge what is reasonable?  It is hopelessly naïve to imagine that a cat 
feeder is going to shoo away raccoons and intact cats from the food they put or toss out.  Cat 
feeders are known to “service” many feral cat colonies in a night, driving through 
neighborhoods, placing or throwing cat food on the ground.  This mitigation measure is so 
poorly conceived as to be useless. 

4.2.7 Failure to Consider the Impacts of Increasing Allowed Number of Owned Cats from 
Three to Five 

The biological resources analysis does not consider the biological impacts of increasing the 
allowed number of owned cats from three to five.  This is especially necessary because owned 
cats are allowed to roam at large and the proposed Cat Program does not propose any restrictions 
on roaming.  The City of Los Angeles provides important habitat to native wildlife, as discussed 
above, that would be impacted by an increase in the number of cats with access to the outdoors 
(Crooks 1997, Crooks and Soulé 1999, Lepczyk et al. 2003, van Heezik et al. 2010, Loss et al. 
2013).  Wildlife species are not only found in designated wildlife areas but in neighborhoods as 
well, which provide important resources for migratory and resident birds and other animals 
vulnerable to cat predation.  The impacts to wildlife of domestic cats that are allowed to roam 
outside are well known and include direct and indirect pathways.  Direct impacts occur from 
predation on wildlife species from outdoor cats (Loss et al. 2013).  The negative association 
between the activity of cats in habitats where birds are found and native bird diversity is well 
documented (Crooks and Soulé 1999).  Furthermore, cats need not kill birds directly to depress 
their numbers; a negative behavioral effect from the presence of cats would be sufficient to 
exclude some species from areas where outdoor cats are found (Beckerman et al. 2007, 
Bonnington et al. 2013).  Cats can have indirect effects through the transmission of disease to 
wildlife (Jessup et al. 1993, Jessup 2004, Hollings et al. 2013). 

The MND is completely silent on the impacts on wildlife of raising the owned cat limit, even 
though these cats could be both in and next to natural areas and backyard habitats.  This is a 
major deficiency of the analysis. 
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4.3 Water Quality 

Cats that live or are allowed outdoors cumulatively deposit large quantities of fecal matter into 
the environment, which, besides directly contaminating soil, has a significant adverse impact on 
water quality.  For example, cats from only 12,000 households around Morro Bay, California 
(the cities of Los Osos, Cayucos, and Morro Bay) deposited an estimated 105.9 tons of feces 
outside per year in an area of 11.5 square miles (Dabritz et al. 2006).  Cat feces contribute to 
impaired water quality (Ram et al. 2007) and are carried to water bodies through runoff, where 
they can have adverse effects on wildlife (Miller et al. 2002, Conrad et al. 2005, Miller et al. 
2008).  Los Angeles is 44 times larger and much denser than the Morro Bay region that was 
studied.  It would not be surprising if the annual burden of feces from outdoor cats in the City is 
already orders of magnitude larger (1.3 million households in Los Angeles vs. 12,000 in the 
Morro Bay region yields a rough estimate of 10,000 tons of cat feces yearly in Los Angeles, 
assuming similar rates of cats per household, outdoor access, and proportion of feral cats).  This 
is not merely an issue relevant to the coast or near watercourses; the storm drain system in Los 
Angeles drains all portions of the City to its waterways and into the ocean.   

The protozoan parasite Toxoplasma gondii, which is found in cat feces, can also contaminate 
drinking water sources, both small-scale wells (Sroka et al. 2006) and larger reservoirs (Bowie et 
al. 1997).  The MND does not consider drinking water contamination at all, even though some of 
the City’s drinking water reservoirs are in locations that are not designated as environmentally 
sensitive areas and therefore could become sites for feral cat colonies facilitated by the proposed 
Cat Program. 

The water quality analysis acknowledges that the number of owned cats roaming outdoors will 
be increased under the proposed program, but claims that because an “enforceable” City 
regulation exists that prohibits people from allowing animal waste to enter the storm drain 
system, the increase in cat numbers will not affect water quality.  This is a disingenuous 
statement.  Surely the City is aware that this regulation is not enforced and in fact is not 
enforceable in practice.  People simply do not pick up waste from their cats in the way they do 
(or should) for dogs, especially given that cats are allowed to run at large.  Furthermore, exactly 
how would the current regulation be enforced to keep waste from the additional unowned cats 
that will be fed in the City from entering the storm drain system?  The MND’s assertion in this 
regard is ludicrous.  Pursuant to CEQA, the MND must be revised to propose only mitigation 
measures that are demonstrably enforceable and feasible. 
 
The water quality analysis fails to recognize that the rest of the proposed Cat Program will also 
result in large numbers of additional outdoor cats.  The assumption that the program will reduce 
unowned cat numbers appears to be based on a belief that this program is an implementation of 
TNR and this will control cat numbers.  TNR, however, has never been documented to reduce 
unowned cat numbers at the city or county scale, as discussed in detail above.  

4.4 Public Health 

Increasing the total number of outdoor cats by increasing the per household cat limit and 
allowing unlimited feeding of feral cat colonies will increase the probability of transmission of 
disease to humans (zoonoses) and to wildlife from cats that are allowed to roam outdoors, 
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whether tame, stray, or feral (Gerhold and Jessup 2012).  One of these diseases is toxoplasmosis, 
caused by the protozoan parasite Toxoplasma gondii, which once acquired by a human (or by 
other animals) remains in the brain for a lifetime, potentially causing a range of adverse impacts.  
Some risks of this infection have been known for some time, with a focus on pregnant women or 
immunocompromised individuals (e.g., those with HIV/AIDS or other immune diseases and the 
elderly), and usually with reference to acute toxoplasmosis when the parasite is first acquired.  
However, more information is being learned about the effects of chronic T. gondii infection.  The 
parasite forms cysts in the brain following the initial acute infection.  Research has identified 
associations between chronic infection with T. gondii and incidence of Parkinson’s disease 
(Miman et al. 2010), autism spectrum disorder (Prandota 2010), schizophrenia (both through 
exposure of mother and direct exposure to individual) (Torrey and Yolken 2003, Brown et al. 
2005, Yolken et al. 2009), mania (Dickerson et al. 2013), psychosis (Zhu 2009), increased risk of 
dying in a vehicular accident (Flegr et al. 2002, Flegr et al. 2009), suicide (Arling et al. 2009, 
Yagmur et al. 2010), and personality changes (Lafferty 2006, Flegr 2013).  Some of these 
associations are not yet confirmed to be causal, but science and medicine continue to learn more 
about the adverse impacts of chronic infection by this parasite (Flegr 2013).  These associations 
are, however, consistent with the documented changes in behavior shown by rats when their 
brains are infected with the parasitic cysts formed by T. gondii (Berdoy et al. 2000). 
 
More cats in the environment will increase the environmental burden of the oocysts that are shed 
by infected cats with their feces.  These are shed in the millions for a period when a cat is first 
infected and stay viable in the soil for up to 18 months (Frenkel 2000).  Cats can shed oocysts 
again if they are reinfected years after the first infection (Dubey 1995).  Infection of humans in 
the developed world is caused primarily through exposure to soil contaminated by cat feces or 
food grown in such soil that has not been adequately washed rather than through consuming 
undercooked meat, as is commonly asserted by feral cat advocates (Tenter et al. 2000, Dabritz 
and Conrad 2010).  Allowing ownership and maintenance of additional cats and thereby 
increasing the environmental burden of T. gondii oocysts would foreseeably increase the risk and 
rate of infection by T. gondii to City residents and potentially expose the City to liability as the 
health impacts of this parasite become more well known (Flegr 2013, Torrey and Yolken 2013).  
Children’s sandboxes, if exposed to defecation by free-roaming cats, accumulate millions of T. 
gondii oocysts, numbering from the tens of thousands to millions per square foot (Torrey and 
Yolken 2013).  The City’s proposed Cat Program does nothing to protect children from exposure 
to T. gondii oocysts, even though exposure to just one oocyst can infect a child and change his or 
her health trajectory for life (Torrey and Yolken 2013).  Another route of infection is through 
dogs that are exposed to soil contaminated by cat feces outside and then are petted by family 
members who do not wash their hands and infect themselves (Lindsay et al. 1997).  In this 
manner, the City’s proposed Cat Program, by abandoning the goal of reducing free-roaming cat 
numbers, threatens the health of even those who do not own or interact with cats.  A paper on the 
public health implications of toxoplasmosis included the following summary (Dabritz and 
Conrad 2010) [quoting]: 
 

• Cat owners who allow their pets outdoors should be made aware that their free-roaming 
cats can acquire and faecally shed the protozoan parasite, Toxoplasma gondii. 
 

• Cat owners should be encouraged to keep their pets indoors and collect cat faeces in litter 
boxes destined for disposal in sanitary landfills. 
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• Persons who work with soil or garden regularly should wear gloves to protect themselves 

from pathogens in soil, such as Toxoplasma gondii, that are spread by owned and feral 
free-roaming cats. 
 

The proposed Cat Program reduces the ability of residents to minimize their exposure to this 
parasite, since both owned and feral cats, so long as they are neutered, are allowed to roam onto 
any property under the Municipal Code.  Furthermore, the proposed program, because it will 
result in more cats on the landscape as a whole (both owned and unowned), will decrease water 
quality (fecal coliform bacteria as an indicator of other pathogens), and increase public health 
risks in terms of exposure to zoonotic disease. 

Other health risks exist from free-roaming cats that the TNR approach is ineffective at reducing 
(Gerhold 2011, Gerhold and Jessup 2012, Roebling et al. 2013).  Of particular concern in 
southern California is the prevalence of murine typhus, which is often transmitted to humans by 
fleas associated with cats (Adams et al. 1970, Williams et al. 1992, Sorvillo et al. 1993, Velten et 
al. 2008, Karpathy et al. 2009, Eremeeva et al. 2012).  Although wildlife (e.g., opossums) can be 
the vector for the fleas, the human proclivity to interact with cats increases their importance in 
the transmission of this potentially fatal disease.   

4.5 Land Use and Planning 

The proposed Cat Program would change the definition of “Cat Kennel” in Section 53.50 of the 
Los Angeles Municipal Code.  That definition currently reads: 
 

“Cat Kennel” shall mean any lot, building, structure, enclosure, or premises, where four or more 
cats are kept or maintained for any purpose. 

 
Currently, Cat Kennels are not allowed in residential zones.  The proposed Cat Program would 
essentially remove the protections provided by this ordinance by increasing the owned cat limit 
and allowing feeding of an unlimited number of cats at residential properties, so long as the 
feeder claims they are stray or feral cats.  The proposed program would legalize feeding stray 
and feral cats every day and night in the middle of the sidewalk, on City parkways, or in alleys 
just about anywhere in the City, no matter the surrounding land use (with the exception of the 
buffer around ESAs).  This represents a significant change to the nature of land use in the City, 
especially the newly legalized use of public property to feed feral cats in any zoning, while 
currently Cat Kennels are only permitted in areas with specific zoning. 

The MND does not consider the impact of the proposed Cat Program in multifamily 
neighborhoods.  The increase of cat numbers for apartments, townhomes, condominiums, and 
cooperatives is not analyzed.  Each individual multifamily structure could become the locus for a 
66% increase in the number of owned cats.  For example, a six-unit apartment building would go 
from 18 permitted cats to 30 permitted cats.  The MND must take into account the health and 
public safety impacts of allowing substantially greater density of cats in multifamily 
neighborhoods.  Even if a landlord or a condominium association limits the number of pets in a 
structure, the proposed program would allow for people to create an additional burden on the 
property by feeding an unlimited number of unowned cats in alleys, sidewalks, and streets 
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adjacent to buildings, which would be specifically permitted by the proposed program.  The 
proposed program therefore would pose additional problems for property owners and managers 
because it would be impossible for them to deal with nuisance, odor, and sanitation issues posed 
by feral cats being fed in streets and alleys surrounding their buildings, putting them in an 
untenable situation where complaints from tenants and residents cannot be addressed because the 
City will have given special rights to people to create a public nuisance without recourse.  No 
one will have the responsibility to clean up after the feral cat colony, and owners will be denied 
the authority to stop the cause of the problem (feral cat feeders legalized and protected by the 
City).  

4.5.1 Proposed Ordinance Changes Conflict with Other Existing Ordinances 

The conflicts between the proposed Cat Program and existing ordinances have not been 
adequately investigated in the MND.  The MND must assess the effects of changing these 
conflicting ordinances before the permanent injunction is lifted.  Otherwise, the City will simply 
change conflicting ordinances after the environmental review is done and the injunction is lifted 
and the effects of doing so will not be disclosed or mitigated.  The MND must therefore consider 
and analyze the effects of the other ordinance changes necessary to legalize the proposed Cat 
Program, as described below.  

The proposed Cat Program conflicts with Section 53.19(e) of the Los Angeles Municipal Code, 
which states: 

(e) The Department of Animal Services may for the purposes of this article impound cats 
for the following reasons: 

(1) The cat is sick or injured; 
(2) The cat is feral or starving; 
(3) The owner or other person or persons authorized to relinquish possession of it, 
state that the cat is unwanted. 

This ordinance contemplates that being feral is a cause for being impounded by the City.  Yet the 
proposed Citywide Cat Program imagines that such feral cats will be fed in colonies as if they 
were owned, except without any of the responsibilities of ownership.  
 
Elsewhere, City code specifies that the person who is in charge of or controls an animal and 
allows that animal to bite a person is guilty of a misdemeanor (LAMC Section 53.34):   

A person who owns or is in charge of or controls or who possesses a dog or other animal 
who permits, allows or causes the dog or other animal to run, stray, be uncontrolled or in 
any manner be in, upon, or at large upon a public street, sidewalk, park or other public 
property or in or upon the premises or private property of another person is guilty of a 
misdemeanor if said dog or other animal bites, attacks or causes injury to any human 
being or other animal. 

 
Will feral cat feeders be considered to be in charge of or control the cats that they feed?  Will 
they then be liable if the cats that they feed bite or scratch a person?  Obviously not, since the 
proposed Cat Program does not require feral cat feeders to take any responsibility for conditions 
at or around “their” feral cat colonies.  An argument could be made that the City will assume 
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legal and financial responsibility for any injuries or disease caused by feral cats by specifically 
authorizing feral cat feeding by means of the proposed Cat Program. 
 
The proposed Cat Program conflicts with a Municipal Code section that allows people seeing 
stray animals to take them up and relinquish them to the Animal Services Department or the 
police (LAMC Section 53.09(a)):   
 

Any person finding at any time any stray domestic animal or any such animal found 
running at large contrary to the provisions of this article may take up such animal; 
provided, however, that persons taking up such animal shall, within four hours thereafter, 
or within two hours thereafter if such animal is attached or hitched to a vehicle, give 
notice to the Department or to some police officer, of the fact that he has such animal in 
his possession, and shall furnish thereto a description of such animal and a statement of 
the place where he found and where he has confined the animal. 

 
Any unowned cat (even a feral cat that has been sterilized and is part of a “colony”) fits the 
definition of a stray domestic animal, especially given that being feral is one of the reasons given 
for impoundment in Section 53.19(e).  It cannot be argued that neutered feral cats are exempt 
from this ordinance because they are not in heat (see Section 53.06, allowing cats not in heat to 
run at large), because Section 53.06 is limited to owned animals.  Therefore, the current 
ordinance allows people to “take up” feral cats and deliver them to animal shelters, even if they 
are being fed in colonies as contemplated by the proposed Cat Program.  The MND should 
confirm that this right will remain under the proposed Cat Program, or analyze the impacts of 
removing this existing right, and specify whether cats taken to shelters in this manner will then 
be released back outside.   

4.5.2 Exemption to Ban on Feeding Conflicts with State Law on Feeding Wildlife 

The City proposes to exempt stray and feral cat feeders (self-appointed volunteers) from an 
existing ban on feeding non-domesticated mammalian predators, so long as the cats being fed are 
sterilized.  Not only is the specification that only sterilized cats be fed unenforceable, the 
proposed ordinance would be in conflict with State law.  California Fish and Game Code Section 
251.1 defines “harassment” as: “An intentional act which disrupts an animal’s normal behavior 
patterns, which includes, but is not limited to, breeding, feeding or sheltering.”  It is not 
permissible to harass wildlife under State law; therefore, it is not legal to feed wildlife in the 
State of California.  This is common sense.  Because native California wildlife species are found 
throughout the City of Los Angeles (e.g., raccoon, striped skunk, opossum, coyote, mule deer), it 
is essentially impossible to leave food outside for unowned cats and not also be feeding wildlife, 
in violation of State law.   

Feeding unowned cats outdoors certainly disrupts the normal behavior patterns of wildlife, and 
this is as true in Los Angeles as elsewhere.  Instances of “overabundant” raccoons and skunks 
are routinely reported associated with current feral cat feeding locations.  The proposed 
ordinance change to legalize such feeding will result in increased aggregations of raccoons, 
skunks, and coyotes around these locations, attracted by both the food, and in the case of 
coyotes, to the cats themselves as a food source.  This will cause additional public safety risk, 
risk of disease transmission, and require additional City and private resources to address 
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complaints.  It is also inhumane for these animals, which are subject to lethal removal and can be 
killed by methods that are not considered humane in California for dogs and cats. 

Domesticated animals should only be fed indoors or in an enclosed yard, and it is absolutely 
unreasonable to believe that cat feeders taking advantage of the new ordinance will actually 
stand guard over the food they put out to prevent wildlife and unaltered cats from eating it.  
Many feral cat feeders place cat food on the ground or at most on a paper plate (Figure 9).  Plus, 
the unowned cats themselves are food for coyotes (Quinn 1997, Grubbs and Krausman 2009) 
and promoting feeding of unowned cats will increase the number killed by coyotes and lure 
coyotes into additional human-occupied areas of the City.  The City is aware that State law also 
prohibits feeding wildlife, and includes this on its information sheet about applicable animal 
laws. 

 

Figure 9.  Feral cats eating at food dumped outside.  This picture is from the home page of 
the website for LA Feeders (lafeeders.org), a group that claims to feed 8,000 feral cats 
every day in southern California.  It illustrates that food is left on the ground for feral cats 
where it will be easily accessible to wildlife. 

4.5.3 Exemption to Ban on Feeding Conflicts with State Law on Littering 

California State law prohibits littering on private or public property (Penal Code Section 374.4).  
Those leaving food out for feral cats under the proposed program would be undertaking behavior 
that is indistinguishable from the action of littering, which is defined as: 

… discarding, dropping, or scattering of small quantities of waste matter ordinarily 
carried on or about the person, including, but not limited to, beverage containers and 
closures, packaging, wrappers, wastepaper, newspapers, and magazines, in a place other 
than a place or container for the proper disposal thereof, and including waste matter that 
escapes or is allowed to escape from a container, receptacle, or package. 
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Cat food, when left on the ground, as is often the practice by feral cat feeders (see Figure 9), 
certainly meets the definition of litter.  Paper plates and plastic containers that might be used to 
feed cats also constitute litter under the law (see cardboard boxes containing food in Figure 5).  
The MND does not resolve the obvious contradiction between the actions to be encouraged 
under the proposed program — feeding feral cats outdoors, including on public and private 
property — and the need to comply with State law regarding littering. 

5 Conclusion 

The proposed Citywide Cat Program is inadequately assessed in the MND, which fails to meet 
the requirements of CEQA to disclose and mitigate impacts.  It would result in an increase in the 
number of free-roaming cats in the City of Los Angeles by specifically legalizing feeding and 
maintenance of unlimited numbers of feral cats throughout most areas of the City.  The proposed 
mitigation measures are unenforceable.  The project would have significant adverse impacts that 
are not disclosed and the analysis of impacts does not incorporate the best available data or 
scientific knowledge.   

We remain dedicated to helping the City devise policies to reduce the number of stray and feral 
cats, but the City has shown complete disinterest in considering any of the suggestions included 
in our countless communications on this topic over the years.  This is probably because the City 
is responding solely to the feral cat advocacy community, which has exhibited little interest in 
reducing the number of feral cats.  Instead, the City’s objective, shared by those advocates who 
paid for the environmental review, is only to reduce euthanasia of feral cats and create the legal 
framework so that feral cats can live outdoors with limited risk of interference, no matter the 
consequences to the environment, public health, or quality of life.  The proposed Cat Program is 
a program conceived by feral cat advocates for feral cat advocates and does not represent the 
balancing of public interests that is necessary to create reasonable public policy.  
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